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Abstract

This thesis concerns the problem of modelling evolving prospective agent sys-
tems. Inasmuch a prospective agent looks ahead a number of steps into the
future, it is confronted with the problem of having several di!erent possible
courses of evolution, and therefore needs to be able to prefer amongst them to
determine the best to follow as seen from its present state. Based on historical
information as well as quantitative and qualitative a posteriori evaluation of its
possible evolutions, the agent is equipped with so-called evolution-level prefer-
ences mechanism. In addition, to enable such a prospective agent to evolve, we
provide a way for modelling its evolving knowledge base, including environment
triggering of active goals, context-sensitive preferences and integrity constraints.
Furthermore, to allow an evolving prospective agent acting under uncertainty,
P-log is employed for representing probabilistic knowledge. Finally, such agents
are enhanced with an ability of intention recognition, via combination of Causal
Bayes Networks and plan attribution.

Besides, several examples are exhibited to illustrate the pro!ered concepts
and features. We also show how the evolving prospective agent system can be
applied to model morality and provide supports for elderly people.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Veritably, the capacity for cognition is what allows us to anticipate the future,
to preadapt and imagine scenarios of possible evolutions – of the world and of
ourselves as cognitive agents – to make choices, to use preferences about some
hypothetical worlds and their futures, and meta-preferences – preferences on
which preferences to employ and how to make them evolve. The activity of
prospecting the future is vital and characteristic of our species and its capacity
to understand the real world and ourselves, living in society, where distributed
cognition is the normal and regular way to do science. Prospective consciousness
allows us to pre adapt to what will happen. For that, a capacity to simulate, to
imagine “what would happen if”, i.e. hypothetical thinking, becomes necessary.
Such thinking is indispensable in science; for it gives us the rules to predict
and explain what will or can happen, without which technology would not be
possible [3].

This thesis is devoted to automate that capacity using logic programming
techniques, by designing and implementing a so-called evolving prospective
agents capable of imagining their possible future evolutions, making informed
choices about them, and then modify themselves to enact those choices. Such
an agent is surely more evolutionary adapted to produce and actually enforce
its own future, asserting the very action which will guarantee its selective ad-
vantage in the next iteration of the never-ending game of life. This prospect
involves, of course, the ability of agents to intuit other agents’ intentions.

1.1 Evolving Prospective Logic Programming

Continuous developments in logic programming (LP) language semantics which
can account for evolving programs with updates [2, 8] have opened the door to
new perspectives and problems amidst the LP and agents community. As it is
now possible for a program to talk about its own evolution, changing and adapt-
ing itself through non-monotonic self-updates, one of the new looming challenges
is how to use such semantics to specify and model logic based agents which are
capable of anticipating their own possible future states and of preferring among
them in order to further their goals, prospectively maintaining truth and consis-
tency in so doing. Such predictions need to account not only for changes in the
perceived external environment, but need also to incorporate available actions
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originating from the agent itself, and perhaps even consider possible actions and
hypothetical goals emerging from the activity of other agents.

Every proactive agent should be capable, to some degree, of conjuring up
hypothetical what-if scenarios while attending to a given set of integrity con-
straints, goals, and partial observations of the environment. These scenarios
can be about hypothetical observations (what if this observation were true?),
about hypothetical goals (what if this goal was pursued?). As we are dealing
with non-monotonic logics, where knowledge about the world is incomplete and
revisable, a way to represent predictions about the future is to consider possi-
ble scenarios as tentative evolving hypotheses which may become true, pending
subsequent confirmation or disconfirmation on further observations, the latter
based on the expected consequences of assuming each of the scenarios.

Prospective agent systems [1] address the issue of how to allow evolving
agents to be able to look ahead, prospectively, into their hypothetical futures,
in order to determine the best courses of evolution from their own present, and
thence to prefer amongst them. In such systems, a priori and a posteriori pref-
erences embedded in the knowledge representation theory are used for preferring
amongst hypothetical futures. A priori ones are used to produce the most in-
teresting or relevant conjectures about possible future states, while a posteriori
ones allow the agent to actually make a choice based on the imagined conse-
quences in each scenario. ACORDA [11] is a prospective logic system that first
implemented these features. It did so by generating scenarios, on the basis only
of those preferred abductions able to satisfy agents’ goals, and further selecting
scenarios on the basis of the immediate side-e!ects such abductions have within
them.

However, the above proposed preferences have only local influence, i.e. for
example, immediate a posteriori preferences are only used to evaluate the one-
state-far consequences of a single choice. They are not appropriate when evolv-
ing prospective agents want to look ahead a number of steps into the future to
determine which decision to make from any state of their evolution. Such agents
need to be able to evaluate further consequences of their decisions, i.e. the conse-
quences of the hypothetical choices abduced to satisfy their goals. Based on the
historical information as well as quantitative and qualitative a posteriori evalua-
tion of its possible evolutions, we equip an agent with a so-called evolution-level
preferences mechanism [4, 5].

For evolving agents, their knowledge base evolves to adapt to the outside
changing environment. At each state, agents have a set of goals and desires to
satisfy. They also have to be able to update themselves with new information
such as new events, new rules or even change their preferences. To enable a
prospective agent to evolve, we provide a way for modelling its evolving knowl-
edge base, including the environment and course of evolution triggering of all ac-
tive goals (desires), of context-sensitive preferences and of integrity constraints.
To further achieve this, immediate a posteriori preferences are insu"cient.

After deciding on which action to take, agents evolve by committing to that
action. Di!erent decision commitments can a!ect the simulation of the future in
di!erent ways. There are actions that, if committed to, their consequences are
nevermore defeated and thus permanently a!ect the prospective future. There
are also actions that do not have any inescapable influence on the future, i.e.
committing to them does not permanently change the knowledge base, like the
previously described “hard” commitments – they are “ongoing”. They may be
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taken into account when, in some following future state, the agents need to
consider some evolution-level preferences trace. Other action commitments are
“temporary”, i.e. merely momentary.

In addition, we specifically consider so-called inevitable actions that belong
to every possible evolution. By hard committing to them as soon as possible,
the agent can activate preferences that rule out alternative evolutions that are
ipso facto made less relevant.

It is important to be aware that in evolution prospection, exploration of the
future is essentially an open-ended, non-deterministic and continuously iterated
process, distinct from the average planning problem. First of all, the use of
abduction can dynamically extend the theory of the agent during the reasoning
process itself in a context-dependent way so that no definite set of possible
actions is implicitly defined, while in planning the search space is is inherently
fixed and implicit, by means of a set of possible actions that agents can use to
achieve goals. Secondly, the choice process itself typically involves acting upon
the environment to narrow down the number of available options, which means
that the very process of selecting futures can drive an agent to autonomous
action. An evolving prospective logic agent is also proactive in its look ahead
of the future, acting upon its environment in order to anticipate, pre-adapt,
initiate new goals and enact informed choices e"ciently. These two features
imply that the horizon of search is likely to change at every iteration and the
state of the agent itself can be altered during this search.

1.2 Evolution Prospection under Uncertainty

Whilst being immersed in a world (virtual or real), any autonomous proactive
agents shold be capable of acting under uncertainty. Agents that are only able
to make a decision or derive a plan for a goal if they know for sure all necessary
facts about its environment are not good enough since having access to the
whole truth about the environment is unrealistic if not impossible. Agents must
know how to handle uncertain knowledge to be able to act on their own in the
environment and proactively adapt themselves.

Looking more closely to the evolving prospective agents described above,
the uncertainty aspects of knowledge appear to be crucial and unavoidable. In
order to look ahead into the future, besides the uncertainty regarding aspects
of their real world environment, prospective agents need to imagine about their
hypothetical future world environment – something that they are even more
uncertain about. The capability of modelling uncertainty enables agents to
more precisely represent their evolving knowledge base, including their imagin-
ings as well as of other agents about the future. Consequently, it enables the
prospective agents to more precisely and realistically implement di!erent kinds
of preferences, reflecting the uncertainty aspects of agents’ knowledge.

An agent’s knowledge can at best provide only a degree of belief in the rele-
vant events. The major approach for dealing with degrees of belief is probability
theory, which assigns to each event a numerical degree of belief between 0 and 1.
We will be using this approach in the evolution prospection system, employing
P-log [34, 35, 6] for probabilistic reasoning coupled with di!erent types of logical
reasoning, such as deduction, abduction, and preferences.

3



1.3 Intention Recognition

Another focus of this thesis is the problem of intention recognition as well as the
enhancement it can bring to the performance of evolving prospective agents.

When acting on an environment, any agent may have to deal with other
agents, either in a friendly or hostile manner. Predicting and anticipating their
behaviors eases interactions, improves cooperation and coordination, as well as
defending themselves from potential hostile behaviors. The simplest explana-
tion of the need for intention recognition lies in inability or unwillingness to
communicate. If agents are both willing and able to communicate easily, fully
and honestly about their current and future actions, then there is little need
for intention recognition. If communication is unavailable, unreliable, expen-
sive, impractical, or, as is the case with combative or competitive environments,
undesirable, then a mechanism for interpreting and predicting the behaviour of
others is required. Intention recognition goes to the very heart of the ability to
display intelligent behaviour in environments where communication is impaired
or impractical [36].

In this thesis we will provide an overview of the state-of-the-art of intention
recognition and propose a new approach to tackle intention recognition using
plan generation techniques plus Causal Bayes Networks [7]. We also show how
evolving prospective agents can benefit from having an intention recognition
ability.

1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis is divided into three parts. The first two discuss the topics: ’Evo-
lution Prospection Agent system’ and ’Intention Recognition’, respectively. The
last part then describes di!erent approaches for combining them, each benefiting
from the other.

Part 1, discussing evolving prospective agents, includes Chapters 2 – 5.
In Chapter 2, we discuss prospective logic programs, describing the constructs
involved in their design and implementation.

Chapter 3 describes evolving prospective agents, including single-step and
multiple-step, and exhibits a number of examples for illustration. It also pro-
vides a formal semantics for evolving prospective logic programs.

Chapter 4 discusses prospective reasoning under uncertainty. It first intro-
duces P-log for modelling probability, then shows how P-log can be embedded
in the evolution prospection system to enable probabilistic reasoning. Several
constructs of the system are extended to deal with uncertainty.

Chapter 5 describes an application of the prospective agent system to model
morality, introducing six classical trolley problems plus variants, and showing
how moral decisions can be derived for each of them using the system. This
chapter also discusses how di!erent aspects of uncertainty can be introduced
into those trolley problems and how they are dealt with in our system.

Part 2, discussing Intention Recognition, is given in Chapter 6. It first
gives an overview of the state-of-the-art of the topic, then describes a new ap-
proach to it, using Causal Bayes Networks plus Plan Generation techniques.
An introduction of Causal Bayes Networks and Plan Generation is then pro-
vided. Afterwards, an application of the new approach to Elder Care domain is
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described.
Part 3, discussing two di!erent ways of combining the two systems of Evo-

lution Prospection and Intention Recognition, is given in Chapter 6. The first
way is that of how evolving prospective agents can benefit from an intention
recognition ability, and the second way is that of how the Evolution Prospec-
tion system can work as an Intention Consumer of the Intention Recognition
one.

Chapter 8 describes di!erent implementation issues of the evolution prospec-
tion system on top of Neg-Abdual [17], including evolving programs, di!erent
kinds of preferences as well as embedding Prolog and P-log code into Neg-
Abdual.

Finally, we conclude and discuss possible future work, in Chapter 9. In ad-
dition, for easiness of understanding of working with the implemented systems,
we provide two appendices describing available predicates as well as scripts for
running all examples in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Prospective Logic
Programming

Prospective logic programming enables an evolving program to look ahead
prospectively into its possible future states and to prefer among them to satisfy
goals [1]. This paradigm is particularly beneficial to the agent community, since
it can be used to predict an agent’s future by employing the methodologies from
abductive logic programming [13, 14, 19] in order to synthesize and maintain
abductive hypotheses.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of agents that are based on prospective logic
[1]. Each prospective logic agent is equipped with a knowledge base and possibly
a moral theory as its initial theory. The problem of prospection is then that of
finding abductive extensions to this initial theory, which are both relevant (under
the agent’s current goals) and preferred (w.r.t. preference rules in its initial
theory). The first step is to select the goals the agent wants to satisfy during
the prospective cycle. Integrity constraints are also considered here to ensure
the agent always performs transitions into valid evolution states. Once the set
of active goals for the current state is known, the next step is to find out which
are the relevant abductive hypotheses. This step may include the application of
a priori preferences, in the form of contextual preference rules, among available
hypotheses to generate possible abductive scenarios. Forward reasoning can
then be applied to abducibles in those scenarios to obtain relevant consequences,
which can then be used to enact a posteriori preferences over the scenarios.
These preferences can be enforced by employing utility theory and, in moral
situations also moral theory. In case additional information is needed to enact
preferences, the agent may consult external oracles. This greatly benefits agents
in giving them the ability to probe the outside environment, thereby providing
better informed choices, including the making of experiments. The mechanism
to consult oracles is realized by posing questions to external systems, be they
other agents, actuators, sensors or other procedures. Each oracle mechanism
may have certain conditions specifying whether it is available or appropriate for
questioning. Whenever the agent acquires additional information, it is possible
that ensuing side-e!ects a!ect its original search, e.g. some already considered
abducibles may now be disconfirmed and some new abducibles be now triggered.
To account for all possible side-e!ects, a second round of prospection takes place,
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Figure 2.1: Prospective Agent Cycle

and subsequent cycles may follow. We next describe constructs involved in our
design and implementation of prospective logic agents and their preferred and
partly committed but still open evolution, on top of Abdual [16] - a XSB-
Prolog implemented system which allows computing abductive solutions for a
given query.

2.1 Language

Let L be a first order language. A domain literal in L is a domain atom A or its
default negation not A. The latter is used to express that the atom is false by
default (Closed World Assumption). A domain rule in L is a rule of the form:

A ! L1, . . . , Lt (t " 0)

where A is a domain atom and L1, . . . , Lt are domain literals. An integrity
constraint in L is a rule with an empty head. A (logic) program P over L is
a set of domain rules and integrity constraints, standing for all their ground
instances.

2.2 Preferring Abducibles

Every program P is associated with a set of abducibles A # L. These, and
their default negations, can be seen as hypotheses that provide hypothetical
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solutions or possible explanations to given queries. Abducibles can figure only
in the body of program rules.

An abducible A can be assumed only if it is a considered one, i.e. if it is
expected in the given situation, and, moreover, there is no expectation to the
contrary [22]

consider(A) ! expect(A), not expect not(A), A

The rules about expectations are domain-specific knowledge contained in the
theory of the program, and e!ectively constrain the hypotheses available in a
situation. Handling preferences over abductive logic programs has several ad-
vantages, and allows for easier and more concise translation into normal logic
programs (NLP) than those prescribed by more general and complex rule pref-
erence frameworks. The advantages of so proceeding stem largely from avoiding
combinatory explosions of abductive solutions, by filtering irrelevant as well as
less preferred abducibles [12].

Note that for each abducible declared in the program, its consider/1 rule is
automatically generated in the preprocessing stage. More details can be found
in the implementation Chapter (Chapter 8).

To express preference criteria among abducibles, we envisage an extended
language L!. A preference atom in L! is of the form a ! b, where a and b are
abducibles. It means that if b can be assumed (i.e. considered), then a!b forces
a to be assumed too if it can. A preference rule in L! is of the form:

a !b ! L1, ..., Lt (t " 0)

where L1, ..., Lt are domain literals over L!. This preference rule can be coded
as follows:

expect not(b) ! L1, ..., Ln, expect(a), not expect not(a), not a

In fact, if b is considered, the consider–rule for abducible b requires expect not(b)
to be false, i.e. every rule with the head expect not(b) cannot have a true body.
Thus, a !b , that is if its body in the preference rule holds, and if a is expected,
and not counter-expected, then a must be abduced so that this particular rule
for expect not(b) also fails, and the abduction of b may go through if all the
other rules for expect not(b) fail as well.

A priori preferences are used to produce the most interesting or relevant
conjectures about possible future states. They are taken into account when
generating possible scenarios, i.e. abductive solutions, which will subsequently
be preferred amongst each other a posteriori.

Example 2.2.1 (Tea or Co!ee) Consider a situation where Claire drinks ei-
ther tea or co!ee (but not both). Suppose that Claire prefers co!ee over tea when
sleepy, and doesn’t drink co!ee when she has high blood pressure. This situation
is described by the program with abducibles co!ee and tee:

drink ! tea drink ! co!ee
expect(tea) expect(co!ee)
expect not(co!ee) ! blood high pressure
! tea, co!ee
co!ee ! tea ! sleepy
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This program has two abductive solutions, one with tea the other with coffee.
Adding literal sleepy triggers the only a priori preference in the program, which
rules out the solution where only tea is present since co!ee is not abduced though
it is preferred to tea and can be assumed. If later we add blood pressure high,
co!ee is no longer expected, and the transformed preference rule no longer
defeats the abduction of tea which then becomes the single abductive solution,
despite the presence of sleepy.

2.3 A Posteriori Preference

Having computed possible scenarios, represented by abductive solutions, more
favorable scenarios can be preferred a posteriori. Typically, a posteriori pref-
erences are performed by evaluating consequences of abducibles in abductive
solutions. An a posteriori preference has the form:

Ai $ Aj ! holds given(Li, Ai), holds given(Lj , Aj)

where Ai, Aj are abductive solutions and Li, Lj are domain literals. This means
that Ai is preferred to Aj a posteriori if Li and Lj are true as the side-e!ects
of abductive solutions Ai and Aj , respectively, without any further abduction.
Optionally, in the body of the preference rule there can be any Prolog predicate
used to quantitatively compare the consequences of the two abductive solutions.

2.4 Active Goals and Context Sensitive In-
tegrity Constraints

In each cycle of its evolution the agent has a set of active goals or desires. We
introduce the on observe/1 predicate, which we consider as representing active
goals or desires that, once triggered by the observations figuring in its rule
bodies, cause the agent to attempt their satisfaction by launching the queries
standing for them. The rule for an active goal AG is of the form:

on observe(AG) ! L1, ..., Lt (t " 0)

where L1,...,Lt are domain literals. During evolution, an active goal may be
triggered by some events, previous commitments or some history-related infor-
mation. We di!erentiate events that have temporary influence, i.e. a!ect only
the current cycle and thus are entered into its knowledge base as facts and re-
moved when the influence is finished, from ones that have permanent influence,
i.e. a!ect every cycle issuing from the current one and thus are entered to the
knowledge base as facts and stay there forever. Respectively, we provide two
predicates, event/1 and asserts/1, with an argument representing an event.

When starting a cycle, the agent collects its active goals by finding all the
on observe(AG) literals that hold under the initial theory without performing
any abduction, then finds abductive solutions for their conjunction.

Context sensitive integrity constraints When finding abductive solutions,
all integrity constraints in the knowledge base must be satisfied. However, when
considering an evolving agent, there is a vital need to be able to code integrity
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constraints dependent on time points and changing external environment. A
context sensitive integrity constraint with the name icName and a non-empty
context is coded by using an active goal as follows:

on observe(not icName) ! L1, ..., Ln (t " 0)
icName ! icBody

where L1,...,Lt are domain literals which represent the triggering context of the
integrity constraint. Whenever the context is true, the active goal not icName
must be satisfied, which implies that the integrity constraint

! icBody

must be satisfied. When the context is empty (t = 0) the integrity constraint
becomes a usual one which always must be satisfied.

2.5 Levels of Commitment

Each prospective cycle is completed by registering any surviving abductive so-
lutions (represented by their abducibles) into the knowledge base and moving
to the next cycle of evolution. Committing to each alternative abductive so-
lution will create a new branch of the so-called evolution tree. The history of
the evolution is kept by setting a time stamp for the abducibles that the agent
commits to in each cycle.

As a program is evolving, the commitment can a!ect the future in di!erent
ways. Based on their influence, we classify commitments in three categories.
Firstly, there are abducibles, representing actions or other options that, after
committed to in a state, will not be subsequently defeated, i.e. a commitment
to reverse the committed to actions is not allowed. This kind of commitment
inscribes a permanent consequence on the future and therefore plays the role of a
fact in the knowledge base for all future evolution states issuing from that state.
Commitments of this sort are called hard. In addition, there are commitments
that, when committed to in a state, can nevertheless be defeated by committing
to their opposite abducibles at some future state, but will keep on a!ecting the
future (by inertia) up until then. Commitments of this kind are called ongoing.
Lastly, the weakest kind of commitments are those immediately withdrawn in
the following state and so have direct influence only on the transition from
the current state. They can have indirect influence when in some future state
the history of the evolution needs to be taken into account. We call this kind
temporary.
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Chapter 3

Evolving Prospective
Agents

Informally, an evolution of a prospective agent is a sequence of time stamped sets
of commitments at each cycle of the evolution. Depending on the capabilities
and the need, at each time point in the evolution the agent acts just to satisfy
the active goals at hand, or needs to look ahead a number of steps into the
future in order to satisfy the long-term goals in a prospective way, by taking
into account its possible futures and evaluating the reaching choices.

3.1 Single-step Prospective Agent

Each cycle ends with the commitment of the agent to an abductive solution that
satisfies the current active goals. Alternative commitments can be explored by
searching the space of evolutions.

Example 3.1.1 Suppose agent John is going to buy an air ticket in case he
wants to travel. He has two choices, either buying a saver ticket or a flexible
ticket. He knows the flexible one is expensive, but, if he has money, he does not
wish a saver ticket because, if he bought it, he would not be able to change or
return it in any circumstance, and therefore, in case he does not use the ticket
he would lose money. The saver ticket is one that, when you commit to buying
it, the reverse action of returning it is not allowed (a hard commitment thus).
However, if John does not have much money, he is not expected to buy something
expensive. In addition, if John bought a new car he would not be supposed to
have much money left. Later on, while waiting for the flight, John finds out that
his mother is ill. He wants to stay at home to take care of her. Then he wishes
to cancel the ticket, otherwise he would lose money. The described scenario can
be coded with the program in Figure 3.1.

Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles and of which ones are ongoing
and hard commitments. The abducibles in the list of abds/1 predicate that are
not declared as ongoing or hard are by default temporary. Line 2 says that there
is always expectation for every abducible declared in abds/1.

One day John wants to travel, specified by entering event(travel), i.e. the
fact travel is temporarily added, which, in turn, triggers the only active goal
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ticket. Empty pocket is false and have money is true. Hence there is expecta-
tion to the contrary of saver ticket but not of flexible ticket (lines 5-6). Thus,
there is only one abductive solution available: [flexible ticket ]. The cycle ends
by committing to this abductive solution. Since flexible ticket is an ongoing
commitment, it will be added in every abductive solution of the following cycles
until John knows that his mother is ill, given by entering event(mother ill).
Then on observe(stay home) holds (line 8). The only active goal stay home
needs to be satisfied.

1. abds([saver_ticket/0,flexible_ticket/0,
cancel_ticket/0,lose_money/0]).
ongoing_commitment([flexible_ticket]).
hard_commitment([saver_ticket]).

2. expect(saver_ticket).
expect(flexible_ticket).
expect(cancel_ticket).
expect(lose_money).

3. on_observe(ticket) <- travel.
ticket <- saver_ticket.
ticket <- flexible_ticket.

4. expensive(flexible_ticket).
5. expect_not(saver_ticket) <- have_money.
6. expect_not(X) <- empty_pocket, expensive(X).
7. empty_pocket <- buy_new_car.

have_money <- not empty_pocket.
8. on_observe(stay_home) <- mother_ill.
9. stay_home <- cancel_ticket.

stay_home <- lose_money.
10.change_ticket <- mother_ill.

on_observe(not saver_ticket_ic) <- change_ticket.
on_observe(not cancel_ticket_ic) <- change_ticket.
saver_ticket_ic <- saver_ticket, cancel_ticket.
cancel_ticket_ic <- cancel_ticket, ticket.

11.Ai << Aj <- holds_given(cancel_ticket, Ai),
holds_given(lose_money, Aj).

Figure 3.1: Ticket Example

In addition, the event mother being ill triggers the saver ticket ic and
cancel ticket ic context-sensitive integrity constraints (line 10). There is no
expectation to the contrary of cancel ticket and lose money, and the ongoing
commitment flexible ticket is defeated, there being now three minimal abductive
solutions: [cancel ticket ,not flexible ticket ], [lose money ,not flexible ticket ],
[lose money, not cancel ticket].

In the next stage, a posteriori preferences are taken into account to filter
out the less preferred abductive solutions. Considering the only a posteriori
preference in line 11, the two abductive solutions that include lose money are
ruled out since they lead to the consequence lose money, which is less preferred
than the one that leads to cancel ticket. In short, agent John bought a flexible
ticket for his travel, but later on he can cancel the ticket to stay at home to take
care of his mother since the flexible ticket is a defeasible ongoing commitment.
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Next consider the same initial situation but suppose John just bought a new
car. This fact is asserted to the knowledge base by entering asserts(by new car).
empty pocket becomes true and have money becomes false. Hence there is ex-
pectation to the contrary of flexible ticket (line 7) and no expectation to the
contrary of saver ticket (line 6). Therefore, the only abductive solution is
[saver ticket]. Since saver ticket is a hard commitment, it is not defeated
and later on, during the evolution, it will always be added to every abduc-
tive solution. Even when the mother is ill, the saver ticket ic will prevent
having cancel ticket. Thus, the only abductive solution is the one including
lose money.

In short, since agent John made a hard commitment by buying a saver ticket,
later on, when his mother is ill, he must give up on the ticket and lose money
to stay at home.

Example 3.1.2 (Sophie’s choice) One of the most discussed cases where the
same moral precept gives rise to conflicting obligations is taken from William
Styrons Sophies Choice [33]. Sophie and her two children are at a Nazi concen-
tration camp. A guard confronts Sophie and tells her that one of her children
will be allowed to live and one will be killed. But it is Sophie who must decide
which child will be killed. Sophie can prevent the death of either of her children,
but only by condemning the other to be killed. The guard makes the situation
even more excruciating by informing Sophie that if she chooses neither, then
both will be killed. With this added factor, Sophie has a morally compelling rea-
son to choose one of her children. But for each child, Sophie has an apparently
equally strong reason to save him or her. Thus the same moral precept gives rise
to conflicting obligations. The described scenario can be coded with the program
given in Figure 3.2.

Line 1 says that there is always expectation for every abducible declared. In
addition, if Sophie has no special reason for any child, there is no expectation
to the contrary of those abducibles (lines 5-6). Thus, the abductive solutions
for the only active goal decide are:

A1 = [letting both die, not kill(child 1), not kill(child 2), not flip a coin]
A2 = [kill(child 1), not kill(child 2), not flip a coin]
A3 = [kill(child 2), not kill(child 1), not flip a coin]
A4 = [flip a coin]

i.e. it is possible for Sophie to decide to let both of her children die, choose one on
her own decision, or flip a coin to decide. Then, in the next stage, a posteriori
preferences are taken into account to filter out the less preferred abductive
solutions. Considering the a posteriori preference encoded in line 9, solution
that includes letting both die is ruled out since it leads to the consequence of
two children dying, which is less preferred than any of the (equally) preferred
remaining solutions (all with the consequence of just one child dying) (line 7).
From the three remaining solutions, the ones that kill some child are ruled
out since their consequences are the greater probability of Sophie to feel guilty
than the one of flip a coin (line 8), having taken into account the a posteriori
preference in line 10 where holds given(G, A) is a reserved predicate meaning
to prove G given the set of abducibles A without further abductions. In short,
Sophies final decision is to flip a coin since, according to this, only one child
will die and she will feel less guilty about her decision. Next consider the case
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abds([letting_both_die/0, kill/1, flip_a_coin/0]).
1. expect(kill(_)).

expect(flip_a_coin).
expect(letting_both_die).

2. on_observe(decide) <- sophie_choice.
3. decide <- letting_both_die, not kill, not flip.

decide <- choose, not flip.
decide <- flip.

4. choose <- kill(child_1), not kill(child_2).
choose <- kill(child_2), not kill(child_1).
kill <- kill(child_1).
kill <- kill(child_2).
flip <- flip_a_coin.

5. expect_not(kill(C)) <- special_reason(C).
6. expect_not(flip_a_coin) <- special_reason(child_1),

not special_reason(child_2).
expect_not(flip_a_coin) <- special_reason(child_2),

not special_reason(child_1).
7. die(2) <- letting_both_die.

die(1) <- choose.
die(1) <- flip.

8. pr(feel_guity, 1) <- kill(X).
pr(feel_guity, 0.5) <- flip_a_coin.

9. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(die(N), Ai),
holds_given(die(K), Aj), N < K.

10.Ai << Aj <- holds_given(pr(feel_guity, Pi), Ai),
holds_given(pr(feel_guity, Pj), Aj), Pi < Pj.

Figure 3.2: Sophie’s Choice Example

when some special reason for a single child, e.g. child 1 , is entered. Then the
expectation to the contrary of killing child 1 (line 5) and of flipping a coin (line
6) are held. Therefore, only two abductive solutions, one including letting both
die and one including kill child 2 are available for Sophie to choose. Then, as
above, by applying the a posteriori preference in line 9, the first one is ruled
out. In other words, Sophie’s final decision is to let the child 2 be killed.

3.1.1 Time-Sensitive Preferences

As an agent is evolving, its preferences may change depending on the time
point in the evolution that the agent is being at, or even the whole history of
the evolution or part of it has to be taken into account.

Example 3.1.3 (Time-Sensitive Preferences) Suppose agent John has
lunch everyday. He can either eat fast food or fruit. His favorite lunch is with
fast food since he wants to save his time for work. However, he does not want
to be fat, by keeping on having fast food in a number of days, e.g. three as in
our example. Hence, if he is fat, he would prefer to have fruit although he has
to waste a lot of time on cooking. This scenario can be code with the program
in Figure 3.3.
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1. abds([fast_food/0, fruit/0]).
2. expect(fast_food). expect(fruit).
3. on_observe(lunch).

lunch <- fast_food, not fruit.
lunch <- fruit, not fast_food.

4. save_time <- fast_food.
cooking <- fruit.
waste_time <- cooking.

5. Ai << Aj <- \+ fat_prolog, holds_given(save_time,Ai),
holds_given(waste_time,Aj).

Ai << Aj <- fat_prolog, holds_given(fruit,Ai),
holds_given(fast_food,Aj).

beginProlog.
:- import member/2 from basics.

6. fat_prolog :- times(fast_food,3).
7. times(X,N) :- current_state(S),

M is S - N + 1, M > 0,
have_from_to(X, M, S).

have_from_to(X,M,S) :- M > S, !.
have_from_to(X,M,S) :- timeStamp(As, M),

member(X,As), M1 is M+1,
have_from_to(X,M1,S).

endProlog.

Figure 3.3: Having Lunch Example

Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles. There is expectation to ev-
ery abducible declared and no expectation to their contrary (line 2). At each
cycle, there are two initial abductive solutions, i.e. the ones obtained be-
fore a posteriori preferences being performed, for the only active goal lunch:
[fast food ,not fruit ], [fruit ,not fast food ]. Next a posteriori preferences in line
5 are taken into account to rule out the less favorable solutions. These prefer-
ences are time-sensitive and hold depending on a part of the evolution, namely,
three days before the day being considered. Notice that in the body of any
a posteriori preference we use only Prolog code (holds given/2 is a reserved
Prolog predicate of our system). The nullary predicate fat prolog is a Prolog
predicate which is to say that John is fat after having kept on eating fast foot
for three days (lines 6-7). Thus, suppose that the original state is 1, then in
the first three days John will have fast food since only the first a posteriori
preference in line 5 holds and rules out the abductive solution including fruit
that leads to the consequence of wasting time which is less preferred than the
remaining one which leads to the consequence of saving time (line 4). On the
fourth day, John realizes that he is fat, i.e. the predicate fat prolog holds. This
falsifies the first a posteriori preference in line 5 and triggers the second one
which rules out the abductive solution including fast food . Thus, John has fruit
on this day. Then, similarly, on the next three days John will have fast food
again until he feels fat. In short, for this simple example, John has fruit on the
day divided by 4 (4,8,12,...) and has fast foot for the other days.
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3.1.2 Inevitable Actions

There may be abducibles that belong to every a priori abductive solution (before
considering a posteriori preferences). These abducibles are called inevitable and
will be committed to whatever the final abductive solution is. Realizing that
actually committing to some abducible changes the knowledge base, and may
trigger preferences that might subsequently help to rule out some irrelevant
abductive solutions (or even to provide the final decision for the current active
goals), our agent is equipped with the ability to detect the inevitable abducibles,
committing to them. Doing the inevitable first can lead to further inevitables.

Example 3.1.4 Suppose agent John wants to take some money. He can go to
one of three banks: a, b or c. All the banks are at the same distance from his
place. In addition, John needs to find a book for his project work. The only
choice for him is to go to the library. At first, John cannot decide which bank
to go to. After a moment, he realizes that in any case he must go to the library,
so does it first. Arrived there he notices that bank c is now the nearest compared
to the others. So he then decides to go to c. This scenario can be coded with the
program in Figure 3.4.

1. abds([lib/0, a/0, b/0, c/0]).
2. expect(lib). expect(a). expect(b). expect(c).
3. on_observe(take_money).

take_money <- a, not b, not c.
take_money <- b, not a, not c.
take_money <- c, not b, not a.

4. on_observe(find_book).
find_book <- lib.

5. Ai << Aj <- dif_distance, hold(dist(Di),Ai),
hold(dist(Dj), Aj), Di < Dj.

6. dist(10) <- prolog(current_position(lib)), a.
dist(5) <- prolog(current_position(lib)), b.
dist(0) <- prolog(current_position(lib)), c.
beginProlog.

7. dif_distance :- current_position(lib).
8. go_to(lib) :- commit_to(lib).

current_position(C) :- go_to(C).
endProlog.

Figure 3.4: Inevitable Action Example

There are two active goals take money and find book , and hence, three strict
abductive solutions (i.e. consider only positive abducibles) that satisfy them:
[a, lib], [b, lib], [c, lib]. Since the abducible lib belongs to all abductive solutions,
it is an inevitable one. Thus, the actual commitment to lib, i.e. the action
of going to the library, is performed. This changes John’s current position
(line 8). John’s new position is at di!erent distances from the banks (line 7)
which triggers the a posteriori preference in line 5. This preference rules out
the abductive solutions including a and b since they lead to the consequences
of having further distances in comparison with the one including c (line 6). In
short, from this example we can see that actually committing to some inevitable
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action may help to reach a decision for a problem that could not determinedly
and readily be solved without doing that first, for there were three equal options
competing.

3.2 Multiple-step Prospective Agent

When looking ahead a number of steps into the future, the agent is confronted
with the problem of having several di!erent possible courses of evolution. It
needs to be able to prefer amongst them to determine the best courses of evo-
lution from its present state (from any state in general). The local preferences,
such as the a priori and a posteriori ones presented above are not appropriate
enough any more. The agent should be able to prefer amongst evolutions by
their available historical information as well as by quantitatively or qualitatively
evaluating their consequences. We equip our agent with two kinds of evolution-
level preferences: evolution result a posteriori preference and evolution history
preference.

3.2.1 Evolution Result A Posteriori Preference

A posteriori preference is generalized to prefer between two evolutions. An
evolution result a posteriori preference is performed by evaluating consequences
of following some evolutions. The agent must use the imagination (looking-
ahead capability) and its present knowledge to evaluate the consequences of
evolving according to a particular course of evolution. An evolution result a
posteriori preference rule has the following form:

Ei ! Ej ! holds in evol(Li, Ei), holds in evol(Lj , Ej)

where Ei, Ej are evolutions and Li, Lj are domain literals. This preference
implies that Ei is preferred to Ej if Li and Lj are true as side-e!ects of evolving
according to Ei or Ej , respectively. Optionally, in the body of the preference rule
there can be to recourse any Prolog predicate used to quantitatively compare
the consequences of the two evolutions for decision making.

Example 3.2.1 During war time agent David, a good general, needs to decide
to save one city, a or b, from an attack. He does not have enough military
resources to save both. If a city is saved, citizens of the city are saved. Normally,
a bad general, who just sees the situations at hand would prefer to save the city
with more population, but a good general would look ahead a number of steps
into the future to choose the best strategy for the war as a larger whole. Having
already scheduled for the next day that it will be a good opportunity to make a
counter-attack on one of the two cities of the enemy, either a small or a big
city, the priori action of first saving a city should take this foreseen future into
account. In addition, it is always expected a successful attack on a small city,
but the (harder) successful attack on the big city would lead to a much better
probability of making further wins in the war. It is expected to successfully attack
the big city only if the person who knows the secret information about the enemy
(John) is alive in the city to be saved beforehand. The described scenario is coded
with the program in Figure 3.5.
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1. abds([save/1, big_city/0, small_city/0]).
on_going_commitment([save(_)]).

2. expect(save(_)).
3. on_observe(save_place) <- be_attacked.

save_place <- save(a).
save_place <- save(b).

4. on_observe(not save_atmost_one_ic) <- lack_of_resources.
save_atmost_one_ic <- save(a), save(b).

5. save_men(P) <- save(City), population(City, P).
alive(X) <- person(X), live_in(X, City), save(City).

6. population(a, 1000). population(b, 2000).
person(john). live_in(john, a). knows(john, secret_inf).

7. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(save_men(Ni), Ai),
holds_given(save_men(Nj), Aj), Ni > Nj.

8. on_observe(attack) <- good_opportunity.
attack <- big_city.
attack <- small_city.

9. expect(small_city).
expect(big_city) <- alive(Person),knows(Person, secret_inf).

10.pr(win, 0.9) <- big_city.
pr(win, 0.01) <- small_city.

11.Ei <<< Ej <- holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pi), Ei),
holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pj), Ej), Pi > Pj.

beginProlog.
12.:- assert(scheduled_events(1, [be_attacked,lack_resources])),

assert(scheduled_events(2, [good_opportunity])).
13.disable_abds([save(_)]) :- current_state(S), S = 2.

endProlog.

Figure 3.5: Saving A City Example

Line 1 is the declaration of abducibles. Save a city is an ongoing commitment
since it has direct influence on the next state but is defeasible. There is always
expectation to save city a or b and no expectation to their contrary (line 2).
The context sensitive integrity constraint in line 4 implies that at most one city
can be saved since the lack of resources is a scheduled foreseen event given in
line 12. Thus, there are two abductive solutions: [save(a), not save(b)] and
[save(b), not save(a)].

If the general is a bad one, i.e. is a single-step prospective agent, the a
posteriori preference in line 7 would be immediately taken into account and
rule out the abductive solution including save(a), since it leads to the saving of
1000 people, which is less preferred than the one including save(b) which leads
to the saving of 2000 people (lines 5-6). Then, on the next day, he can attack
the small city, but leads to the consequence that the further wining of the whole
conflict is very small.

Fortunately, David is a good general, being capable of prospectively looking
ahead, at least two steps in the future. Looking ahead two steps, David see
three possible evolutions:
E1 = [[save(a), not save(b)], [big city, save(a)]]
E2 = [[save(a), not save(b)], [small city, save(a)]]
E3 = [[save(b), not save(a)], [small city, save(b)]
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In the next stage, the evolution result a posteriori preference in line 11 is taken
into account, ruling out E2 and E3 since both of them lead to the consequence
of a smaller probability to win the whole conflict compared to E1.

In short, the agent with better capability of looking ahead would provide a
more reasonable solution to the long term goals.

Notice that the reserved Prolog predicate scheduled events/2 in line 12 can
be employed to declare the foreseen events. In addition, for easiness of mod-
elling, we provide two other reserved predicates disable abds/1 and enable abd/1
for turning o! or on abducibles. For example, line 13 means that the abducible
save/1 is not being used in the second cycle.

3.2.2 Evolution History Preference

This kind of preference takes into account information from the history of evo-
lutions. The information can be quantitative, such as having in the evolution a
maximal or minimal number of some type of commitment, or having the num-
ber of commitments greater, equal or smaller than some threshold. It also can
be qualitative, such as time order of commitments along an evolution. Such
preferences can be used a priori upon the process of finding possible evolutions.
However, if all preferences (of every kind) coded in the program have been ap-
plied but there are still more than one possible evolution, an interaction mode
with the user is turned on to ask for the user’s additional preferences. Similarly,
if no solution can satisfy the preferences, the user may be queried about which
might be relaxed, or which relaxation option to consider. Now the evolution his-
tory preferences are used a posteriori, given by the user in a list, so as to choose
the most favorable evolutions. In our system, an evolution history preference
can exhibit one of the following forms, where C is an abducible:

1. max(C)/min(C): find the evolutions having number of commitments to C
maximal/minimal.

2. greater(C,N)/smaller(C,N)/times(C,N): find the evolutions having num-
ber of commitments to C greater than/smaller than/equal to N.

3. prec(C1,C2)/next(C1,C2): find the evolutions with commitment C1 pre-
ceding/next to C2 in time.

In the user given list, the one that stands before the other will have greater
priority, i.e. the system will try to satisfy in turn the preferences in the list. If
some preference is not satisfied by any evolution, the system will jump over that
and apply the next preference. The user may be asked for more preferences if
there are still more than one possible evolutions left. Notice that the order of
the preferences in the list a!ects the final result.

Example 3.2.2 Agent John must finish a project. He has to schedule his ev-
eryday actions so that he can finish it on time. Everyday he either works or
relaxes. He relaxes by going to the beach, to a movie or watching football. Be-
ing a football fan, whenever there is a football match on TV, John relaxes by
watching it. The described scenario is coded in Figure 3.6.

In line 5 we can see how an evolution history preference is used a priori in the
predicate working days/2. There are two reserved predicates plan pref /1 and
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1. abds([go_to_beach/0, go_to_movie/0, work/0, watch_football/0]).
2. expect(go_to_beach). expect(go_to_movie). expect(work).
3. on_observe(everyday_act).

everyday_act <- work.
everyday_act <- relax.
relax <- go_to_beach.
relax <- go_to_movie.
relax <- watch_football.

4. expect(watch_football) <- prolog(have_football).
expect_not(go_to_beach) <- prolog(have_football).
expect_not(work) <- prolog(have_football).
expect_not(go_to_movie) <- prolog(have_football).

5. on_observe(on_time).
on_time <- deadline(Deadline), project_work(Days),

prolog(working_days(Deadline, Days)).
deadline(5). project_work(2).

6. beginProlog.
:- import member/2 from basics.
have_football :- current_state(S), member(S, [1,2]).
working_days(Deadline, Days) :-

assert(plan_pref(times(work, Days))),
assert(plan_ending(Deadline)).

endProlog.

Figure 3.6: Football Example

plan ending/1 that allow for asserting a priori evolution history preferences
and the necessary number of look ahead steps. At the beginning, the agent
tentatively runs the active goals to collect all a priori evolution preferences and
decide how many steps are needed to look ahead. In this case, the agent will
look ahead five steps taking into account the a priori evolution history prefer-
ence times(work,2). There are six possible evolutions:
E1 = [[go to beach], [watch football ], [watch football ], [work ], [work ]]
E2 = [[go to movie], [watch football ], [watch football ], [work ], [work ]]
E3 = [[work ], [watch football ], [watch football ], [go to beach], [work ]]
E4 = [[work ], [watch football ], [watch football ], [go to movie], [work ]]
E5 = [[work ], [watch football ], [watch football ], [work ], [go to beach]]
E6 = [[work ], [watch football ], [watch football ], [work ], [go to movie]]
Since there are several possible evolutions, the interaction mode is turned on for
agent John to give a list of evolution history preferences. Suppose, for example,
the agent prefers the evolutions with maximal number of going to the beach,
entering the list [max(go to beach)]. Three possible evolutions E1, E3 and E5 re-
main. The agent is asked again for preferences. Suppose John likes going to the
beach after watching football, thereby enter [next(watch football , go to beach)].
Then the only possible evolution is E3.

3.3 Semantics

We provide semantics for evolving prospective logic programming on top of the
semantics for Abdual over Well-Founded semantics (WFS) [16]. Since we do not
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use explicit negation, in Chapter 2 only normal logic programs are considered.
It may be skipped on first reading, without lost of continuity. To begin with,
some basic definitions are recalled.

3.3.1 Preliminaries

3.3.1.1 Terminology

An objective literal is either an atom A, or the explicit negation of A, de-
noted %A. If an objective literal O is an atom A, the explicit conjugate of
O (conjE(O)) is the atom %A; otherwise if O has the form %A, the explicit
conjugate of O is A.

A literal either has the form O, where O is an objective literal, or not(O)
the default negation of O. Default conjugates are defined similarly to explicit
conjugates: the default conjugate (conjD(O)) of an objective literal O is not(O),
and the default conjugate of not(O) is O.

A program P (sometimes also called an extended program), formed over
some countable language of function and predicate symbols LP , is a countable
set of rules of the form H ! Body in which H is an objective literal, and Body
is a possibly empty finite sequence of literals.

The closure of the set of literals occurring in P under explicit and default
conjugation is termed literals(P ).

By a three-valued interpretation I of a ground program P we mean a subset
of literals(P ). We denote as IT the set of objective literals in I, and as IF

the set of literals of the form not(O) in I. For a ground objective literal, O, if
neither O nor not(O) is in I, the truth value of O is undefined.

The information ordering of interpretations is defined as follows. Given two
interpretations, I and J , I #Info J if IF is a subset of JF , and IT is a subset
of JT .

3.3.1.2 The WFS of Extended Programs

The well-founded model can be seen as a double iterated fixed point whose
inner operators determine a set of true and false literals at each step. More
explanations can be found in [16].

Definition 3.3.1 For a ground program P , interpretation I of P and
sets O1 and O2 of ground objective literals, define TxP

I (O1) = {O :
there is a clause O ! L1, ..., Ln & P and for each i, 1 ' i ' n, Li & I or Li &
O1} and FxP

I (O2) = {O : conjE(O) & I or (for all clauses O ! L1, ..., Lm &
P there exists i, 1 ' i ' m, conjD(Li) & I or Li & O2)}

Definition 3.3.2 Let P be a ground program, then "P
ext is an operator that

assigns to every interpretation I1 of P a new interpretation I2 such that

I2
T = lfp(TxP

I1(())
I2

F = {not(O)|O & gfp(FxP
I1(objective literals(P )))}

Definition 3.3.3 (WFS for Extended Programs) Let P be a ground ex-
tended program. WFS(P) is defined as the least fixed point, over the information
ordering, of "P

ext.
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3.3.1.3 Three-Valued Abductive Frameworks

Definition 3.3.4 (Integrity Constraint - IC) An IC for a ground program
P has the form

) ! L1, . . . , Ln

where each Li, 1 ' i ' n is a literal formed over an element of LP .

Definition 3.3.5 (Abductive framework) An abductive framework is a
triple < P,A, I > where A is a finite set of ground objective literals of LP called
abducibles, such that for any objective literal O, O & A i! conjE(O) & A, I is
a set of ground integrity constraints, and P is a ground program such that (1)
there is no rule in P whose head is in A; and (2) )/0 is a predicate symbol not
occurring in LP .

Definition 3.3.6 (Abductive scenario) A scenario of an abductive frame-
work *P,A, I+ is a tuple *P,A,B, I+, where B, a set of literals formed over A,
is such that there is no O & B such that conjE(O) & B. PB is defined as the
smallest set of rules that contains for each a & A, the rule a ! t (t denotes
true) i! A & B; and a ! u (u denotes undefined) otherwise.

Definition 3.3.7 (Abductive solution) An abductive solution of abductive
framework # = *P,A, I+ is a scenario # = *P,A,B, I+ such that ) is false in
M(#) = WFS(P , PB , I).

Definition 3.3.8 (Abductive solution for a query) We say that # =
*P,A,B, I+ is an abductive solution for a query Q if M(#) |= Q. # is
minimal if there is no other abductive solution *P,A,B!, I+ for Q such that
WFS(B!) #Info WFS(B).

3.3.2 Semantics for Evolving Prospective Logic Program

Definition 3.3.9 (PL program) A prospective logic (PL) program is a tuple
$ = *P,A, I, PrA, PosA+ where *P,A, I+ is an abductive framework; PrA and
PosA are sets of a priori and a posteriori preferences, respectively.

At each evolution step or cycle the agent has a set of active goals to satisfy.
Those active goals are captured by those on observe/1 literals which belong to
the Well-Founded model of the extended program induced by the PL program
(without preferences and abduction).

Definition 3.3.10 (Active goals) The set of all active goals of $ is

AGs = {G | on observe(G) & WFS (P , I)}

We call the conjunctional goal of $

AG($) =
!

G"AGs

G

Definition 3.3.11 (A priori abductive solution) A priori abductive solu-
tion of PL program $ = *P,A, I, PrA, PosA+ is an abductive solution of the
abductive framework *P !!,A, I !+ for the query AG($), where P !! and I ! are con-
structed thus
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1. Let P !, I ! be the program and set of integrity constrains obtained from
P and I by replacing every abducible a & A in all of their rules with
consider(a), respectively.

2. P !! is obtained by adding to P

• for each abducible a & A the rule

consider(a) ! expect(a), not expect not(a), a

• for each a priori preference a ! b ! L1, ..., Ln in PriA the rule

expect not(b) ! L1, ..., Ln, expect(a), not expect not(a), not a

%($) denotes the set of all a priori abductive solutions of $.

Definition 3.3.12 (Side-e!ect) Literal L is a side-e!ect of (a priori) abduc-
tive solution A, i.e. (reserved) predicate holds given(L, A) holds, in PL program
$ = *P,A, I, PrA, PosA+, i! there exists an abductive solution *P !!,A, B, I !+ for
query L such that B # A (P !! and I ! per Definition 3.3.11).

Definition 3.3.13 The a posteriori preference

Ai $ Aj ! holds given(Li, Ai), holds given(Lj , Aj)

is said to be applicable to a given pair of abductive solutions (A1,A2) i!
Li, Lj are, respectively, side-e!ects of abductive solutions A1, A2, i.e. both
holds given(Li, A1) and holds given(Lj , A2) hold.

Having obtained the set of all or some a priori abductive solutions, the a
posteriori preferences are taken into account to rule out the less relevant ones.
The remaining abductive solutions are called a posteriori.

It is up to the user to specify a priori and a posteriori preferences that satisfy
the application domain needs, and guarantee any order properties desired. A
posteriori preferences are defined by user algorithms that prefer amongst abduc-
tive solutions for whatever reason, possibly including order of generation as not
all solutions need to be generated before a preference choice is made. Also, pref-
erence may be postponed to a later prospection cycle, when more information
is made available.

Each prospection cycle is completed by registering any retained a posteriori
abductive solutions into the knowledge base and moving to the next cycle of
evolution. The information about individually committed abducibles at each
cycle is kept by setting time stamps. Since committing to an abductive solution
does not change any a priori and a posteriori preferences of the PL program,
we only need to consider the changing w.r.t. its abductive framework.

Definition 3.3.14 (Evolution trace) Given PL program
$ = *P,A, I, PrA, PosA+, an evolution trace of length N originating from $ is
the sequence ($0, ...,$N ), where $0 = $, $i = *Pi,Ai, Ii, P rA, PosA+(1 ' i '
N) as follows

1. let T0 = timestamp(0, (); H := (.
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2. For 1 ' i ' N , let ( , , AS, ) be an arbitrary a posteriori abductive
solution of $i#1 (if there is none, the evolution trace does not exist), where
AS = {a1, ..., an},{not b1, ..., not bm} with {a1, ..., an},{ b1, ..., bm} #A

• Set Ti = timestamp(i, AS ,H).
• For each k, 1 ' k ' n, if ak is a hard commitment then add the rule

ak ! t to Pi and remove ak from Ai. Otherwise, if ak is an ongoing
one, store the current Pi and Ii, then delete all occurrences of ak in
the body of all rules in Pi and Ii. In both cases add ak to H.

• For each l, 1 ' l ' m, if bl is a hard commitment then remove bl

from Ai and add the integrity constraint ) ! bl to Ii. Otherwise, if
bl is an ongoing one, check whether it is committed to ”recently”, i.e.
whether bl & H. If yes, remove bl from H and restore bl to the rules
and integrity constraints it was removed from, by comparing with the
stored ones.

If in each cycle there is a set of events, say EVi in cycle i, then we need to add
the events EVi to the component Pi of the PL program $i, for 1 ' i ' N . An
event can be a fact or a rule. Thus, adding here means add that rule or fact to
the mentioned program.

Definition 3.3.15 (Evolution tree) Given PL program
$ = *P ,A, I ,PrA,PosA+, the sequence E = {AS1, ...., ASN} where Ti =
timestamp(i, ASi)(i = 1, ..., N)(as in definition 3.3.14), is called an evolution
of length N of $. The corresponding evolution trace ($0, ...,$N ) is dubbed
evolution trace following E.

Considering all possible evolution traces of length N originating from $, we
obtain a set of evolutions of length N , dubbed the evolution tree of length N of
$.

Definition 3.3.16 (EPL program) Evolving prospective logic (EPL) pro-
gram generalizes PL one by providing two kinds of evolution-level preferences.
Formally, an EPL program is a tuple & = *P,A, I, PrA, EPosA,EHisA+ where
P,A, I, PrA are as before; EPosA is a set of evolution a posteriori preferences;
EHisA is a set of evolution history preferences.

Definition 3.3.17 (Evolution side-e!ect) Literal L is a side-e!ect of evo-
lution E = {AS1, ...., ASN}, i.e. (reserved) predicate holds in evol(L, E) holds,
in EPL program & = *P,A, I, PrA, EPosA,EHisA+, i! L is a side-e!ect of ab-
ductive solution ASN in PL program $N#1, where ($0, ...,$N#1) is the evolution
trace following evolution E! = {AS1, ...., ASN#1}, originating from PL program
$0 = *P,A, I, PrA, (+.

Definition 3.3.18 The evolution a posteriori preference

Ei ! Ej ! holds in evol(Li, Ei), holds in evol(Lj , Ej)

is said to be applicable to a given pair of evolutions (E1, E2) i! Li, Lj, respec-
tively, are side-e!ects of evolutions E1, E2, i.e. both holds in evol(Li, E1) and
holds in evol(Lj , E2) hold.
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When looking ahead further into the future, say N > 1 steps, to satisfy the
long-term goals, the local (or one cycle step) a posteriori preferences are not
taken into account. The so-called favorite evolutions that achieve the long-term
active goals and survive after applying all preferences are obtained as follows.
First, the evolution tree is generated, without considering the a posteriori pref-
erences, then its evolutions will be preferred amongst each other using evolution
a posteriori preferences (the remaining evolutions are called a posteriori). If, af-
terwards, there is still more than one evolution, the evolution history preferences
will be taken into account.

Definition 3.3.19 (A posteriori evolution) Given EPL program
& = *P,A, I, PrA, EPosA,EHisA+, suppose Q is the evolution tree of length
N of the PL program $ = *P,A, I, PrA, (+. The set of a posteriori evolutions
of &, denoted by '(&), is, similarly to the definition of a posteriori abductive
solutions, determined, for instance, by the following procedure (assume that the
preferences in EPosA have been sorted in decreasing order):

Procedure 1 .
if (|Q| ' 1)

'(&) := Q.
else

Tau := Q.
T = true.
for p & EPosA

while ((T = true) and (|Tau| > 1))
for (E1, E2) in Tau- Tau

if p is applicable to (E1, E2)
Tau := Tau% {E2}.
restart while-loop.

end if
end for
T = false.

end while
if (|Tau| = 1)

break for-loop.
end if
end for
'(&) := Tau.

end if-else

Definition 3.3.20 (Favorite evolution) Given EPL program
& = *P,A, I, PrA, EPosA,EHisA+. The set of favorite (final) evolutions of & is
obtained from the set of a posteriori evolutions '(&) by considering in succession
the preferences in EHisA and keeping only evolutions that satisfy the preference.
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Chapter 4

Prospective Reasoning
under Uncertainty

In previous Chapters we have described evolving prospective agents – the agents
that are capable of looking ahead a number of steps into the future in order to
choose the best course of evolution to follow. To do so, the agents have to
take into account a wide range of di!erent kinds of information, e.g. about the
external environment, beliefs and behaviors of other agents, and about the future
events, etc. Undoubtedly, agents’ uncertainty about those kinds of information
is unavoidable. This Chapter is devoted to make the reasoning under uncertainty
available for the evolving prospective agents.

The major approach to reasoning under uncertainty is the one based on
probability theory – probabilistic reasoning. From the standpoint of logic and
logic programming, the addition of probabilities allows to represent and reason
about finitely varying degrees of belief. From the standpoint of probability and
Bayesian Networks, the addition of rule-based representations allows the cre-
ation and modification of probabilistic models more easily. The combination of
these two lines of research has been attempted in the recent years, resulting in
formalisms with both logical and probabilistic knowledge representation capa-
bilities, e.g. Pearl’s probabilistic causal models [52], Poole’s Probabilistic Horn
Abduction (PHA) [48] and Independent Choice Logic (ICL) [49, 50], LPAD
formalism [53], and the recent language P-log [34, 35, 6].

P-log is a declarative language based on a logic formalism for probabilistic
reasoning and action. P-log uses Answer Set Programming (ASP) as its logical
and Causal Bayesian Networks as its probabilistic foundations. Although ASP
has been proven to be a useful paradigm for solving a variety of combinatorial
problems, its non-relevance property [54] makes the P-log system sometimes
computationally redundant. Newer developments of P-log [6] use the XASP
package of XSB Prolog [47] for interfacing with Smodels [32] – an answer set
solver. Since the evolving prospective agent system is developed on top of
XSB, for integration’s sake, this new P-log system (denoted by P-log(XSB)) is
employed to provide prospective agents with the probabilistic reasoning ability.

In the next Section the syntax and semantics of P-log system are recalled.
After that, we show how P-log is integrated in an evolving prospective agent
system, describing how the probabilistic information can be used in di!erent
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constructs.

4.1 Probabilistic Logic Programming with Plog

Probabilistic logic programming (P-log) was introduced for the first time in
[34, 35]. P-log is a declarative language that combines logical and probabilistic
reasoning, and uses ASP as its logical and Causal Bayes Networks (CBN) as its
probabilistic foundations.

The original P-log [34, 35] uses ASP as a tool for computing all stable mod-
els of the logical part of P-log. Although ASP has been proved to be a use-
ful paradigm for solving a variety of combinatorial problems, its non-relevance
property [54] makes the P-log system sometimes computationally redundant.
Newer developments of P-log [6] use the XASP package of XSB Prolog [47] for
interfacing with Smodels [32] – an answer set solver. The power of ASP allows
the representation of both classical and default negation in P-log easily. More-
over, the new P-log uses XSB as the underlying processing platform, allowing
arbitrary Prolog code for recursive definitions. Consequently, it allows more
expressive queries not supported in the original version, such as meta queries
(probabilistic built-in predicates can be used as usual XSB predicates, thus al-
lowing full power of probabilistic reasoning in XSB) and queries in the form of
any XSB predicate expression [6]. Moreover, the tabling mechanism of XSB [46]
significantly improves the performance of the system.

4.1.1 P-log Syntax

In general, a P-log program # consists of a sorted signature, declarations, a
regular part, a set of random selection rules, a probabilistic information part,
and a set of observations and actions.

(i) Sorted signature and Declaration The sorted signature $ of # contains
a set of constant symbols and term-building function symbols, which are used
to form terms in the usual way. Additionally, the signature contains a collection
of special function symbols called attributes. Attribute terms are expressions
of the form a(t̄), where a is an attribute and t̄ is a vector of terms of the sorts
required by a. A literal is an atomic statement, p, or its explicit negation, neg p.

The declaration part of a P-log program is defined as a collection of sorts
and sort declarations of attributes. A sort c can be defined by listing all the
elements c = {x1, ..., xn}, by specifying the range of values c = {L..U} where
L and U are the integer lower bound and upper bound, or even by specifying
range of values of members c = {h(L..U)} where h/1 is a unary predicate. We
are also able to define a sort by arbitrarily mixing the previous constructions,
e.g. c = {x1, .., xn, L..U, h(M..N)}. In addition, in the extended version, it is
allowed to declare union and intersection of sorts: c = union(c1, ...., cn) and
c = intersection(c1, ..., cn), respectively, where ci, 1 ' i ' n, are declared sorts.

Attribute a with domain c1 - ...- cn and range c0 is represented as follows:

a : c1 - ...- cn --> c0

If attribute a has no domain parameter, we simply write a : c0. The range of
attribute a is denoted by range(a).
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(ii) Regular part This part of a P-log program consists of a collection of
XSB Prolog rules, facts and integrity constraints (IC) formed using literals of
$. An IC is encoded as a XSB rule with the false literal in the head.

(iii) Random Selection Rule This is a rule for attribute a having the form:

random(RandomName, a(t̄), DynamicRange) :- Body

This means that the attribute instance a(t̄) is random if the conditions in Body
are satisfied. The DynamicRange allows to restrict the default range for ran-
dom attributes. The RandomName is a syntactic mechanism used to link ran-
dom attributes to the corresponding probabilities. If there is no precondition,
we simply put true in the body. A constant full can be used in DynamicRange
to signal that the dynamic domain is equal to range(a).

(iv) Probabilistic Information Information about probabilities of random
attribute instances a(t̄) taking a particular value y is given by probability atoms
(or simply pa-atoms) which have the following form:

pa(RandomName, a(t̄, y), d (A, B)):- Body.

meaning that if the Body were true, and the value of a(t̄) were selected by a
rule named RandomName, then Body would cause a(t̄) = y with probability
A
B .

Figure 4.1: Bayesian Network For Wetgrass Example

Example 4.1.1 (Wet grass) Consider the Wetgrass example from [55]. Sup-
pose that there are two events which could cause grass to be wet: either the
sprinkler is on or it is raining. Those two events has a direct cause: it is
cloudy. The Bayes Network for this scenario is given in Figure 4.1 (more de-
tails about Bayes Networks can be seen later in Chapter 6). All four variables
have two possible boolean values t (for true) and f (for false).

The P-log program modelling this network is in Figure 4.2.
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beginPlog.
1. bool = {t,f}.
2. cloudy:bool. rain:bool. sprinkler:bool. wetgrass:bool.
3. random(rc, cloudy, full). random(rr, rain, full).

random(rs, sprinkler, full). random(rw, wetgrass, full).
4. pa(rc,cloudy(t),d_(1,2)).

pa(rs,sprinkler(t),d_(1,2)) :- cloudy(f).
pa(rs,sprinkler(t),d_(1,10)) :- cloudy(t).
pa(rr,rain(t),d_(2,10)) :- cloudy(f).
pa(rr,rain(t),d_(8,10)) :- cloudy(t).
pa(rw,wetgrass(t),d_(0,1)) :- sprinkler(f),rain(f).
pa(rw,wetgrass(t),d_(9,10)) :- sprinkler(t),rain(f).
pa(rw,wetgrass(t),d_(9,10)) :- sprinkler(f),rain(t).
pa(rw,wetgrass(t),d_(99,100)) :- sprinkler(t),rain(t).

5. raining(PR) :- pr(rain(t) ’|’ obs(wetgrass(t)),PR).
6. pr_raining_high:- raining(PR), PR > 0.7.
endPlog.

Figure 4.2: Wetgrass Example

In our system, a P-log program is embedded in an EPA one by putting the
code between reserved predicates beginPlog/0 and endPlog/0.

The only sort bool is declared in line 1 to represent boolean values. Line 2
is the declarations of four attributes cloudy, rain, sprinkler and wetgrass, say-
ing that all of them have no domain parameter and get boolean value. The
random selection rules in line 3 declare that these four attributes are randomly
distributed in their ranges. The pa-rules in line 4 belong the probabilistic in-
formation part, encoding the Conditional Probability Distribution of the nodes
of the Bayes Network. For example, in line 4, the first rule says cloudy is true
with probability 1/2 and the third rule says if cloudy is true, the probability of
sprinkler being on is 1/10.

In this example, there is no regular part in the P-log program. Later we will
see several programs with that part present. Lines 5-6 are to illustrate usage of
probabilistic meta-prediates, and will be discussed later.

Note that the probability of an atom a(t̄, y) will be directly assigned if the
corresponding pa/3 atom is in the head of some pa-rule with a true body. To
define probabilities of the remaining atoms we assume that by default, all values
of a given attribute which are not assigned a probability are equally likely.
For example, first rule in part 4 implies that cloudy is false with probability
1/2. And, actually, we can remove that rule without changing the probabilistic
information since, in that case, the probability of being cloudy and of not being
cloudy are both defined by default, thus, equal to 1/2. More details about this
can be found in the semantics of P-log described later.

(v) Observations and Actions These are, respectively, statements of the
forms

obs(l). do(l).
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where l is a literal. Observations are used to record the outcomes of random
events, i.e. random attributes and attributes dependent on them. The wetgrass
domain may, for instance, contain obs(wetgrass(t)) to record the outcome of
grass being wet.The statement do(a(t, y)) indicates that a(t) = y is enforced
true as the result of a deliberate action. For instance, do(wetgrass(t)) may
indicate that the grass is made wet by a deliberate action.

4.1.2 P-log Semantics

For self-containing, we provide here the semantics of Plog. The readers can skip
this Section for the first reading without any di"culty of further understanding.

The semantics is defined in two stages. First it defines a mapping of the
logical part of # into its XASP counterpart '(#). The answer sets of '(#) will
play the role of possible worlds of #. Next the probabilistic part of '(#) will
be used to define a measure over the possible worlds as well as the probability
of (complex) formulas.

The logical part of a P-log program # is transformed into its XASP coun-
terpart '(#) by the following five steps:

1. Sort declaration:

• for every sort declaration c = {x1, .., xn} of #, '(#) contains c(xi)
for each 1 ' i ' n.

• for every sort declaration c = {L..U} of #, '(#) contains c(i) where
L ' i ' U , with integers L ' U .

• for every sort declaration c = {h(L..U)} of #, '(#) contains c(h(i))
where L ' i ' U , with integers L ' U .

• for every sort declaration c = union(c1, ..., cn), '(#) contains the
rules c(X) :- ci(X) for each 1 ' i ' n.

• for every sort declaration c = intersection(c1, ..., cn), '(#) contains
the rule c(X) : % c1(X), . . . , cn(X).

2. Regular part: For each attribute term a(t̄), '(#) contains the rules:

• false :- a(t̄, Y 1), a(t̄, Y 2), Y 1\ = Y 2.
which is to guarantee that in each answer set a(t̄) has at most one
value.

• a(t̄, y) :- do(a(t̄, y)).
which is to guarantee that the atoms which are made true by a de-
liberate action are indeed true.

3. Random selection:

• For attribute a, '(#) contains the rule: intervene(a(t̄)) :- do(a(t̄, Y )).
• Each random selection rule

random(RanName, a(t̄), DynRange) :- Body.

is translated into:

– a(t̄, Y ) :- tnot(intervene(a(t̄))), tnot(neg a(t̄, Y )), Body.

– neg a(t̄, Y ) :- tnot(intervene(a(t̄))), tnot(a(t̄, Y )), Body.
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– atLeastOne(RanName, t̄) :- a(t̄, Y ).
– false :- tnot(atLeastOne(RanName, t̄)).
– if DynRange is full, '(#) contains

pd(RanName, a(t̄, Y )) :- tnot(intervene(a(t̄))), Body.

– if DynRange is not full, '(#) contains two rules
false :- a(t̄, Y ), tnot(DynRange), Body, tnot(intervene(a(t̄))).
pd(RanName, a(t̄, Y )) :-tnot(intervene(a(t̄))), DynRange, Body.

4. Observation and action: '(#) contains actions and observations of #.

5. For each literal l, '(#) contains the rule: false :- obs(l), tnot(l).

Similarly to ASP, in the body of each XASP rule additional domain predi-
cates are necessary for grounding variables appeared in non-domain predicates
(see [6] for an example). In the transformation the XSB default table negation
operator tnot/1 is used. In the transformation of random selection the auxiliary
predicate pd/2 is used to define default probabilities, recording for each world
what are the possible values Y for random attribute term a(t̄) . The execution
of a deliberate action on a(t̄) makes the corresponding intervene(a(t̄)) true,
thereby blocking the generation of random alternatives for attribute a(t̄). Also
notice that our semantics is equivalent to the semantics defined in [34] for the
original P-log syntax. In fact, we reformulated the transformation from the
original paper to adapt it to the XASP syntax. For example, the cardinality
expression of Smodels language used in the original paper is replaced with an
even loop to generate stable models and rules for determining upper and lower
bounds. The rationale for the transformation can be found in [34].

Notice that the probabilistic information part of a P-log program, consisting
of pa-rules, is kept unchanged through the transformation.

Definition 4.1.1 (Possible Worlds) An answer set of '(#) is called a pos-
sible world of #. The set of all possible worlds of # will be denoted by %(#).

There are several meta-conditions which guarantee that the possible worlds
provide reasonable assignments of probability to attributes. These are discussed
in the original paper [34].

4.1.2.1 Assigning Measures of Probability

The di"cult part of the semantics is the assignment of probability measures for
attributes and then to answer sets (i.e. possible worlds). The following definition
captures which attributes will be considered for assignment of probability. The
following presentation is adapted from [34].

Definition 4.1.2 (Possible Outcomes) Let W be a consistent set of literals
of $, # be a P-log program, a be an attribute, and y belongs to the range of
a. We say that the atom a(t̄) = y is possible in W with respect to # if #
contains a random selection rule r for a(t̄), where if r is of the form Random
Selection Rule, then the dynamic range DynamicRange and the body Body of
r are satisfied in W . We say that y is a possible outcome of a(t̄) in W with
respect to # via rule r, and that r is a generating rule for the atom a(t̄) = y.
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For every W & %(#) and every atom a(t̄) = y possible in W we will define
the corresponding causal probability P (W, a(t̄) = y). Whenever possible, the
probability of an atom a(t̄) = y will be directly assigned by pr-atoms of the pro-
gram and denoted by PA(W, a(t̄) = y). To define probabilities of the remaining
atoms we assume that by default, all values of a given attribute which are not
assigned a probability are equally likely. Their probabilities will be denoted by
PD(W, a(t̄) = y) 1. For each atom a(t̄) = y possible in W :

1. Assigned probability: If # contains

pa(r, a(t̄, y), v) :- B

where r is the generating rule of a(t̄) = y, B # W , and W does not contain
intervene(a(t̄)), then PA(W, a(t̄) = y) = v

2. Default probability: For any set S, let |S| denote the cardinality of S.
Let

Aa(t̄)(W ) = {y|PA(W, a(t̄) = y) is defined}
and a(t̄) = y be possible in W such that y /& Aa(t̄)(W ). Then let

%a(t̄)(W ) =
"

y"Aa(t̄)(W )

PA(W, a(t̄) = y)

and (a(t̄)(W ) = |{y : a(t̄) = y is possible in W and y /& Aa(t̄)(W )}|

PD(W, a(t̄) = y) =
1% %a(t̄)(W )

(a(t̄)(W )

3. Causal probability: P (W, a(t̄) = y) of a(t̄) in W is defined by:

P (W, a(t̄) = y) =
#

PA(W, a(t̄) = y) if y & Aa(t̄)(W )
PD(W, a(t̄) = y) otherwise

Case 1 captures the assigned probabilities obtained in the possible world. Case 2
provides an uniform distribution for the unassigned values of an attribute. The
non-assigned probability of attributes is distributed equally by the remaining
values. The last case combines both cases in order to be able to define a proper
probability measure:

Definition 4.1.3 (Measure) 1. Let W be a possible world of #. The un-
normalized probability, µ̂!(W ), of a possible world W induced by # is:

µ̂!(W ) =
$

a(t̄,y)"W

P (W, a(t̄) = y)

Where the product is taken over atoms for which P (W, a(t̄) = y) is defined.

2. Suppose # is a P-log program having at least one possible world with
nonzero unnormalized probability. The measure µ!(W ), of a possible
world W induced by # is the unnormalized probability of W divided by
the sum of the unnormalized probabilities of all possible worlds of #, i.e.

µ!(W ) =
µ̂!(W )%

Wi"" µ̂!(Wi)
1PA stands for assigned probability and PD stands for default probability.
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Definition 4.1.4 (Probability) The probability, P!(E), of a set E of possible
worlds of program # is the sum of the measures of the possible worlds from E,
i.e.

P!(E) =
"

W"E

µ!(W )

The assignment of probability of formulas is standard, but one must be careful
in order to take care of explicit negated literals:

Definition 4.1.5 (ASP Formulas (syntax)) For any signature $

• an extended literal of $ is an ASP formula

• if A and B are ASP formulas then (A.B) and (A/B) are ASP formulas

Definition 4.1.6 (ASP Formulas (semantics)) 1. for any $-literal, l,
W 0 l if l & W ; W 1 l if neg l & W

2. for any extended $-literal not l, W 0 not l if l /& W ; W 1 not l if l̄ & W

3. W 0 (A1 . A2) if W 0 A1 and W 0 A2; W 1 (A1 . A2) if W 1 A1 or
W 1 A2

4. W 0 (A1 / A2) if W 0 A1 or W 0 A2; W 1 (A1 . A2) if W 1 A1 and
W 1 A2

Definition 4.1.7 (Probability of Formulas) The probability w.r.t. program
# of a (ASP) formula A, P!(A), is the sum of the measures of the possible
worlds of # in which A is true, i.e.

P!(A) =
"

W$A

µ!(W )

Definition 4.1.8 (Conditional Probability in P-log) For any consistent
P-log program T , formula A, and a set of $-literals B such that PT (B) 2= 0,

PT%obs(B)(A) = PT (A .B)/PT (B)

In other words, PT (A|B) = PT%obs(B)(A).

The inclusion of consistency condition is necessary to obtain a probability as-
signment which satisfies the axioms of probability. See the paper [34] for the full
discussion and definition. The examples presented in this thesis are consistent
in that sense.

4.2 Evolution Prospection under Uncertainty

We show how P-log is integrated in an evolving prospective agent system, de-
scribing how the probabilistic information can be used in di!erent constructs
such as the expectation rules and all kinds of preferences. Figure 4.3 shows the
architecture of prospective agents, taking into account probabilistic knowledge
represented by CBNs.
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Figure 4.3: Prospective Agent Cycle with Probabilistic Knowledge

As mentioned above, P-log code can be embedded in an EPA program by
putting between reserved keywords beginPlog/0 and endPlog/0. In the P-
log(XSB) system [6], probabilistic information can be obtained using the XSB
Prolog built-in predicate pr/2. Its first argument is the query probability of
which is needed to compute. The second argument captures the result. Thus,
in any EPA program, probabilistic information can be easily embedded by us-
ing pr/2 as an usual Prolog predicate. In addition, since in P-log(XSB) [6]
it is allowed to code Prolog probabilistic meta-predicates (Prolog predicates
that depend on pr/2 predicates), we also can directly use probabilistic meta-
information in EPA programs. We will illustrate those features with several
examples below.

4.2.1 Expecting and Counter-Expecting with Uncertainty

Recall that an abducible A can be assumed only if it is a considered one, i.e. if
it is expected in the given situation and there is no expectation to the contrary,
by means of the in-built general rule

consider(A) ! expect(A), not expect not(A), A

The rules about expectations and counter-expectations are domain-specific
knowledge contained in the theory of the program. They indicate the pre-
conditions under which an expectable abducible is indeed expected and/or
not expected to put under consideration, given the current knowledge state.
The preconditions encode the beliefs of the reasoning agent about some kinds
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1. abds([module/1]).
2. on_observe(choose) <- needs_one_module, desires_good_grade.
3. choose <- module(trs).

choose <- module(ggp).
choose <- module(krr).
<- module(trs), module(ggp).
<- module(trs), module(krr).
<- module(krr), module(ggp).

4. expect(module(M)) <- subject(M),
prolog(pr(available(M,t), PrAv)), prolog(PrAv > 0.4).

5. expect_not(module(M)) <- subject(M), prolog(fail_high(M)).
6. subject(trs). subject(ggp). subject(krr).

beginPlog.
7. bool = {t, f}.

module = {trs, ggp, krr}.
8. available : module --> bool.

random(rm, available(M), full).
pa(rm, available(krr,t), d_(1, 100)).
pa(rm, available(trs, t), d_(90,100)).

9. fails : module --> bool.
random(rf, fails(M), full).
pa(rf, fails(trs,t), d_(9,10)) :- bad_at(proving).
pa(rf, fails(ggp,t), d_(8,10)) :- bad_at(programming).
bad_at(proving).

10. fail_high(M) :- pr(fail(M,t), Pr), Pr > 0.7.
endPlog.

Figure 4.4: Choosing A Study Subject

of information about the external environment or even occurrences of some
future events. Thus, the agent’s uncertainty regarding those preconditions are
unavoidable. In order to model those kinds of uncertainty, our system enables
that an abducible is expected if the agent’s certainty about its precondition
reaches some threshold. Similarly for the counter-expectation.

Also recall that abducible calls are automatically wrapped with consider/1.

Example 4.2.1 (Choose study subject) An EMCL student, John, needs to
prepare for at least one module for the next semester (because he wants to get an
A). There are three modules possibly available 2 for him to take: term rewriting
system (trs), general game playing (ggp) or knowledge representation and rea-
soning (krr). Not desiring to waste much time of preparation, John expects only
the module with at least some probability threshold of availability, e.g. > 0.4 in
this example. And, he would not take the one with too high probability of failing
the exam, e.g. > 0.7 in this scenario.

This scenario can be coded with the program in Figure 4.4.
2The availability of a module may be a!ected by several causes, e.g. the availability of

professors in charge, if it was taught last year, etc. However, for simplicity we omit them in
the Bayes Network’s representation.
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Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles. As John needs one module
and desires a good grade, the facts needs one module, desires good grade are
asserted, entering events([needs one module, desires good grade]), which trig-
ger the active goal of choosing one module to prepare (line 2). There are three
possible choices: module(trs), module(ggp) and module(krr) (line 3). Line 4
states that only a module that is available with probability greater than 0.4
is expected, using the reserved built-in predicate pr/2 . Line 5 says it is not
expected to choose a module with high probability of failing the exam, using
the Prolog probabilistic meta-predicate fail high/1 .

The P-log program modelling the Bayes Network of this scenario is given
between reserved predicates beginP log/0 and endP log/0. The network has two
independent nodes representing two random attributes available and fails, both
mapping a module to a boolean value (two sorts module and bool are declared
in line 7). Two pa-rules in line 8 state that probability of krr and trs to be
available are 1/100 and 90/100, respectively. Two pa-rules in line 9 say that
if being bad at proving (theorems), then the probability of failing trs is 8/10
and if being bad at programming, then the probability of failing ggp is 6/10.
The probabilistic meta-predicate fail high/1 in line 10 defines the condition of
highly probable failing.

Since an abducible can be abduced if and only if it is expected and there is no
counter-expectation, the expect-rule in line 4 rules out the choice module(krr)
since its probability of being available (1/100) is not greater than 0.4 and
expect not rule in line 5 rules out the choice module(trs) since probability of
failing that exam (0.9) is high (0.9 > 0.7).

In short, module(ggp) is the only choice that is both expected and there is
no expectation to the contrary.

4.2.2 A Priori Preferences

Recall that the a priori preference that prefers abducible a to abducible b under
precondition B has the form

a ! b ! B

Similar to previous Section, when taking into account uncertainty, we enable the
preference if the agent’s certainty about the precondition reaches some thresh-
old. We extend the wetgrass example to illustrate this feature.

Example 4.2.2 (Wet grass (cont’d)) Suppose agent John wants to relax on
the weekend. There are two choices, either going to the beach or to the cinema.
As being a surfing fan, he always prefers to go to the beach if the probability of
raining is not so high, say ' 0.7. But if it is, he prefers to go to the cinema.
What should John do to relax given the wheather forecast and the observation
that today the grass is wet? Suppose the whether forecast knowledge base is
represented by the Bayes Network in Figure 4.2. The scenario can be coded with
the program in Figure 4.5.

Both choices for the active goal relax, beach and cinema, are expected and
have just no expectation to the contrary (lines 1-2). The IC in line 3 simply
states that only one of them can be chosen. The first a priori preference in line
4 states that abducible cinema is preferred to abducible beach if probability
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1. abds([beach/0, cinema/0]).
expect(beach). expect(cinema).

2. on_observed(relax).
relax <- beach. relax <- cinema.

3. <- beach, cinema.
4. cinema ’<|’ beach <- prolog(pr_raining_high).

beach ’<|’ cinema <- prolog(\+pr_raining_high).

Figure 4.5: Relaxing place

of raining is high, i.e. pr raining high holds. Otherwise, beach is preferred to
cinema (second preference rule). Let’s recall the definition of the probabilistic
meta-predicate pr raining high/0 from Figure 4.2.

raining(PR) :- pr(rain(t) ’|’ obs(wetgrass(t)), PR).
pr_raining_high:- raining(PR), PR > 0.7.

Since the conditional probability query: ?-pr(rain(t)’|’obs(wetgrass(t)),P)
has the answer: P = 0.7079 3, pr raining high holds. Thus, the first a priori
preference in line 4 is triggered, which defeats the solution where only beach is
present (due to the impossibility of simultaneously abducing cinema while it is
preferred to beach and can be assumed). In short, going to the cinema is the
final choice.

4.2.3 A Posteriori Preferences

A posteriori preferences between two abductive solutions is enacted by com-
paring a pair of consequences of each abductive solution. However, more often
than not, one abductive solution might have several relevant consequences that
contribute to make it either more or less preferred than the other abductive
solution it is being compared to. All those relevant consequences are needed to
be taken into account for decision making. This is similar to the problem ad-
dressed in standard decision theory [63] which is to decide between two actions
by evaluating each action’s relevant consequences based on an utility function
mapping consequences to utilities, typically assumed to be real valued, and a
given decision rule. The only di!erence is that here we need to evaluate conse-
quences of sets of actions which represent the abductive solutions. The decision
rule uses the utility to choose among actions, or abductive solutions in this case.
Technically, a decision rule maps one abductive solution to a real value based on
the values of its consequences. Then, the one having greater utility is preferred
to the one having less.

There have been many decision rules studied in the literature. The best-
known one is expected utility maximization. Other well-known ones are maximin
and minimax. However, we do not exclude the usage of other decision rules
[24, 25].

In general, for any type of decision rules, the set of relevant consequences 4

3In P-log(XSB) the probability of A given B is obtained by the query pr(A!|!B, V )
4There might be many consequences, but only the relevant ones, i.e. ones that a!ect the

decision, are evaluated
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and a real-valued utility function mapping those consequences to real numbers
are given. Some decision rules, e.g. ones based on utility theory such as expected
utility maximization rule, also require a probability measure characterizing the
decision maker’s uncertainty w.r.t. the consequences of a hypothetical abductive
solution, while the others, e.g. maximin and minimax, do not. We provide more
details in the sequel.

4.2.3.1 Expected Utility Maximization

This decision rule requires a probability measure that characterizes the deci-
sion maker’s uncertainty w.r.t. the consequences of a hypothetical abductive
solution. It orders the abductive solutions according to the expected utility 5 of
their consequences given the probability measure. Thus, a posteriori preferences
using expected utility maximization decision rule have the following form

Ai $ Aj ! expected utility(Ai, Ui), expected utility(Aj , Uj), Ui > Uj

where Ai, Aj are abductive solutions. This means that Ai is preferred to Aj

a posteriori if expected utility of relevant consequences of Ai is greater than
expected utility of the ones of Aj .

The predicate expected utility/2 is a built-in Prolog predicate of our system.
Its implementation is described in the implementation Chapter (Chapter 8).

Example 4.2.3 (Rifle keeping dilemma) This example is taken from Marc
Hauser’s “Moral Minds” book [29]. Suppose I borrow a friend’s rifle and promise
to return it next hunting season. The day before I am supposed to return the rifle,
I learn that my friend has been clinically diagnosed as prone to uncontrollable
outbursts of violence. Although I promised to return the rifle, it would also seem
that I have a new duty to keep it, thereby preventing my friend from harming
himself or others. Two duties are in conflict: keeping a promise and protecting
others. Most people argue that the duty to protect others from potential harm
trumps the duty to keep a promise and pay back one’s debts.

We will show how this dilemma can be solved using the expected utility max-
imization decision rule in our system (Figure 4.6).

Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles: keep and return, which are
expected and there is no expectation to their contrary. Thus, the abductive
solutions for the only active goal decide (suppose the event time to return rifle
was asserted) are: [keep, not return] and [return, not keep]. In line 6 of Prolog
code, the reserved predicate consequences/1 is to declare the list of relevant
consequences which are being evaluated. Another reserved predicate, utility/2,
is to define the utility of each consequence in that list. Line 8 provides the
probability of those consequences to occur.

It is easily obtained that the expected utility of abductive solution [return]
(list of its relevant consequences is [lose trust , safety for people]) is -6 and of
[keep] (list of its relevant consequences is [keep promise, high danger]) is 6.5.
Thus, the one that is to return the rifle is ruled out by the a posteriori preference

5Expected utility of a set of consequences C given a probability measure Pr mapping the
consequences to probability values, i.e. Pr : C ! [0, 1], and an utility function U mapping
consequences to real-value utilities, i.e. U : C ! R, is obtained by the formula: E(C, Pr, U) =P

X"C Pr(X)U(X)
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1. abds([keep/0, return/0]).
expect(keep). expect(return).

2. on_observe(decide) <- time_to_return_rifle.
decide <- keep.
decide <- return.
<- keep, return.

3. lose_trust <- keep.
safety_for_people <- keep.

4. keep_promise <- return.
has(john, rifle) <- return.
high_danger <- highly_violent(X), has(X,rifle).
highly_violent(john).

5. Ai << Aj <- expected_utility(Ai, V1),
expected_utility(Aj, V2), V1 > V2.

beginProlog.
6. consequences([lose_trust, safety_for_people,

keep_promise, high_danger]).
7. utility(lose_trust, -15). utility(safety_for_people, 20).

utility(keep_promise, 10). utility(high_danger, -20).
8. prc(lose_trust, 0.9). prc(safety_for_people, 1).

prc(keep_promise, 1). prc(high_danger, 0.8).
endProlog.

Figure 4.6: Keeping Rifle Dilemma

in line 5. In short, the final decision is to keep the rifle despite losing a friend’s
trust.

4.2.3.2 Maximin and Minimax Decision Rules

These decision rules do not take uncertainty into account. They are widely used
in decision theory, game theory, statistics and philosophy for maximizing the
minimum gain (maximin) or minimizing the maximum possible loss (minimax).

Following in the same manner in our system, the maximin (minimax) orders
abductive solutions by their worst-case (best-case, respectively) consequences,
i.e. the consequences with smallest (greatest, respectively) utility. The a poste-
riori preference using maximin as decision rule has the following form

Ai $ Aj ! min utility(Ai, Ui), min utility(Aj , Uj), Ui > Uj

which says that Ai is preferred to Aj a posteriori if the consequence with minimal
utility of Ai has greater utility than the one of the consequence with minimal
utility of Aj .

Respectively, the a posteriori preference using minimax as decision rule has
the following form

Ai $ Aj ! max utility(Ai, Ui), max utility(Aj , Uj), Ui < Uj

It means that Ai is preferred to Aj a posteriori if the consequence with maximal
utility of Ai has smaller utility than the one of the consequence with maximal
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Table 4.1: Payo! Matrix

b1 b2

a1 3 3
a2 -1 5
a3 2 4

1. abds([b1/0, b2/0]).
expect(b1). expect(b2).

2. on_observe(b_choose).
b_choose <- b1. b_choose <- b2.

3. c(b1,a1) <- b1. c(b1,a2) <- b1. c(b1,a3) <- b1.
4. c(b2,a1) <- b2. c(b2,a2) <- b2. c(b2,a3) <- b2.
5. Ai << Aj <- min_utility(Ai, V1),

min_utility(Aj, V2), V1 > V2.
beginProlog.
6. consequences([c(b1,a1), c(b1,a2), c(b1,a3),

c(b2,a1), c(b2,a2), c(b2,a3)]).
7. utility(c(b1,a1),3). utility(c(b1,a2),-1). utility(c(b1,a3),2).

utility(c(b2,a1),3). utility(c(b2,a2), 5). utility(c(b2,a3),4).
endProlog.

Figure 4.7: Maximin Choice

utility of Aj . Predicate min utility/2 and max utility/2 are a built-in Prolog
predicates of our system. Their implementations are described in the imple-
mentation Chapter (Chapter 8).

Example 4.2.4 (Maximin) The following example of a zero-sum game, where
A and B make simultaneous moves, illustrates maximin solutions. Suppose A
has three choices (a1, a2 and a3) and B has two choices (b1 and b2), and con-
sider the payo! matrix for B in Table 4.1. Then, the maximin choice for B is
b2 since B gains at least 3. The program encoding the maximin choice of B is
in Figure 4.7.

There are two abducibles, b1 and b2, both are expected and have no counter-
expectation. Thus, there are two possible abductive solutions for the only active
goal b choose. Next, the a posteriori preference in line 5 is taken into account,
ruling out the one having greater worst-case utility consequence, obtained using
the built-in predicate min utility/2. Thus, it is easily seen that b1 is ruled out
by this preference. In short, the final (maximin) choice of B is b2.

4.2.4 Evolution Result A Posteriori Preference

Recall that an evolution result a posteriori preference is a generalized version
of a posteriori preference, performed by evaluating a pair of consequences of
following two distinct evolutions. Thus, in the same manner as for a posteri-
ori preferences, evolution result a posteriori preferences can be generalized to
compare sets of consequences of following those evolutions. Accordingly, the
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decision rules also need to be generalized to be able to choose among evolu-
tions, mapping each evolution to a real-value utility based on the utilities of its
relevant consequences.

In the following example we will see how the expected utility maximization
rule can be generalized to prefer among evolutions, looking ahead a number of
steps into the future. First, let us see how the preference rule using that decision
rule looks like

Ei ! Ej ! expected utility evol(Ei, Ui),
expected utility evol(Ej , Uj), Ui > Uj

where Ei, Ej are evolutions. This preference implies that Ei is preferred to Ej

if the expected utility of (relevant) consequences of following Ei is greater than
expected utility of the ones of following Ej .

Example 4.2.5 (Rifle keeping dilemma (cont’d)) We hypothetically ex-
tend the scenario of Example 4.2.3 as follows. Suppose that the day after the
day I need to return the rifle to my friend I have a very important issue that
only he can handle. Without his help I and my family would be in big trouble.
But I cannot expect him to help if now I break the promise, by keeping his rifle,
even if with a good intention. What should I do now: Keep the rifle to protect
people putting myself and my family in big trouble or return it putting many
other people in danger? We are now in a more severe dilemma. However, being
a man with family, family benefit precedes other choices.

The scenario is coded using an evolution result a posteriori preference em-
ploying the expected utility maximization rule in Figure 4.8.

Two abducibles agree/0 and disagree/0 are added (line 1). Returning and
keeping the rifle are ongoing commitments since they have direct influence on
the next state, though defeasible.

Being a single-step prospective agent, as in Example 4.2.3 the a posteriori
preference in line 5 would be immediately taken into account and rule out the
abductive solution [return], consequently the only solution is to keep the ri-
fle. Then, next day, due to loss of trust (line 3) the counter-expection of the
abducible agree is true, just ruling out the abductive solution comprising the
action of agreeing to help.

However, being a multiple-step one, the agent is capable of looking ahead, to
that on the next day John’s help is crucial and breaking the promise of returning
the rifle to him would result in his definite disagreement to help. The agent can
see two possible evolutions

E1 = [[keep, not return], [disagree]]
E2 = [[return, not keep], [agree]]

In the next stage, the evolution result a posteriori preference in line 8 is
taken into account, ruling out evolution E1 since its expected utility (based on
the list of its relevant consequences [disagree, lose trust, safety for people]) is
-16, which is less expected utility 11.5 of E2 (with list of relevant consequences
[agree, high danger, keep promise]).

In short, the agent with better capability of looking ahead will provide more
rational decision in the sense of expected utility maximization, for longer term
goals.
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1. abds([keep/0, return/0, agree/0, disagree/0]).
on_going_commitment([keep, return]).
expect(keep). expect(return).

2. on_observe(decide) <- time_to_return_rifle.
decide <- keep.
decide <- return.
<- keep, return.

3. lose_trust <- keep.
safety_for_people <- keep.

4. keep_promise <- return.
has(john, rifle) <- return.
high_danger <- highly_violent(X), has(X,rifle).
highly_violent(john).

5. Ai << Aj <- expected_utility(Ai, V1),
expected_utility(Aj, V2), V1 > V2.

6. on_observe(ask_for_help) <- need_john_help.
ask_for_help <- agree.
ask_for_help <- disagree.

7. expect(agree) <- keep_promise.
expect_not(agree) <- lose_trust.
expect(disagree) <- lose_trust.

8. Ei <<< Ej <- expected_utility_evol(Ei,V1),
expected_utility_evol(Ej,V2), V1 > V2.

beginProlog.
9. :- assert(scheduled_events(1, [time_to_return_rifle])),

assert(scheduled_events(2, [need_john_help])).
10. consequences([lose_trust, safety_for_people,

keep_promise, high_danger, agree, disagree]).
11. utility(lose_trust, -15). utility(safety_for_people, 20).

utility(keep_promise, 10). utility(high_danger, -20).
utility(agree, 25). utility(disagree, -25).

12. prc(lose_trust, 0.9). prc(safety_for_people, 1).
prc(keep_promise, 1). prc(high_danger, 0.8).
prc(agree, 0.7). prc(disagree, 0.9).

endProlog.

Figure 4.8: Keeping Rifle Evolution
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Chapter 5

Modelling Morality

Morality no longer belongs only to the realm of philosophers. Recently, there
has been a growing interest in understanding morality from the scientific point
of view. The study of morality attracts the artificial intelligence community
from the computational perspective, and has been known by several names,
including machine ethics, machine morality, artificial morality, and computa-
tional morality. Research on modelling moral reasoning computationally has
been conducted and reported on, e.g. AAAI 2005 Fall Symposium on Machine
Ethics [27]. In [1, 9, 10] it has been shown how moral decisions can be drawn
computationally by using prospective logic programs, in particular ACORDA
system [11]. These are employed to model moral dilemmas, as they are able to
prospectively look ahead at the consequences of hypothetical moral judgements.
With this knowledge of consequences, moral rules are then used to decide the
appropriate moral judgements. Various moral dilemmas taken from the classic
trolley problem have been successfully modeled using the principle of double
and triple e!ect as moral rules [29, 31].

Next we briefly describe the six trolley problems together with principles
of double and triple e!ect and show how to model them declaratively in our
system. We also revise those problems in order to analyze how moral decisions
are a!ected by di!erent levels of uncertainty of some knowledge aspects of the
decision maker.

5.1 The Trolley Problems

Several interesting results have emerged from recent interdisciplinary studies
on morality. One common result from these studies shows that morality has
evolved over time. In particular, Hauser, in his recent work [29], argues that
a moral instinct, playing the role of generating rapid judgments about what is
morally right or wrong, has evolved in our species.

In [29] and [30] Hauser and Mikhail proposed a framework of human moral
cognition, known as universal moral grammar, analogously to Chomsky’s uni-
versal grammar in language. Universal moral grammar, which can be culturally
adjusted, provides universal moral principles that enable an individual to un-
consciously evaluate what actions are permissible, obligatory, or forbidden. To
support this idea, Hauser and Mikhail independently created a test to assess
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moral judgments of subjects from demographically diverse populations, using
the classic trolley problems. Despite their diversity, the result shows that most
subjects widely share moral judgments when given a moral dilemma from the
trolley problem suite. Although subjects are unable to explain the moral rules
in their attempts at justification, their moral judgments are consistent with a
moral rule known as the principle of double e!ect.

The trolley problem presents several moral dilemmas that inquire whether it
is permissible to harm one or more individuals for the purpose of saving others.
In all cases, the initial circumstances are the same [29]:

There is a trolley and its conductor has fainted. The trolley is headed
toward five people walking on the track. The banks of the track are
so steep that they will not be able to get o! the track in time.

Given the above initial circumstance, in this work we consider six classical cases
of moral dilemmas, employed for research on morality in people [30]. These six
cases are described below and visually depicted in Figure 5.1 1:

1. Bystander. Hank is standing next to a switch, which he can throw, that
will turn the trolley onto a parallel side track, thereby preventing it from
killing the five people. However, there is a man standing on the side track
with his back turned. Hank can throw the switch, killing him; or he can
refrain from doing this, letting the five die. Is it morally permissible for
Hank to throw the switch?

2. Footbridge. Ian is on the footbridge over the trolley track. He is next
to a heavy object, which he can shove onto the track in the path of the
trolley to stop it, thereby preventing it from killing the five people. The
heavy object is a man, standing next to Ian with his back turned. Ian can
shove the man onto the track, resulting in death; or he can refrain from
doing this, letting the five die. Is it morally permissible for Ian to shove
the man?

3. Loop Track. Ned is standing next to a switch, which he can throw, that
will temporarily turn the trolley onto a loop side track. There is a heavy
object on the side track. If the trolley hits the object, the object will slow
the train down, giving the five people time to escape. The heavy object
is a man, standing on the side track with his back turned. Ned can throw
the switch, preventing the trolley from killing the five people, but killing
the man. Or he can refrain from doing this, letting the five die. Is it
morally permissible for Ned to throw the switch?

4. Man-in-front. Oscar is standing next to a switch, which he can throw,
that will temporarily turn the trolley onto a side track. There is a heavy
object on the side track. If the trolley hits the object, the object will
slow the train down, giving the five people time to escape. There is a
man standing on the side track in front of the heavy object with his back
turned. Oscar can throw the switch, preventing the trolley from killing the
five people, but killing the man. Or he can refrain from doing this, letting
the five die. Is it morally permissible for Oscar to throw the switch?

1This figure is taken from [10]
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Figure 5.1: The Six Trolley Cases: 1–Bystander, 2–Footbridge, 3–Loop Track, 4–Man-in-
front, 5–Drop Man, 6–Collapse Bridge
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5. Drop Man. Victor is standing next to a switch, which he can throw, that
will drop a heavy object into the path of the trolley, thereby stopping the
trolley and preventing it from killing the five people. The heavy object is
a man, who is standing on a footbridge overlooking the track. Victor can
throw the switch, killing him; or he can refrain from doing this, letting
the five die. Is it morally permissible for Victor to throw the switch?

6. Collapse Bridge. Walter is standing next to a switch, which he can
throw, that will collapse a footbridge overlooking the tracks into the path
of the trolley, thereby stopping the train and preventing it from killing the
five people. There is a man standing on the footbridge. Walter can throw
the switch, killing him; or he can refrain from doing this, letting the five
die. Is it morally permissible for Walter to throw the switch?

Interestingly, although all cases have the same goal, i.e. to save five albeit killing
one, subjects come to di!erent judgments on whether the action to reach the
goal is permissible or impermissible. As reported by [30], the judgments appear
to be widely shared among diverse demographically populations, the summary
being given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Summary of Moral Judgments for The Trolley Problems

Case Judgment

1. Bystander Permissible
2. Footbridge Impermissible
3. Loop Track Impermissible
4. Man-in-front Permissible
5. Drop Man Impermissible
6. Collapse Bridge Permissible

5.2 The Double and Triple E!ect Principles

The principle of double e!ect can be expressed as follows [29]:

Harming another individual is permissible if it is the foreseen con-
sequence of an act that will lead to a greater good; in contrast, it
is impermissible to harm someone else as an intended means to a
greater good.

The key expression here is “intended means”. We shall refer in the subsequent
Sections to the action of harming someone as an intended means, as an inten-
tional killing.

The triple e!ect principle [31] is a revised version of the double e!ect prin-
ciple. This moral principle refines the double e!ect principle, in particular on
harming someone as an intended means. In this case, the triple e!ect principle
distinguishes an action that is performed in order to bring about an evil from
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an action performed which directly causes an evil to occur without production
of evil being its goal. The latter is a new category of action, that neither treats
the occurrence of evil as a foreseen unintended consequence nor as an action
performed in order to intentionally bring about an evil. Similarly to the double
e!ect principle, the triple e!ect principle classifies an action performed in order
to intentionally bring about an evil as an impermissible action. But, this moral
principle is more tolerant to the third e!ect, i.e. it is permissible for an action
to be performed because an evil will occur, if not intended as such.

5.3 Modeling of Trolley Problems

We model each case of the trolley problem in our system separately. The prin-
ciple of double e!ect is modelled via an integrity constraint and a posteriori
preferences. The triple e!ect principle is modelled by using a simple transfor-
mation to represent the inspection point presented in [23]. In addition to the
original problems, we model some their variants.

In each case of the trolley problem, there are always two possible decisions
to make. One of these is the same for all cases, i.e. letting the five people die
by merely watching the train go straight. The other decision depends on the
cases, e.g. throwing the switch, shoving a heavy man, or the combination of
them, with the same purpose: to save five people, but also harming a person in
the process.

5.3.1 Modelling the Bystander Case

The bystander case can be coded with the program in Figure 5.2. Facts to
describe that there is a side track and a man, named John, is standing on the
side track are in line 5. Line 1 is the declaration of abducibles. Lines 6-7 model

1. abds([watching/0, throwing_switch/0]).
2. on_observe(decide) <- train_comming.

decide <- watching.
decide <- throwing_switch.
<- throwing_switch, watching.

3. expect(watching).
train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.

4. expect(throwing_switch).
redirect_train <- throwing_switch.
kill(1) <- human(X), side_track(X), redirect_train.
end(save_men,ni_kill(N)) <- redirect_train, kill(N).

5. side_track(john). human(john).
6. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(Y)).

<- intentional_killing.
7. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),

holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.
Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),

holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.2: Bystander Case
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the principle of double e!ect, namely, line 6 says that it is impermissible to have
intentional killing and line 7 says the scenario including saving more people is
more favorable. When the train with the fainted conductor is comming, agent
Hank has to decide either to watch the train go straight or throw the switch
(line 2). There is always expectation to watch the train go straight or throw
the switch and no expectation to their contrary (lines 3-4). Moreover, both of
them are not intentional killing actions, hence there are two possible abductive
solutions: [watching, not throwing switch], [throwing switch, not watching].
Next the a posteriori preferences are taken into account to rule out the less
preferred abductive solutions. Considering the second a posteriori preference
in line 7, the abductive solution including watching is ruled out since it leads
to the consequence of five people dying (line 3) which is less preferred than the
one including throwing switch that leads to the consequence of non-intentional
killing of one person. In short, Hank’s decision is to throw the switch to save
five people although one will die (unintentionally killed).

5.3.2 Modelling the Footbridge Case

The footbridge case can be coded with the program in Figure 5.3. Line 1 is
the declaration of program abducibles. There is always expectation to watch
the train go straight and no expectation to its contrary (line 2). However, the
action of shoving an object is only possible if there is an object near Ian to shove
(line 3). To make this case more interesting we can have an additional heavy
object, e.g. rock, on the footbridge near to Ian and see whether our model of
the moral rule still allows the reasoning to deliver moral decisions as expected.
The integrity constraint in line 4 is to make sure that at least one action will
be performed. Similarly to the bystander case, the double e!ect principle is
modelled in lines 8-9.

Notice that the only active goal in this situation is to satisfy all the integrity
constraints, i.e. agent Ian has to find the abductive solutions for the query
not false. If there is a person, named John, standing near to Ian (line 5),
then there is expectation to shove John (line 3). However, shoving John is an
intentional killing action, which does not satisfy the integrity constraint in line 8.
Therefore, there is only one abductive solution: [watching, not shoving(john)].
Now consider the same initial situation, but instead of a person, there is a heavy
inanimate object, rock, standing near Ian (comment the line stand near(john)
and uncomment stand near(rock) in line 5). Now there is expectation to shove
the rock. In addition, it is not an intentional killing. Thus, there are two
abduction solutions: [watching, not shove(rock)], [shove(rock), not watching].
Next the a posteriori preferences in line 9 are taken into account. The abductive
solution including watching is ruled out since it leads to the consequence of
killing five people which is less preferred than the one including shove(rock)
that leads to the consequence of killing nobody.

In short, if standing near to Ian is a person he has only one choice to watch
the train go straight and kill five people since shoving a person to the side track
is an intentional killing action. However, if standing near to him is an inanimate
object, he would shove the object to stop the train, saving the five and killing
no one.
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1. abds([watching/0, shove/1]).
2. expect(watching).

train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. expect(shove(X)) <- stand_near(X).
on_track(X) <- shove(X).
stop_train(X) <- on_track(X), heavy(X).
kill(1) <- human(X), on_track(X).
kill(0) <- inanimate_object(X), on_track(X).
end(save_men, ni_kill(N)) <- inanimate_object(X),

stop_train(X), kill(N).
end(save_men, i_kill(N)) <- human(X), stop_train(X), kill(N).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

4. human(john). heavy(john).
inanimate_object(rock). heavy(rock).

5. stand_near(john).
%stand_near(rock).

6. <- not observed_end.
7. <- watching, shove(X).
8. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(Y)).

<- intentional_killing.
9. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),

holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.
Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),

holds_given(end(die(K)),Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.3: Footbridge Case

5.3.3 Modelling the Loop Track Case

We consider two variants for the loop track case. The first one is similar to
the Footbridge case. The other one will be used later to discuss the di!erence
between double and triple e!ect principles.

In the first variant, instead of having only one loop side track as in the
original scenario, we consider two loop side tracks: the left and the right. John,
a heavy man, is standing on the left side track, whereas on the right side track
there is an inanimate heavy object, e.g. rock.

This situation is coded with the program in Figure 5.4. The mentioned
above facts are coded in line 3. Line 1 is the declaration of abducibles. The
chain of action for merely watching is the same as in the previous cases (line
2). Line 4 states that the action of throwing the switch to turn the trolley
onto a side track Z does make sense, if the side track Z, to which the switch
is connected, is available. Since both side tracks are available (line 3), there is
expectation to every abducible declared in line 1 and no expectation to their
contrary. The integrity constraints in lines 6-7 are to make sure that one and
only one action is performed. The action of throwing switch to the left sidetrack
is ruled out by the integrity constraint in line 8 since it is an intentional killing
action (line 5). Hence, there are two strict abductive solutions [watching] and
[throwing switch(right)]. Next the a posteriori preferences in line 9 are taken
into account and rule out the less preferred abductive solution that includes
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1. abds([throwing_switch/1, watching/0]).
2. expect(watching).

train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. side_track(left). side_track(right).
on(john, left). human(john). heavy(john).
on(rock, right). inanimate_object(rock). heavy(rock).

4. expect(throwing_switch(Z)) <- side_track(Z).
5. turn_side(Z) <- consider(throwing_switch(Z)).

slowdown_train(X,Z) <- turn_side(Z), on(X,Z), heavy(X).
kill(1,X,Z) <- turn_side(Z), on(X,Z), human(X).
kill(0,X,Z) <- turn_side(Z), on(X,Z), inanimate_object(X).
end(save_men, i_kill(N), X, Z) <- human(X),

slowdown_train(X,Z), kill(N,X,Z).
end(save_men, ni_kill(N)) <- inanimate_object(X),

slowdown_train(X,Z), kill(N,X,Z).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

6. <- not observed_end.
7. <- watching, throwing_switch(X).

<- throwing_switch(left), throwing_switch(right).
8. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(N), X, Z).

<- intentional_killing.
9. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)),Ai),

holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.
Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),

holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.4: Loop Track Case - First Variant

watching.

Throwing the switch and shoving a man. The second variant is to show
the di!erence between the double and the triple e!ect principles. In this sce-
nario, the action of throwing the switch, to divert the trolley, can be followed by
the action of shoving a man, to place the man onto the empty loop side track.

This situation is coded with the program in Figure 5.5. There is only one
loop side track, which we can represent by using a simple fact side_track. We
have three actions available, represented as abducibles declared in line 1. The
action throwing_switch is possible, if there is a side track, to which the switch
is connected, and throwing the switch will turn the trolley to the side track (line
6). The action of shoving is available only if there is nothing on the side track and
the action of throwing switch is performed (line 7). We consider two situations:
there has already been a man standing on the loop side track or the loop side
track is initially empty. To model alternative choice at once in NegAbdual
(similar to even loop in Smodels [32]), we use an active goal called one choice
with two choice rules and an integrity constraint to guarantee only one is to
be chosen, as in line 4. In addition, we have to declare man stand sidetrack,
empty sidetrack as abducibles.

In this case, we consider the triple e!ect principle. Note that the variant 1
employs the double e!ect principle, hence there is no abductive solution includ-
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ing abducible of throwing the switch which is considered to be impermissible by
this principle. To the contrary, in this variant of the Loop Track case, such ab-
ductive solutions are possible since the action of throwing the switch when there
has been a man on the side track is permissible by the triple e!ect principle.

In order to model the triple e!ect principle we use the notion of inspection
point [23]. The feature of inspection enables us to examine whether some literals

1. abds([throwing_switch/0, shoving/0, watching/0,
man_stand_sidetrack/0, empty_sidetrack/0, abduced/1]).

2. expect(watching).
train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. expect(abduced(_)).
expect(man_stand_sidetrack).
expect(empty_sidetrack).

4. on_observe(one_choice).
one_choice <- empty_sidetrack.
one_choice <- man_stand_sidetrack.
<- man_stand_sidetrack, empty_sidetrack.

5. inspect(man_stand_sidetrack) <- abduced(man_stand_sidetrack).
inspect(empty_sidetrack) <- abduced(empty_sidetrack).

6. side_track.
expect(throwing_switch) <- side_track.
turn_side <- consider(throwing_switch).
end(save_men, ni_kill(1)) <- inspect(man_stand_sidetrack), turn_side.

7. expect(shoving) <- inspect(empty_sidetrack), consider(throwing_switch).
freely_goto_maintrack <- inspect(empty_sidetrack),

turn_side, not consider(shoving).
end(die(5)) <- freely_goto_maintrack.

8. place_man_sidetrack <- consider(shoving).
end(save_men,placing_hitting) <- place_man_sidetrack, turn_side.
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

9. <- not observed_end.
<- watching, throwing_switch.

10. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, placing_hitting).
<- intentional_killing.

11. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.

Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.5: Loop Track Case - Second Variant

are true in the context of adopted abducibles, without further abduction. It is
used, for example, to inspect that the man, an obstacle to the trolley, has already
been standing on the side track, not being deliberately shoved on the sidetrack.
The feature of inspection point is modeled by firstly, adding the rules in line
5, saying that the predicate inspect(L), where L is a domain literal and must
be declared as an abducible , holds only if abducible L is abduced. Then, the
abductive solutions that contain some literal abduced(L) but not L, will be
ruled out a posteriori. In fact, there are six strict abductive solutions:
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A1 = [empty sidetrack, throwing switch, abduced(empty sidetrack)]
A2 = [empty sidetrack, throwing switch, abduced(man stand sidetrack)]
A3 = [empty sidetrack, watching]
A4 = [man stand sidetrack, throwing switch, abduced(empty sidetrack)]
A5 = [man stand sidetrack, throwing switch, abduced(man stand sidetrack)]
A6 = [man stand sidetrack, watching]
A2 is ruled out since it contains abduced(man stand sidetrack) but not
man stand sidetrack. Similarly, the A4 is also ruled out. Thus, we have two
sets of abductive solutions. First of all, in case of sidetrack being empty, we
have abductive solutions A1 and A3. A1 includes the action of throwing the
switch which subsequently enables the action of shoving (line 7). However,
action of shoving is impermissible (lines 8-9), therefore not shoving must be in
A1. Both abductive solutions are equally favorable according to the a posteriori
preferences in line 11 (both of them lead to the consequence of five people
dying). Secondly, in case of a man having been standing on the side track,
we have A5 and A6. Next A6 is ruled out, having taken into account the a
posteriori preferences in line 11, since it leads to the consequence of five people
dying which is less preferred than A5 with consequence of only one person dying.

1. abds([watching/0, throwing_switch/0]).
2. expect(watching).

train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. side_track.
on_side(rock). inanimate_object(rock). heavy(rock).
in_front_of(rock,jack). human(jack).

4. expect(throwing_switch) <- side_track.
turn_side <- consider(throwing_switch).
kill(1) <- turn_side, on_side(X), in_front_of(X,Y), human(Y).
slowdown_train(X) <- turn_side, on_side(X), heavy(X).
end(save_men,ni_kill(N)) <- inanimate_object(X),

slowdown_train(X), kill(N).
end(save_men,i_kill(N)) <- human(X),

slowdown_train(X), kill(N).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

5. <- not observed_end.
<- watching, throwing_switch.

6. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(N)).
<- intentional_killing.

7. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.

Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.6: Man-in-front Case

5.3.4 Modelling the Man-in-front Case

The Man-in-front case can be modeled as in Figure 5.6. The facts repre-
senting that there is a side track where the trolley can turn onto, on which
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there is a heavy (inanimate) object, e.g. rock and a man standing in front of
the heavy object is coded in line 3. There is expectation to every abducible
declared in line 1 and no expectation to their contrary (lines 2-4). The in-
tegrity constraints in line 5 are to guarantee that one and only one action is
performed. Lines 6-7 model the double e!ect principle. Being aware that both
actions are not of intentional killing, there are two possible abductive solutions:
[watching, not throwing switch] and [throwing switch, not watching]. Next
the a posteriori preferences in line 7 are taken into account and rule out the one
including watching for the similar reason as in previous cases.

In short, agent Oscar decides to throw the switch since it is not an intentional
killing action and it leads to the consequence of less people dying.

5.3.5 Modelling the Drop Man Case

This case can be modeled with the code in Figure 5.7. The facts represent-
ing that there is a (heavy) man, named John, standing on the bridge are in
line 3. There is expectation to every abducible declared in line 1 and no ex-
pectation to their contrary (lines 2-4). Since throwing the switch is an inten-
tional killing action (line 4), there is only one abductive solution for this case:
[watching, not throwing switch(bridge)]. This is Victor’s final decision.

1. abds([watching/0, throwing_switch/1]).
2. expect(watching).

train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. switch_connected(bridge).
human(john). heavy(john). on(bridge,john).

4. expect(throwing_switch(Z)) <- switch_connected(Z).
drop(X) <- consider(throwing_switch(Z)), on(Z,X).
kill(1) <- human(X), drop(X).
stop_train(X) <- heavy(X), drop(X).
end(save_men,ni_kill(N)) <- inanimate_object(X),

stop_train(X), kill(N).
end(save_men,i_kill(N)) <- human(X), stop_train(X), kill(N).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

5. <- not observed_end.
<- watching, throwing_switch(X).

6. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(N)).
<- intentional_killing.

7. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.

Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.7: Drop Man Case

5.3.6 Modelling the Collapse Bridge Case

This case can be modeled with the program in Figure 5.8. The facts represent-
ing that there is a man, named John, standing on a bridge which is connected
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with the switch are in line 3. Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles.
There is expectation to watching and throwing switch(bridge) and no expec-
tation to their contrary (lines 2-4). Furthermore, both of those actions are
not of intentional killing (line 4). Therefore, there are two abductive solutions:
[watching, not throwing switch(bridge)] and [throwing switch(bridge), not
watching]. The one including watching is then ruled out when the a pos-
teriori preferences in line 7 are taken into account since it leads to the conse-
quence of five people dying (line 5) which is less preferred than the one including
throwing switch that leads to the consequence of only one person dying (line
4). In short, Water decides to throw the switch to save five although one dies
as the consequence.

1. abds([watching/0, throwing_switch/1]).
2. expect(watching).

train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5)) <- train_straight.
observed_end <- end(X).

3. switch_connected(bridge).
heavy(bridge). inanimate_object(bridge).
human(john). on(bridge,john).

4. expect(throwing_switch(X)) <- switch_connected(X).
collapse(X) <- consider(throwing_switch(X)).
stop_train(X) <- heavy(X), collapse(X).
kill(1) <- human(Y), on(X,Y), collapse(X).
end(save_men, ni_kill(N)) <- inanimate_object(X),

stop_train(X), kill(N).
end(save_men, i_kill(N)) <- human(X), stop_train(X), kill(N).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

5. <- not observed_end.
<- watching, throwing_switch(X).

6. intentional_killing <- end(save_men, i_kill(N)).
<- intentional_killing.

7. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(die(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(K)), Aj), N < K.

Ai << Aj <- holds_given(end(save_men, ni_kill(N)), Ai),
holds_given(end(die(K)), Aj), N < K.

Figure 5.8: Collapse Case

5.4 Moral Reasoning under Uncertainty

This Section is devoted to modelling morality with di!erent aspects of uncer-
tainty being taken into account. Undoubtedly, similarly to the general case of
prospective reasoning under uncertainty described in Chapter 4, in moral sit-
uations the uncertainty of the decision makers about di!erent aspects such as
the actual external environment, beliefs and behaviors of other agents involved
in the situation as well as the success in performing di!erent actions, are un-
avoidable. We make an attempt to show that the levels of uncertainty of several
aspects may a!ect the moral decision, reflecting that with di!erent levels of
uncertainty w.r.t. the de facto environment and success of actions involved, the
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beginPlog.
1. person = {1..5}.

bool = {t,f}.
2. die : person --> bool.

random(rd(P), die(P), full).
3. helped : person --> bool.

random(rh(P), helped(P), full).
4. pa(rh(P), helped(P,t), d_(3,5)) :- person(P).
5. pa(rd(P), die(P,t), d_(1,1)) :- helped(P,f).

pa(rd(P), die(P,t), d_(4,10)) :- helped(P,t).
6. die_5(V):-pr(die(1,t)&die(2,t)&die(3,t)&die(4,t)&die(5,t),V).
endPlog.

Figure 5.9: P-log Modelling of People dying

moral decision makers may consider di!erent choices.
We will revise and introduce uncertainty into the trolley problems. The

uncertainty is modelled using probability.

5.4.1 Revised Bystander Case

The first aspect present in every trolley problem where we can introduce uncer-
tainty is that of how probable the five walking people will die when the trolley
is let head onto them, without outside intervention or there is intervention but
unsuccessful. People can help each other to get out of the track. Maybe they
would not have enough time in order for all to get out and survive, we are also
not sure if they all die. It is reasonable to assume that the probability of a per-
son dying depends on whether he gets help from others; and, more elaborately,
on how many people help him. The P-log program modelling that scenario is
given in Figure 5.9.

Two sorts person and bool are declared in line 1. There are two random
attributes, die and helped, both map a person to a boolean value, saying a
person either dies or does not die and a person either gets help or does not
get any, respectively (lines 2-3). The pa-rule in line 4 says that a person might
get help from someone with probability 3/5. In line 5, it is said that a person
who does not get any help will surely die (first rule) and the one who gets help
dies with probability 4/10 (second rule). The second rule represents the degree
of conviction of the decision maker about how probable a person can survive
provided that he is being helped; and undoubtedly, this degree a!ects the final
decision to be made. The meta-probabilistic predicate die 5/1 in line 6 is used
to compute the probability of all five people dying 2.

We can see that this way of modelling is not elaborate enough. The proba-
bility of a person dying only depends on whether that person gets help or not.
It does not di!erentiate cases of being helped by di!erent numbers of people.
Clearly, it is more reasonable to assume that the more help a person gets, the
more chance he might have to succeed in getting out of the track on time. This

2In P-log(XSB) the joint probability of two events A and B is obtained by the query:
pr(A & B, V ).
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is modelled with the P-log program in Figure 5.10 3.
A new random attribute, help, is used, stating that the distribution of the

event that a given person helps another given one is randomly distributed (line
3). And the probability of one person dying now is dependent on how many
others help him (line 5), the facts that are represented in lines 6-10.

Although this P-log program is clearly more elaborate and realistic, it cannot
provide answers quickly enough (> 10 minutes) since there are two many stable
models (230 > 109) supposed to be generated in the computation process of
the P-log system 4. However, the smaller sizes, with less people walking on
the track, of this modelling (3 and 4 people) were successfully tested. In all
examples of this Chapter, for easiness of testing, the previous way of modelling
is employed.

We now reconsider the Bystander Case with this uncertainty aspect, i.e.
uncertainty of five people dying when merely watching the trolley headed for
them, being taken into account. It can be coded as follows

expect(watching).
train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5), Pr) <- train_straight, prolog(die_5(Pr)).
observed_end <- end(X,Y).

The probability of five people dying is obtained using the meta-probabilistic
predicate die 5/1 in line 6 of Figure 5.9. Subsequently, the a posterior pref-
erences modelling the principle of double e!ect are needed to be changed as
follows

Ai << Aj <- hold(end(die(N),Pr),Ai),
hold(end(save_men,ni_kill(K)),Aj),
U is N*Pr, U < K.

Ai << Aj <- hold(end(save_men,ni_kill(N)),Ai),
hold(end(die(K),Pr), Aj),
U is K*Pr, N < U.

Recall that there are two a priori abductive solutions in this trolley case, either
watching or throwing the switch. In the next stage, the a posteriori preferences
are taken into account. It is easily seen that the final decision directly depends
on the probability of five people dying, namely, whether that probability is
greater than 1/5.

Let PrD denote the probability that a person dies when he gets help, coded
in the second pa-rule in line 5 of Figure 5.9. If PrD = 0.4 as in that figure, the
probability of five people dying is 0.107. Hence, the final choice is to merely
watch. If PrD is changed to 0.6, the probability of five people dying is 0.254.
Hence, the final choice is to throw the switch.

5.4.2 Revised Footbridge Case

Now let us consider the following revised version of the Footbridge Case.
3We can model predicate n people help/2 on line 5 in a general way by making a general

body capturing all cases in lines 6–10. For easiness of understanding, here a simpler and more
declarative way is employed, as seen in lines 6–10.

4See [6] for more details on P-log implementation.
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beginPlog.
1. person = {1..5}.

bool = {t,f}.
2. die : person --> bool.

random(rd(P), die(P), full).
3. help : person x person --> bool.

random(rh(P,Q), help(P,Q), full).
4. pa(rh(P,P), help(P,P,t), d_(0,1)) :- person(P).
5. pa(rd(P), die(P,f), d_(N,5)) :- person(P), n_people_help(P,N).
6. n_people_help(P, 0) :-

person(P1), person(P2), person(P3), person(P4), person(P),
P \= P1, P \= P2, P \= P3, P \= P4,
P1 \= P2, P1 \= P3, P1 \= P4,
P2 \= P3, P2 \= P4,
P3 \= P4,
help(P1,P,f), help(P2,P,f), help(P3,P,f), help(P4,P,f).

7. n_people_help(P, 1) :-
person(P1), person(P2), person(P3), person(P4), person(P),
P \= P1, P \= P2, P \= P3, P \= P4,
P1 \= P2, P1 \= P3, P1 \= P4,
P2 \= P3, P2 \= P4,
P3 \= P4,
help(P1,P,t), help(P2,P,f), help(P3,P,f), help(P4,P,f).

8. n_people_help(P, 2) :-
person(P1), person(P2), person(P3), person(P4), person(P),
P \= P1, P \= P2, P \= P3, P \= P4,
P1 \= P2, P1 \= P3, P1 \= P4,
P2 \= P3, P2 \= P4,
P3 \= P4,
help(P1,P,t), help(P2,P,t), help(P3,P,f), help(P4,P,f).

9. n_people_help(P, 3) :-
person(P1), person(P2), person(P3), person(P4), person(P),
P \= P1, P \= P2, P \= P3, P \= P4,
P1 \= P2, P1 \= P3, P1 \= P4,
P2 \= P3, P2 \= P4,
P3 \= P4,
help(P1,P,t), help(P2,P,t), help(P3,P,t), help(P4,P,f).

10.n_people_help(P, 4) :-
person(P1), person(P2), person(P3), person(P4), person(P),
P \= P1, P \= P2, P \= P3, P \= P4,
P1 \= P2, P1 \= P3, P1 \= P4,
P2 \= P3, P2 \= P4,
P3 \= P4,
help(P1,P,t), help(P2,P,t), help(P3,P,t), help(P4,P,t).

endPlog.

Figure 5.10: P-log Modelling of People Dying - Elaborate Version
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beginPlog.
1. bool = {t,f}.

fallen_position = {on_track, near_switch}.
2. shove : fallen_position.

random(rs, shove, full).
pa(rs, shove(near_switch), d_(7,10)).

3. shoved_die : bool.
random(rsd, shoved_die, full).
pa(rsd, shoved_die(t), d_(1,1)) :- shove(on_track).
pa(rsd, shoved_die(t), d_(5,10)) :- shove(near_switch).

4. body_stop_train : bool.
random(rbs, body_stop_train, full).
pa(rbs, body_stop_train(t), d_(4,10)).

endPlog.

Figure 5.11: P-log Code for Uncertainty in Footbridge Case

Example 5.4.1 (Revised Footbridge Case) Ian is on the footbridge over
the trolley track and a switch there. He is next to a man, which he can shove
so that the man falls near the switch and he can turn the trolley onto a parallel
empty side track, thereby preventing it from killing the five people. However, the
man can die because the bridge is high and he can also fall on the side track,
thus very probably getting killed by the trolley due to not being able to get out
of the track, having been injured from the drop. Also, as a side e!ect, the fallen
man’s body might stop the train, though it not being Ian’s original intention. In
addition, if he is not dead, he may take revenge on Ian.

Ian can shove the man from the bridge, possibly resulting in death or being
avenged; or he can refrain from doing this, possibly letting the five die. Is it
morally permissible for Ian to shove the man?

There are several aspects in this scenario where uncertainty might emerge. The
first one is, similar to the Revised Bystander Case, that of how probable is
that five people die when Ian merely watches the trolley go towards them. The
other aspects might be how probable the shoved man falls near the switch; how
probable the fallen man is dead because the bridge is high; and if the man falls
on the side track, how probable the trolley can be stopped by his body, etc.
The first aspect is coded, as before, in Figure 5.9. The others are coded with
the P-log program in Figure 5.11.

The sort fallen position declared in line 1 represents possible positions the
man can fall at: on the track (on track) or near the switch (near switch).
The random attribute shove declared in line 2 has no domain parameter and
gets a value of fallen position sort. The fallen position of shoving is biased to
near switch with probability 7/10 (pa-rule in line 2). The random attribute
shoved die declared in line 3 encodes how probable is that the man dies after
being shoved, depending on which position he fell at (two pa-rules in line 3). If
he fell on the track, he would surely die (first pa-rule); otherwise, if he fell near
the switch, he would die with probability 0.5 (second pa-rule). The random
attribute body stop train is declared in line 4 to encode the probability of a
body to successfully stop the trolley.
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1. abds([watching/0, shove_heavy_man/0]).
2. on_observe(decide).

decide <- watching.
decide <- shove_heavy_man.
<- watching, shove_heavy_man.

3. expect(watching).
train_straight <- watching.
end(die(5),Pr) <- train_straight, prolog(die_5(Pr)).

4. expect(shove_heavy_man) <- human(X), heavy(X), stand_near(X).
5. stop_train(on_track, Pr) <- shove_heavy_man,

prolog(pr(body_stop_train(t)&shove(on_track), Pr)).
6. not_stop_train(on_track, Pr) <- shove_heavy_man,

prolog(pr(body_stop_train(f)&shove(on_track), Pr1)),
prolog(die_5(V)), prolog(Pr is Pr1*V).

7. redirect_train(near_switch, Pr) <- throwing_switch(Pr).
throwing_switch(Pr) <- shove_heavy_man,

prolog(pr(shoved_die(f)&shove(near_switch), Pr)).
8. not_redirect_train(near_switch, Pr) <- shove_heavy_man,

prolog(pr(shoved_die(t)’|’shove(near_switch), Pr1)),
prolog(die_5(V)), prolog(Pr is Pr1*V).

9. revenge(shove, Pr) <- shove_heavy_man,
prolog(pr(shoved_die(f), PrShovedAlive)),
prolog(Pr is 0.01*PrShovedAlive).

10.human(john). heavy(john). stand_near(john).
11.Ai ’|<’ Aj <- expected_utility(Ai, U1),

expected_utility(Aj,U2), U1 > U2.

beginProlog.
12.consequences([stop_train(on_track,_),not_stop_train(on_track,_),

redirect_train(near_switch,_),not_redirect_train(near_switch,_),
revenge(shove,_),end(die(_),_)]).

13.utility(stop_train(on_track,_),-1).
utility(not_stop_train(on_track,_),-6).
utility(redirect_train(near_switch,_),0).
utility(not_redirect_train(near_switch,_),-5).
utility(revenge(shove,_),-10).
utility(end(die(N),_),-N).

14.prc(C, P) :- arg(2,C,P).
endProlog.

Figure 5.12: Revised Footbridge Case
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Based on this P-log modelling, the Revised Footbridge Case can be repre-
sented with the program in Figure 5.12.

There are two abducibles, watching and shove heavy man, declared in
line 1. Both are expected (line 3; lines 4 and 10) and have no expectation
to the contrary. Furthermore, only one can be chosen for the only active
goal decide of the the program (IC in line 2). Thus, there are two pos-
sible a priori abductive solutions: [watching, not shove heavy man] and
[shove heavy man, not watching].

In the next stage, the a posteriori preference in line 11 is taken into account,
in order to rule out the abductive solution with smaller expected utility. Let
us look at the relevant consequences of each abductive solution. The list of
relevant consequences of the program is declared in line 12.

The one comprising the action of merely watching has only one relevant
consequence: five people dying – end(die(5), ) (line 3). The other one, which is
that of shoving the heavy man, has the following possible relevant consequences:
the heavy man falls on the track and his body either stops the trolley (line 5) or
does not stop it (line 6); the man falls near the switch, does not die and thus,
can throw the switch to redirect the trolley (line 7). But if he too may die, he
consequently cannot redirect the trolley (line 8); one other possible consequence
needed to be taken into account is that if the man is not dead, he might take
revenge on Ian afterwards (line 9).

The utility of the relevant consequences are given in line 13. The probabil-
ity distribution of those consequences to occur is captured in line 14, by using
reserved predicate prc/2, the first argument of which is a consequence being in-
stantiated during the computation of the built-in predicate expected utility/2
(see Chapter 8 for more details) and the second argument of which is the cor-
responding probability value, being encoded as the second argument of each
relevant consequence (lines 3-8).

Now we can see how the final decision provided by our system varies de-
pending on the levels of uncertainty of the decision maker w.r.t. the di!erent
aspects presented above.

Denote PrNS, PrDNS and PrRV the probabilities of shoving the man to fall
near the switch, of the shoved man dying given that he fell near the switch, of
the body to stop the train, and of Ian being avenged given that the shoved man
is alive, respectively. In the current encoding, PrNS = 7/10, PrDNS = 5/10,
(lines 2-3, respectively, of Figure 5.11), PrRV = 0.01 (line 9, Figure 5.12). Also
recall that PrD denotes the probability of a person dying when he gets help,
and in the current encoding PrD = 4/10 (line 5 of Figure 5.9).

Table 5.2 shows the final decision made w.r.t. di!erent levels of di!erent as-
pects of uncertainty, encoded with the above variables. The columns E(watch)
and E(shove) record the expected utilities of the choices watching and shoving,
respectively. The last column records the final decision – the one having greater
utility, i.e. less people dying.

The table gives rise to the following (reasonable) interpretations: the
stronger Ian believes that five people can get out of the track by helping each
other (i.e. the smaller PrD is), the more the chance he decides to merely watch
the trolley go (experiment 2 vs. 1; 8 vs. 9); the more Ian believes that the
shoved man dies (thus he cannot throw the switch), the more the chance he
decides to merely watch the trolley go (experiment 6 vs. 5); the more Ian
believes that the shoved person will take revenge on him, the more the chance
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Table 5.2: Decisions made with di!erent levels of Uncertainty

PrNS PrDNS PrD PrRV E(watch) E(shove) Final
1 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.01 -0.8404 -0.7567 shove
2 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.01 -0.3888 -0.4334 watch
3 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.2 -0.8404 -1.4217 watch
4 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.2 -0.8404 -1.8045 watch
5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.01 -0.3888 -0.1879 shove
6 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.01 -0.3888 -1.1624 watch
7 1.0 0 0 0.01 -0.1562 -0.1 shove
8 1.0 0 0 0.02 -0.1562 -0.2 watch
9 1.0 0 1.0 0.02 -5 -0.2 shove
10 1.0 0 1.0 0.2 -5 -2 shove
11 1.0 0 1.0 0.6 -5 -6 watch

he decides to merely watch the trolley go (experiment 3 vs. 1; 8 vs. 7; 11
vs. 10); even in the worst case of watching (PrD = 1) and best chance of
the trolley being redirected (the shoved man is surely fallen near the switch,
i.e. PrNS = 1.0, and does not die, i.e. PrDNS = 0), if Ian really believes
that the shoved person will take revenge (e.g. PrRV " 0.6), he will just watch
(experiment 11 vs. 9 and 10). The later interpretation is to say that the
decision maker’s benefit and safety precede other factors.

In short, although the table is not big enough to thoroughly cover all the
cases, it manages to show that our approach to modelling morality under un-
certainty succeeds in reasonably reflecting that a decision maker comes up with
di!erent moral decisions depending on the levels of uncertainty w.r.t. di!erent
aspects of the moral problem.

5.4.3 Discussion

In this Section we discuss other possible aspects of the trolley problems where
uncertainty might occur.

In the Loop Track Case, we can consider Ned’s uncertainty about how prob-
able the man standing on the side track with his back turned can realize the
train is going toward him and get out of the track on time. In this case, one
question is that if the action of throwing the switch which possibly kills the
man on the side track is considered as an intentional killing like in the original
version? We argue that it should be, because Ned’s intention is to use the man
as a means to stop the trolley, even he is not sure if his intention can be achieved
or not. If he threw the trolley, he must hope that there would be the chance for
the trolley to be slowed down by the man’s body. Otherwise, he would never
do that.

Related to the question of permissibility of actions, let us come back to
the Revised Footbridge Case. In the original version, the action of shoving a
heavy man from the bridge to stop the train in order to save five people is
impermissible according two both double and triple e!ect principles since the
action is performed in order to bring about an evil. Ian must hope that the
shoved man’s body stop the train. The situation is clearer if we suppose that
the shoved man has some chance of surviving and get out of the track on time, so
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that the trolley still goes forward onto five people. In this situation, Ian would
hope the shoved man dead. Thus, we can see clearly that Ian’s intention is to
kill the man to stop the train. In the revised version, although Ian shoved the
man as an intended means to stop the train, his intention is not to kill the man
to stop the train, but on the hope the man survives to throw the switch to stop
the train. Thus, the action of shoving the man in this version is permissible by
the third e!ect principle, despite still being impermissible by the double e!ect
principle. In the modelling of this revised version above, we have taken for
granted that we apply the third e!ect principle.

The Drop Man Case is quite similar to the Footbridge Case. We can revise
and introduce uncertainty into it in a similar manner. For the Collapse Bridge
Case, we can consider the probability of the bridge to successfully stop the train.
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Chapter 6

Intention Recognition

We cannot perceive the thought of another person at all, we can only
infer it from his behavior.

CHARLES DARWIN, 1840: OLD AND USELESS NOTES

His plans are calm and deeply hidden, so no one can figure them out.
He changes his actions and revises his plans, so that people will not
recognize them. He changes his abode and goes by a circuitous route
so people cannot anticipate him. When people never understand what
your intention is, then you win.

SUN TZU, 1988: THE ART OF WAR

6.1 Introduction

Recently, there have been many works addressing the problem of intention recog-
nition as well as its applications in a variety of fields. Before embarking on a
discussion of di!erent approaches and application fields of intention recogni-
tion, it is worth considering why intention recognition is important and worth
the e!ort at all. We consider the role of intention recognition in two general,
complementary, settings: the friendly one where agents coordinate and help
each other, and the hostile one where they antagonize to each other.

In friendly settings, intention recognition is an essential means when the
possibility of communication is limited. For example, in heterogeneous agent
systems it is likely that agents speak di!erent languages, have di!erent designs
and/or levels of intelligence, hence intention recognition may be the only way
to understand each other in order to coordinate amongst themselves [36]. Fur-
thermore, making direct communication of intentions all the time is costly and
unrealistic, if not impossible. Agents must, to some degree, be able to recognize
intentions of others so as to secure a successful coordination.

In hostile settings, it is easily seen that agents often attempt to hide their
real intentions and make others believe in some pretense ones, as long as they
can benefit from so doing. Intention recognition in this setting is undoubtedly
crucial for agents, in order to prepare themselves from potential hostile behaviors
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from others. However, clearly, it is of a great di"culty and requires a lot more
care, since unsuccessfulness in recognizing opponents’ intentions or committing
to some wrong intentions might result in great loss.

Because of the importance and ubiquity of intention recognition, there have
been many e!orts, using several approaches, to formalize, implement and enable
it in di!erent application fields, such as military [36], security [56], pilot training
[36], elder care [57], etc.

There have been proposed various approaches to intention recognition. In
Heinze’s doctoral thesis [36], intention recognition is defined, in general terms,
as the process of becoming aware of the intention of another agent and, more
technically, as the problem of inferring an agent’s intention through its actions
and/or their e!ects on the environment.

According to this definition, an approach to tackle intention recognition is
that of reducing it to plan recognition, i.e. the problem of generating plausible
plans achieving the intentions and choosing the ones that match the observed
actions and their e!ects in the environment of the intending agent. This has
been the main stream so far, with a number of techniques employed to tackle
plan recognition, e.g. Inductive Concept Learning [58], Hidden Markov Model
[59], Utility Theory [60], etc. The first attempt to formalize plan recognition
was advanced in [39].

One of the main issues of that approach is that of finding an initial set of
possible intentions (of the intending agent) that the plan generator is going to
tackle, and which must be come up with by the recognizing agent. Undoubtedly,
this set should depend on the situation at hand, since generating plans for all
intentions one agent could have, for whatever situation he might be in, is quite
unrealistic if not impossible.

In this thesis, we propose a new approach to solve this problem by using
so-called situation-sensitive Causal Bayes Networks (CBN) - that is, CBNs [52]
that change according to the situation under consideration, itself subject to
change. Therefore, given the situation, a CBN can be configured, dynamically,
to compute the likelihood of intentions and filter out the much less likely ones.
The plan generator then only needs to deal with the remaining (relevant and
plausible) intentions. Moreover, it being one of the important advantages of our
approach, on the basis of the information provided by the CBN the recognizing
agent can see which intentions are more likely and worth addressing first, and
thus, in case of having to make a quick decision, focus on the most likely ones.

CBNs, in our work, are represented in P-log [34, 35, 6], described in Section
4.1. Given a CBN, its situation-sensitive version is constructed by attaching to
it a logical component to dynamically compute situation specific probabilistic
information, forthwith updated into the P-log program representing that CBN.
The computation is dynamic in the sense that there is a process of inter-feedback
between the logical component and the CBN, i.e. the result from the updated
CBN is also given back to the logical component, and that might give rise to
further situation specific updating, etc.

In addition, one more advantage of our approach, in comparison with those
using solely BNs [37, 38] is that these simply use the available information for
constructing CBNs. For complicated tasks, e.g. in recognizing hidden inten-
tions, not all information is observable. The approach of combining with plan
generation provides a method to guide the recognition process: which actions
(or their e!ects) should be checked for whether they were (hiddenly) executed
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by the intending agent. We can make use of any plan generators available.
In this work, for integration’s sake, we use the ASP based conditional planner
called ASCP [41], re-implemented [42] in XSB Prolog using the XASP package
[54, 47] for interfacing with Smodels [32] – an answer set solver.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly recalls
CBNs and describes how they are used for intention recognition, then proceeds
to illustrate P-log with an example, and discusses situation-sensitive CBNs.
Section 6.3 describes the ASCP planner and shows how it is employed for gen-
erating plans achieving hypothesized intentions, and proposes an approach for
performing plan generation in Abductive Logic Programming. Afterwards, we
apply the intention recognition system for Elder Care domain.

6.2 Causal Bayes Networks in P-log

6.2.1 Causal Bayes Networks

Humans know how to reason based on cause and e!ect, but cause and e!ect is
not enough to draw conclusions due to the problem of imperfect information and
uncertainty. To resolve these problems, humans reason combining causal models
with probabilistic information. The theory that attempts to model both causal-
ity and probability is called probabilistic causation, better known as Causal
Bayes Networks (CBN). To formally define CBNs, let us first recall some pre-
liminary definitions.

Definition 6.2.1 (Directed Acyclic Graph) A directed acyclic graph, also
called a dag, is a directed graph with no directed cycles; that is, for any node v,
there is no nonempty directed path that starts and ends on v.

Definition 6.2.2 Let G be a dag that represents causal relations between its
nodes. For two nodes A and B of G, if there is an edge from A to B (i.e. A
is a direct cause of B), A is called a parent of B, and B is a child of A. The
set of parent nodes of a node A is denoted by parents(A). Ancestor nodes of
A are parents of A or parents of some ancestor nodes of A. If node A has no
parents (parents(A) = (), it is called a top node. If A has no child, it is
called a bottom node. The nodes which are neither top nor bottom are said
intermediate. If the value of a node is observed, the node is said to be an
evidence node.

Definition 6.2.3 (Causally Su"cient Set [44]) Let V be a set of variables
with causal relations represented by a dag. V is said to be causally su"cient if
and only if for any Y,Z & V with Y 2= Z and X is a common cause of Y and
Z, then X & V . That is to say, V is causally su"cient if for any two distinct
variables in V , all their common causes also belong to V .

Definition 6.2.4 (Causal Markov Assumption - CMA [44]) Let X be
any variable in a causally su"cient set S of variables or features whose causal
relations are represented by a dag G, and let P be the set of all variables in S
that are direct causes of X (i.e. parents of X in G). Let Y be any subset of S
such that no variable in Y is a direct or indirect e!ect of X (i.e., there is no
directed path in G from X to any member of Y). Then X is independent (in
probability) of Y conditional on P.
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The CMA implies that the joint probability of any set of values of a causally
su"cient set can be factored into a product of conditional probabilities of the
value of each variable on its parents. More details and a number of examples
can be found in [44].

Definition 6.2.5 (Bayes Networks) A Bayes Network is a pair consisting
of a dag whose nodes represent variables and missing edges encode conditional
independencies between the variables, and an associated probability distribution
satisfying the Causal Markov Assumption.

If the dag of a BN is intended to represent causal relations and its associated
probability distribution is intended to represent those that result from the rep-
resented mechanism, then the BN is said to be causal. To do so, besides CMA,
the associated probability distribution needs to satisfy an additional condition,
as more formally shown in the following definition

Definition 6.2.6 (Causal Bayes Network) A Bayes Network is causal if its
associated probability distribution satisfies the condition specifying that if a node
X of its dag is actively caused to be in a given state x (an operation written as
do(x), e.g. in P-log syntax), then the probability density function changes to
the one of the network obtained by cutting the links from X’s parents to X, and
setting X to the caused value x [52].

With this condition being satisfied, one can predict the impact of external
interventions from data obtained prior to intervention.

In a BN, associated with each intermediate node of its dag is a specification of
the distribution of its variable, say A, conditioned on its parents in the graph, i.e.
P (A|parents(A)) is specified. For a top node, the unconditional distribution of
the variable is specified. These distributions are called Conditional Probability
Distribution (CPD) of the BN.

Suppose nodes of the dag form a causally su"cient set, i.e. no common
causes of any two nodes are omitted, then implied by CMA [44], the joint
distribution of all node values of a causally su"cient can be determined as the
product of conditional probabilities of the value of each node on its parents

P (X1, ..., XN ) =
N$

i=1

P (Xi|parents(Xi))

where V = {Xi|1 ' i ' N} is the set of nodes of the dag.
Suppose there is a set of evidence nodes in the dag, say O = {O1, ..., Om} 3

V . We can determine the conditional probability of a variable X given the
observed value of evidence nodes by using the conditional probability formula

P (X|O) =
P (X, O)
P (O)

=
P (X, O1, ..., Om)
P (O1, ..., Om)

(6.1)

where the numerator and denominator are computed by summing the joint
probabilities over all absent variables w.r.t. V as follows

P (X = x, O = o) =
"

av"ASG(AV1)

P (X = x, O = o, AV1 = av)

P (O = o) =
"

av"ASG(AV2)

P (O = o, AV2 = av)
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where o = {o1, ..., om} with o1, ..., om being the observed values of O1, ..., Om,
respectively; ASG(V t) denotes the set of all assignments of vector Vt (with
components are variables in V ); AV1, AV2 are vectors components of which
are corresponding absent variables, i.e. variables in V \ {O , {X }} and V \O,
respectively.

In short, to define a BN, one needs to specify the structure of the network,
its CPD and the prior probability distribution of the top nodes.

6.2.2 Intention Recognition with Causal Bayes Networks

The first phase of the intention recognition system is to find out how likely each
possible intention is, based on current observations such as observed actions of
the intending agent or the e!ects its actions, either observed or unobserved, have
in the environment. It is carried out by using a CBN with nodes standing for
binary random variables that represent causes, intentions, actions and e!ects.
The structure of the CBN and its components such as CPD and probability
distribution of top nodes are specified in the sequel.

To begin with, for better understand the structure of CBNs for intention
recognition we will present, let us recall the high-level model of intentional
behavior described in [36]. In this work, Heinze [36] proposed a tri-level de-
compositional model of intentional behavior of the intending agent. Intention
recognition is the reversal of this process. These levels are:

• The intentional level describes the intentions of agent in terms of de-
sires, beliefs, goals, plans and other high-level intentional states. These
intentions give rise, in a directly causal way, to activities.

• The activity level describes the activities and actions undertaken by the
agent. The actions are a direct result of the intentional state of the agent.
The activities can be to select plans, adopt tactics, etc.

• The state level describes the agent in terms of externally accessible
characteristics and e!ects its actions have in the environment.

According to this description, six basic paths (approaches) can be followed in
intention recognition as shown in Figure 6.1. For example, scheme 1 corresponds
to the basic ’sense and infer ’ approach, scheme 3 matches the trivial case of
communicating intentions, while scheme 6 resembles direct action recognition
from state and inferring the recognized action in intention.

We may also think of these six basic paths as all possible cases that can
happen when recognizing intentions of an agent, depending on the information
available. For example, when not able to observe actions of the intending agent,
the recognizing agent must attempt to analyze the accessible states of the envi-
ronment to figure out which actions might cause those states to the environment.
Depending on to which level of intentional behavior the observable information
belongs to, an intention recognition system should be able to flexibly employ
the right scheme.

Based on this tri-level model with a small modification, we next describe
a structure of CBNs that allows computing the likelihood of intentions, given
the observable information. A fourth level that describes the causes which
might give rise to the considered intentions is added. That level is called pre-
intentional.
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Figure 6.1: Six Possible Paths in Intention Recognition [36]
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The structure is as follows. Intentions are represented by intermediate nodes
whose ancestor nodes represent causes that give rise to those intentions. The
causes, as mentioned above, belong to the pre-intentional level of a model whose
intentional level contains the intentions. Intuitively, the additional level is intro-
duced, first of all, to help with estimating prior probabilities of the intentions.
Secondly, it guarantees the causal su"ciency condition of the set of variables
represented by the nodes of the dag. However, if these prior probabilities can
be specified without considering the causes, intentions are represented by top
nodes. Top nodes reflect the problem context or the intending agent’s mental
state. Note that there might be top nodes which are evidence ones, i.e. being
observable. In our CBN for intention recognition, evidence nodes need not to
be only the observed actions which result from having some intentions. Later
we will see an example (Elder Care) having observed top nodes.

Observed actions are represented as children of the intentions that causally
a!ect them. Observable e!ects are represented as bottom nodes. They can be
children of observed action nodes, of intention nodes, or of some unobserved
actions that might cause the observable e!ects that are added as children of the
intention nodes.

The above causal relations (e.g. which causes give rise to an inten-
tion, which intentions trigger an action, which actions have an e!ect)
among nodes of the BNs, as well as its CPD and the distribution of the
top nodes, are specified by domain experts. However, they are also pos-
sible to learn automatically. Finally, by using formula (6.1) the condi-
tional probabilities of each intention on current observations can be deter-
mined, X being an intention and O being the set of current observations.

Figure 6.2: Fox and Crow

Example 6.2.1 (Fox-Crow)
Consider Fox-Crow story -
adapted from Aesop’s fable
1. There is a crow, holding
a cheese. A fox, being hun-
gry, approaches the crow and
praises her, hoping that the
crow will sing and the cheese
will fall down near him. Un-
fortunately for the fox, the
crow is very intelligent, hav-
ing the ability of intention
recognition.

The Fox’s intentions CBN is
depicted in the Figure 6.3.
The initial possible intentions
of Fox that Crow comes up
with are: Food - i(F ), Please
- i(P ) and Territory - i(T ). The facts that might give rise to those intentions
are how friendly the Fox is (Friendly fox ) and how hungry he is (Hungry fox ).

1The picture on the right is taken from http://mythfolklore.net/aesopica/bewick/51.htm
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Figure 6.3: Fox’s Intentions CBN

Currently, there is only one observation which is: Fox praised Crow (Praised).

6.2.3 Causal Bayes Networks with P-log

The first phase of our intention recognition system employs P-log as a means
to automatize the computation process of CBNs. To illustrate, we continue the
Fox-Crow scenario in Example 6.2.1, showing how to encode Fox’s intentions
CBN with a P-log program.

Example 6.2.2 (Fox-Crow (cont’d)) The Fox’s intentions CBN can be
coded with the P-log program in Figure 6.4.

Two sorts bool and fox intentions, in order to represent boolean values and
set of Fox’s intentions, are declared in line 1. Line 2 is the declaration of four
attributes hungry fox , friendly fox , praised and i which state the first three
attributes have no domain parameter and get boolean values, and the last one
maps each Fox’s intention to a boolean value. The random selection rules in
line 3 declare that these four attributes are randomly distributed in their ranges.
The distributions of the top nodes (hungry fox, friendly fox) and the CPD
corresponding to the CBN in Figure 6.3 are given in line 4 and lines 5-8,
respectively, using the probabilistic information pa-rules. For example, in line
4 the first rule says that fox is hungry with probability 1/2 and the second rule
says he is friendly with probability 1/100. The first rule in line 5 states that
if Fox is friendly and hungry, the probability of him having intention Food is
7/10.

Note that the probability of an atom a(t̄, y) will be directly assigned if the
corresponding pa/3 atom is in the head of some pa-rule with a true body. To
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define probabilities of the remaining atoms we assume that by default, all values
of a given attribute which are not assigned a probability are equally likely. For
example, first rule in line 4 implies that fox is not hungry with probability
1/2. And, actually, we can remove that rule without changing the probabilistic
information since, in that case, the probability of fox being hungry and of not
being hungry are both defined by default, thus, equal to 1/2.

1. bool = {t,f}.
fox_intentions = {food,please,territory}.

2. hungry_fox : bool.
friendly_fox : bool.
i : fox_intentions --> bool.
praised : bool.

3. random(rh, hungry_fox, full).
random(rf, friendly_fox, full).
random(ri, i(I), full).
random(rp, praised, full).

4. pa(rh,hungry_fox(t),d_(1,2)).
pa(rf,friendly_fox(t),d_(1,100)).

5. pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(8,10)) :- friendly_fox(t), hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(9,10)) :- friendly_fox(f), hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(0.1,10)) :- friendly_fox(t), hungry_fox(f).
pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(2,10)) :- friendly_fox(f), hungry_fox(f).

6. pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(7,10)) :- friendly_fox(t), hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(1,100)) :- friendly_fox(f), hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(95,100)) :- friendly_fox(t), hungry_fox(f).
pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(5,100)) :- friendly_fox(f), hungry_fox(f).

7. pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(1,10)) :- friendly_fox(t).
pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(9,10)) :- friendly_fox(f).

8. pa(rp, praised(t),d_(95,100)) :- i(food, t), i(please, t).
pa(rp, praised(t),d_(6,10)) :- i(food, t), i(please, f).
pa(rp, praised(t),d_(8,10)) :- i(food, f), i(please, t).
pa(rp, praised(t),d_(1,100)) :- i(food, f), i(please,f), i(territory,t).
pa(rp, praised(t),d_(1,1000)) :- i(food,f), i(please,f), i(territory,f).

Figure 6.4: Fox’s Intentions CBN with P-log

The probabilities of Fox having intention Food, Territory and Please given
the observation that Fox praised Crow can be found in P-log with the following
queries, respectively,

?% pr(i(food , t) !|! obs(praised(t)),V1 ). The answer is: V1 = 0.9317.
?% pr(i(territory , t) !|!obs(praised(t)),V2 ). The answer is: V2 = 0.8836.
?% pr(i(please, t) !|! obs(praised(t)),V3 ). The answer is: V3 = 0.0900.

From the result we can say that Fox is very unlikely to have the intention
Please, i.e. to make the Crow pleased since its likelihood is very much less than
the others. Thus, the next step of Crow’s intention recognition is to generate
conceivable plans that might corroborate the two remaining intentions. The one
with greater likelihood will be discovered first.
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6.2.3.1 Situation-sensitive CBNs

Undoubtedly, CBNs should be situation-sensitive since using a general CBN for
all specific situations (instances) of a problem domain is unrealistic and most
likely imprecise. For example, in the Fox-Crow scenario the probabilistic infor-
mation in Crow’s CBN about the Fox’s intention of getting Crow’s territory very
much depends on what kind of territories the Crow occupies. However, consult-
ing the domain expert to manually change the CBN w.r.t. each situation is also
very costly. We here provide a way to construct situation-sensitive CBNs, i.e.
ones that change according to the given situation. It uses Logic Programming
(LP) techniques to compute situation specific probabilistic information which is
then updated into a CBN general for the problem domain.

The LP techniques can be deduction with top-down procedure (Prolog)
(to deduce situation-specific probabilistic information) or abduction (to abduce
probabilistic information needed to explain observations representing the given
situation). However, we do not exclude various other types of reasoning, e.g.
including integrity constraint satisfaction, contradiction removal, preferences,
or inductive learning, whose results can be compiled (in part) into an evolving
CBN.

The issue of how to update a CBN with new probabilistic information can
take advantage of the advance in LP semantics for evolving programs with up-
dates [2, 45, 8]. However, in this thesis we employ a simpler way, demonstrated
in the following example.

Example 6.2.3 (Fox-Crow (cont’d)) Suppose the fixed general CBN is the
one given in Figure 6.4.

The Prolog program contains the following two rules for updating the proba-
bilistic information in line 7 of the CBN:

pa_rule(pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(0,1)),[friendly_fox(t)])
:- territory(tree).

pa_rule(pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(1,100)),[friendly_fox(f)])
:- territory(tree).

Given a P-log probabilistic information pa-rule, then the corresponding so-
called situation-sensitive pa rule/2 predicate takes the head and body of the
pa-rule as its first and second arguments, respectively. A situation is given, in
this work, by asserted facts representing it. In order to find the probabilistic
information specific for the given situation, we simply use the XSB built-in
findall/3 predicate to find all true pa rule/3 literals.

In the story the Crow’s territory is a tree, thus the fact territory(tree) is
asserted. Hence, the following two pa rule/3 literals are true

pa_rule(pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(0,100)),[friendly_fox(t)])

pa_rule(pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(1,100)),[friendly_fox(f)])

The CBN is updated by replacing the two pa-rules in line 7 of the CBN with
the corresponding two rules

pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(0,100)) :- friendly_fox(t)

pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(1,100)) :- friendly_fox(f)
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This change can be easily made at the preprocessing stage of the implementation
of P-log(XSB) (more details about the system implementation can be found in
[6]).

In this updated CBN the likelihood of the intentions i(food, t), i(territory, t),
i(please, t) are: V1 = 0.9407; V2 = 0.0099; V3 = 0.0908, respectively. Thus,
most likely, the only surviving intention is food.

6.3 Plan Generation

The second phase of the intention recognition system is to generate conceivable
plans that can achieve the most likely intentions surviving after the first phase.
Any appropriate planners, though those implemented in ASP and/or Prolog are
preferable for integration’s sake, might be used for this task, e.g. DLV K – a
declarative, logic-based planning system built on top of the DLV [40] and ASCP
– an ASP based conditional planner [41].

In our system, plan generation is carried out by a new implementation of
ASCP in XSB Prolog using XASP package [42]. It has the same syntax and
uses the same transformation to ASP as in the original version. It might have
better performance because of the relevance property and tabling mechanism
in XSB, but we will not discuss that here. Next we briefly recall the syntax of
ASCP necessary to represent the example being considered. Semantics and the
transformation to ASP can be found in [41].

After that, we propose a new approach to plan generation in Abductive Logic
Programming in general, then particularize it for the abduction system Abdual
[16], resulting in a planning system called AbdualP. AbdualP uses the action
language Ac

K of ASCP as its syntax, but has a di!erent semantics. We also
provide a logic transformation of AbdualP into Abdual and prove its soundness
and completeness. However, its implementation on top of Abdual have not been
done yet. Currently our intention recognition system only employs the ASCP
planner. AbdualP will be used in the future work.

6.3.1 Action Language Ac
K

ASCP uses Ac
K - a representation action language that extends A [43] by in-

troducing new types of propositions called knowledge producing proposition and
executability condition, and static causal laws.

The alphabet of Ac
K consists of a set of actions A and a set of fluents F.

A fluent literal (or literal for short) is either a fluent f & F or its negation
¬f . A fluent formula is a propositional formula constructed from the set of
literals using operators .,/ and/or ¬. To describe an action theory, 5 kinds of
propositions are used:

(1) initially(l)
(2) executable(a, ))
(3) causes(a, l, *)
(4) if(l,+)
(5) determines(a, ,).

The initial situation is described by a set of propositions (1), called v-
propositions. (1) says that l holds in the initial situation. A proposition of
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form (2) is called executability condition. It says that a is executable in any
situation in which ) holds. A proposition (3), called a dynamic causal law,
saying that performing a in a situation in which * holds causes l to hold in the
successor situation. A proposition (4), called a static causal law, states that
l holds in any situation in which + holds. A knowledge proposition (5) states
that the values of literals in ,, sometimes referred to as sensed-literals, will be
known after a is executed.

Definition 6.3.1 (Action theory) An action theory is given by a pair (D, I)
where D is a set of propositions of types from (2) to (5), called domain descrip-
tion; I is a set of propositions of type (1), dubbed initial situation.

Definition 6.3.2 (Planning problem instance) A planning problem in-
stance is a triple $ = (D, I, G) where D is a set of propositions of types from
(2) to (5), called domain description; I is a set of propositions of type (1),
dubbed initial situation; and G is a conjunction of fluent literals.

With the presence of sensing actions we need to extend the notion of plans
from a sequence of actions so as to allow conditional statements of the form
case-endcase (which subsumes the if-then statement).

Definition 6.3.3 (Conditional plan) 1. [] is a conditional plan, denoting
the empty plan, i.e., the plan containing no action.

2. if a is a non-sensing action and p is a conditional plan then the sequence
[a; p] is a conditional plan.

3. if a is a sensing action of a proposition (5) with , = {g1, ..., gn} and pj’s
are conditional plans, then [a; cases({gj 4 pj}n

j=1] is a conditional plan.

4. Nothing else is a conditional plan.

To execute a conditional plan of the form [a; cases({gj 4 pj}n
j=1], we first

execute a and then evaluate each gj w.r.t. our current knowledge. If one of the
gj ’s, say gk holds, we execute pk.

Definition 6.3.4 (Queries) Let p be a conditional plan and f be a fluent for-
mula. There are two kinds of queries supported in ASCP

• knows f after p: asks whether f is true after the execution of p from the
initial situation.

• whether f after p: asks whether f is known after the execution of p from
the initial situation.

ASCP planner works by transforming a given planning problem instance into an
ASP program whose answer sets correspond to conditional plans of the problem
instance (see [41] for details).
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6.3.2 Representation in Ac
K

We now show how the Crow represents Fox’s actions language and two problem
instances corresponding to the two Fox’s intentions, gathered from the CBN:
Food (not to be hungry) and Territory (occupy Crow’s tree) in Ac

K . The repre-
sentation is inspired by the work in [20].

Example 6.3.1 (Fox-Crow (cont’d)) The scenarios with intentions of get-
ting food and territory are represented in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. The
first problem instance has the conditional plan:

[praise(fox , crow), cases({
accepted(crow) 4 [sing(crow), grab(fox , cheese), eat(fox, cheese)];
declined(crow) 4 )})] (where ) means no plans appropriate)

1.animal(fox). bird(crow).
object(cheese). edible(cheese).
animal(X) :- bird(X).

2.executable(eat(A,E),[holds(A,E)]) :- animal(A),edible(E).
executable(sing(B),[accepted(B)]) :- bird(B).
executable(praise(fox,A),[]) :- animal(A).
executable(grab(A,O),[holds(nobody,O)]) :-

animal(A), object(O).
3.causes(sing(B),holds(nobody,O),[holds(B,O)]) :-

bird(B), object(O).
causes(eat(A,E),neg(hungry(A)),[hungry(A)]) :-

animal(A), edible(E).
causes(grab(A,O),holds(A,O),[]) :- animal(A),object(O).

4.determines(praise(fox,B),[accepted(B),declined(B)]) :- bird(B).
5.initially(holds(crow,cheese)).
initially(hungry(fox)).

6.goal([neg(hungry(fox))]).

Figure 6.5: Fox’s Plans for Food

i.e. first, Fox praises Crow. If Crow accepts to sing, Fox grabs the dropped
cheese and eats it. Otherwise, i.e. Crow declines to sing, nothing happens. The
second problem instance has the conditional plan:

[praise(fox, crow), cases({
accepted(crow) 4 [sing(crow), approach(fox,crow),attack(fox,crow)];
declined(crow) 4 )})]

Thus, with the only current observation (Fox praised) Crow cannot decide which
is the real intention of Fox. Since the only way to identify is an acceptance to
sing, which in both cases leads to a bad consequence, losing the cheese and/or
the territory, Crow can simply decline to sing. However, being really smart and
extremely curious, she can first eat or hide the cheese in order to prevent it
from falling down when singing, then she starts singing, keeping an eye on Fox’s
behaviors. If Fox approaches her, she flies, knowing Fox’s real intention is to
get her territory (supposing Crow does not get injured by a Fox attack, she can
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1.place(tree).
2.executable(attack(fox,A),[]) :- bird(A), near(fox,A).
executable(approach(fox,A),[happy(A)]) :- animal(A).

3.causes(attack(fox,A),occupied(fox,P),[occupied(A,P)]) :-
animal(A), place(P).

causes(approach(A,B),near(A,B),[]) :- animal(A),animal(B).
causes(sing(A),happy(A),[]) :- bird(A).

4.occupied(crow,tree).
5.goal([occupied(fox,tree)]).

Figure 6.6: Fox’s Plan for Territory

revenge on Fox to get back the territory). Otherwise, if Fox does nothing or
simply goes away, Crow knows that Fox’s real intention was to get the cheese.

6.3.3 Plan Generation in Abductive Logic Programming

This Section describes an approach to plan generation in Abductive Logic Pro-
gramming and how that approach is applied in the abduction system Abdual
[16]. However, in our intention recognition it is not employed yet. The readers
can skip this for the first reading with any di"culty of further understanding.

In abductive logic programming (ALP) [13, 14], the general idea of com-
puting abductive solutions for a query is by extending SLD and SLDNF [15].
Instead of failing in a proof when a selected subgoal fails to unify with the head
of any rule, if the subgoal is an abducible, it is simply added to a set which
is to accumulate all those abducibles that are called upon the proof. The set
obtained at the end of the proof process is called an abductive solution of the
query. Given a query, if the considered abducibles can be seen as additional
regulable predicates that might contribute in making the query true, abductive
solutions can be thought of as possible combinations of those abducibles which
can be regulated to make the query true indeed.

There is clearly a link between abductive logic programming and plan gen-
eration problems. The goal in a planning problem can be seen as the query
for an abductive logic program. The possible actions which can be used in a
plan to achieve the goal can be seen as the abducibles which can be used in
making the corresponding query true. Finally, a plan achieving the goal can be
seen as the abductive solution committing to it makes the query true. However,
there are some issues that are needed to take into account for an abductive
logic programming system to do plan generation. First of all, since a plan is
not a set, but a sequence, of actions (the order of the actions in a plan must be
considered), in ALP the abducibles occurred in the proof of a query need to be
stored in a sequence, order of which depends on the proof procedure’s search
algorithm. Furthermore, since in a plan an action might appear several times,
in ALP we also need to allow this.

We next describe how this approach is applied to the ALP system Abdual.
Some changes need to be done with the definitions of Subgoal and Abdual op-
erations, namely Answer Clause Resolution, Simplification, Co-unfounded Set
Removal, Abduction. We do not describe it here. The readers can see the paper
[16] for more details.
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6.3.3.1 Semantics of AbdualP

A fluent literal (or literal briefly) is either a fluent f & F (positive literal) or
its negation ¬f (negative literal). Let # be a set of fluent literals. Denote
¬# = {¬l | l & #}. Let #+ denote the set of positive literals of # and ## be
such that ¬## is the set of its negative literals. # is consistent if #+ and ## are
disjoint, i.e., #+5## = (. Given a fluent name f and a consistent set of fluents
#, we say that f holds in # if f & #+, f does not hold in # if f & ##, and it is
not known whether f holds in # otherwise. Given a fluent name f , we also say
that ¬f holds in # if f does not hold in #. The truth of a propositional fluent
formula is defined as usual.

A state s is a pair of sets of fluent literals *I,#+. Intuitively, I, physical
state, is the set of fluents directly caused by (physical) non-sensing actions and
#, causal state, includes physical state and its causal consequences.

The set of fluent literals # satisfies a static causal law (4) if either F does not
hold in # or l holds in # (i.e., F holds in # implies that l holds in #). By ClD(#),
we denote the smallest state that includes # and satisfies all static causal laws
in D. Given a physical state I, to be consistent, the corresponding causal state
# should contain none of the literals in %I. Furthermore, # should also not
contain any causal consequence of a literal in %I. This is done by, first deleting
all the causal laws having a head in %I, then finding the least set containing
I and satisfying the remaining causal laws, i.e. # = ClD|I(I) where D|I is the
set of rules in D that does not have a head in %I. A state s = *I, #+ satisfies a
static causal law if # does.

An action a is executable in the set of literals # if there exists an executability
condition (2) such that F holds in #. a is executable in state s = *I, #+ if it is
in #.

Definition 6.3.5 (Result function for non-sensing actions) For a non-
sensing action a executable in s = *I, #+, let

Res(a, s) = *I !, #!+

where I !+ = I+ , E+(a, #) \ E#(a, #), I !# = I# , E#(a, #) \ E+(a, #)+) and
#! = ClD|I!(I !) with

E+(a, #) = {f | 6a dynamic causal law causes(a, f, F ) such that F holds in #}
E#(a, #) = {f | 6a dynamic causal law causes(a,¬f, F ) such that F holds in #}

Definition 6.3.6 (Result function for sensing actions) For every state
s = *I, #+ and sensing action a with proposition (5) such that a executable in s

Res(a, s) = {*I, #!+ | #! = ClD(I , {g}), g & , and #! is consistent}

A transition function & is a mapping from the set of pairs (A, #), where A is an
action and # is a state, into sets of states, defined as follows.

Definition 6.3.7 (Transition Function) Given a domain description D, for
any action a and state s,

1. If a is not executable in s then

&(a, #) = )
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2. Otherwise,
&(a, s) = ResD(a, s)

The transition function & returns the set of possible next states after performing
a single action in a given state. We now extend it to define the set of possible
next states after the execution of a plan. The extended transition function,
called &̂ is given in the following definition.

Definition 6.3.8 (Extended Transition Function) Give a domain de-
scription D, for any plan p and state s,

1. if p = [ ] then
&̂(p, s) = {s}

2. if p = [a; q], where a is a non-sensing action and q is a sub-plan, then

&̂(p, s) =

&
), if &(a, s) = )
&̂(q, &(a, s)), otherwise

3. if p = [a; cases({gj 4 pj}n
j=1], where a is a sensing action and p!js are

sub-plans, then

&̂(p, s) =

&
), if &(a, s) = )
'

1&j&n,s!"#(a,s),gj holds in s! &̂(pj , s), otherwise

Definition 6.3.9 (Consistent Domains) A domain description D is consis-
tent if for every state # and action a executable in #, ResD(a, #) 2= (.

Definition 6.3.10 (Consistent Action Theories) An action theory
(D, Init) is consistent if D is consistent and its initial state, defined by
*I0, ClD(I0)+, where I0 = {l | initially l & Init+, is consistent.

Definition 6.3.11 (Entailment) Let (D,I) be an action theory and s0 be its
initial state. For a plan p and a fluent formula G, we say that

• (D,I) entails the query (knows G after p) and write

D |=I knows G after p

if &̂(p, s0) 2= ) and G is true in every state in &̂(p, s0); and

• (D,I) entails the query (whether G after p) and write

D |=I whether G after p

if &̂(p, s0) 2= ) and G is known in every state in &̂(p, s0).
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6.3.3.2 Transformation into Abdual

We provide a sound and complete program transformation of the action language
Ac

K into (revised) Abdual, w.r.t. the semantics of AbdualP. To begin with, we
revise some definitions of Abdual to take care of the ordering property of actions
in a plan. Abductive solutions need to be defined as sequences of abducibles
instead of sets like before.

Definition 6.3.12 (Abductive framework) An abductive framework is a
triple < P,A, I > where A is a finite set of ground objective literals of LP called
abducibles, such that for any objective literal O, O & A i! conjE(O) & A, I is
a set of ground integrity constraints, and P is a ground program such that (1)
there is no rule in P whose head is in A; and (2) )/0 is a predicate symbol not
occurring in LP .

Definition 6.3.13 (Abductive scenario) A scenario of an abductive frame-
work *P,A, I+ is a tuple *P,A,B, I+, where B, a set of literals formed over A,
is such that there is no O & B such that conjE(O) & B. PB is defined as the
smallest set of rules that contains for each a & A, the rule a ! t (t denotes
true) i! a & B; and a ! u (u denotes undefined) otherwise.

Definition 6.3.14 (Abductive solution) An abductive solution of abductive
framework # = *P,A, I+ is a scenario # = *P,A,B, I+ such that ) is false in
M(#) = WFS(P , PB , I).

Definition 6.3.15 (Ordered abductive scenario) An ordered scenario of
an abductive framework *P,A, I+ is a tuple *P,A,SQ, I+, where SQ, a se-
quence of literals formed over A. PSQ is defined as the smallest set of rules
that contains for each a & A, the rule a ! t i! a & SQ; and a ! u otherwise.

Definition 6.3.16 (Ordered abductive solution) We say that ordered ab-
ductive scenario # = *P,A,SQ, I+ is an ordered abductive solution for a query
Q if the following conditions hold

• Let M(#) = WFS(P , PSQ , I), then M(#) ! ) and M(#) |= Q.

• SQ satisfies the abductive proof procedure being used.

Definition 6.3.17 Give domain description D. For non-sensing action a we
denote CAUSES(D,a) the set of causal laws for a and EXEC(D,a) the set of
executability conditions for a.

Definition 6.3.18 (Transformation to PLP) Given action theory AC =
(D, I). The translation '(AC) of AC is the abductive framework (P, (,A),
where A is the set of all actions and P includes

• for each action a the fact: action(a)

• for each non-sensing action a: For each proposition causes(a, fk, )k) in
CAUSES(D,a) the rules

expect(a(k)) ! *, )k for each executable(a, *) & EXEC(D, a)
causes(a, fk) ! a(k)
fk ! causes(a, fk), not causes(a,%fk), not causes after(a,%fk)
causes after(a,%fk) ! after(B, a), causes(B,%fk)
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• for each literal l satisfying that there is either a static law if(l, +) or a
knowledge proposition a determines , & D with l & ,, the rule

is true(%l) ! action(A), causes(A,%l), not causes after(a, l)

• for each proposition if(l, F) & D the rules

l ! not is true(%l), F.

• for each proposition a determines , & D,

– for each literal g & , the rules

f ! not is true(%f), a(g) (for each f & , \ {f})
g ! not is true(%g), a(g)

– for each executability proposition executable(a, *) the rule

expect(a(X)) ! *

• for each proposition initially f & I the rule

f ! action(A), not causes(A,%f)

Note that an abducible can be abduced only it is expected, and the predicate
expect/1 is checked before the abducible is added. Abducing a is the same
as adding to the current knowledge base all a(k) such that expect(a(k)) holds,
before they being added, which correspond to those causes(a, fk, )k) with pre-
condition )k holds and a is executable.

Definition 6.3.19 (Decomposed conditional plan) The set of all decom-
posed conditional plans of the conditional plan c, denoted by D(c), is defined as
follows

1. if c = [], D(c) = []

2. if c = [a; p] where a is a non-sensing action and p is a conditional plan,
then

D(c) = {[a; q] : q & D(p)}

3. if c = [a; cases({gj 4 pj}n
j=1] where a is a sensing action with proposition

(5), where , = {g1, ..., gn} and pj’s are conditional plans then

D(c) =
(

1&j&n

{[a(gj); q] : q & D(pj)}

The following theorem proves the soundness and completeness of the transfor-
mation.

Theorem 6.3.1 Let AC = (D, I) be an action theory and G be a flu-
ent formula. Then, for any conditional plan c, c achieves G, i.e. D |=I

knows G after c i! all decomposed plans in D(c) are ordered abductive
solutions of the abductive framework '(AC) = *P, (, A+ for query G, i.e.

D |=I knows G after c i! WFS(P , SQ) " G for all SQ from D(c)
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Proof sketch. First we recall the theorem allowing to compute WFS of ex-
tended logic program based on ' [18].

Theorem 6.3.2 (Well-founded model) Let P be an extended program. M =
TP

'
not FP is the well-founded model of P i! TP is the least fixpoint of 'P 'Ps

and generates M.
Thus the WFS can be obtained by iterating ''s from the empty set.

We will prove by induction on the length of conditional plan p that

&̂(p, s0) = {*I(SQ), TP%SQ |AC+ | SQ & D(p)}

Note that the true literals of the WFS is restricted to the set of literals in the
action theory. In the following for simplicity we don’t write the restriction.

Base case: - = []. By definition &̂([], s0) = s0; I({}) = I0. Furthermore, it is
easy to obtain: ('P 'Ps)2(() = 'P 'Ps(() = ClD(I0).

Inductive step: Suppose that

&̂(q, s0) = {*I(SQ), TP%SQ+ | SQ & D(q)}

For p = [q; a], by definition we have

&̂([q; a], s0) =
(

s"#̂(q,s0)

&(a, s)

Thus,
&̂([q; a], s0) =

(

SQ"D(q)

&(a, *I(SQ), TP%SQ+)

If a is a non-sensing action we have

D(p) = {[SQ, a] | SQ & D(q)}

Denote
K(a) = {k | expect(a(k)) holds in WFS(P , SQ)}

and
AK(a) = {a(k) |k & K(a)}

Thus it is done if we can prove

&(a, *I(SQ), TP%SQ+) = *I([SQ,a]), TP%SQ%AK(a)+

(This is easily done by computing the WFS using ' operator)
If a is a sensing action with k-proposition a determines , we have

D(p) = {[SQ, a(g)] | g & , and SQ & D(q)} =
(

SQ"D(q)

{[SQ, a(g)] | g & ,}

Thus it is done if we can prove

&(a, *I(SQ), TP%SQ+) = {*I([SQ, a(g)]), TP%SQ%{a(g)}+ | g & ,}

(This is easily done by computing the WFS using ' operator)
#.
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Figure 6.7: Elder’s Intentions CBN

6.4 Elder Care: An Application for Intention
Recognition

In order to provide contextually appropriate help for elders it is required that
the assisting system have the ability to observe the actions of the elders, infer
their intentions, and make predictions about their future actions. Thus, elder
care is a very appropriate application field for intention recognition.

As an illustration, we consider the following scenario.

Example 6.4.1 (Elder Care) An elder stays alone in his apartment. The
intention recognition system observes that he is looking for something in the
living room. In order to assist him, the system needs to figure out what he
intends to find. The possible things are: something to read (book); something
to drink (drink); the TV remote control (Rem); and the light switch (Switch).
The CBN representing this scenario is that of Figure 6.7. Its CPD and the
distribution of top nodes will be given directly in P-log code.

To begin with, we need to declare two sorts

bool = {t,f}.
elder_intentions = {book,drink,remote_control,light_switch}.

where the second one is the sort of possible intentions of the elder. There are
five top nodes, thirsty, like reading, like watching, tv on, light on, belonging
to the pre-intention level to describe the causes that might give rise to the
considered intentions. The values of last two nodes are observed (evidence
nodes). The corresponding random attributes are declared as

thirsty : bool. like_reading : bool.
like_watching : bool. tv_on : bool. light_on : bool.
random(rth, thirsty, full).
random(rlr, like_reading, full).
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random(rlw, like_watching, full).
random(rtv, tv_on, full).
random(rl, light_on, full).

and their independent probability distributions are encoded with pa-rules as

pa(rth, thirsty(t), d_(1,2)).
pa(rlr, like_reading(t), d_(8,10)).
pa(rlw, like_watching(t), d_(7,10)).
pa(rtv, tv_on(t), d_(1,2)).
pa(rl, light_on(t), d_(1,2)).

The intentional level has four nodes representing the four possible intentions of
the elder, mentioned above. The corresponding random attributes are coded
using an attribute with domain being elder intentions and receives boolean
values

i : elder_intentions --> bool.
random(ri, i(I), full).

The probability distribution of each intention node conditional on the causes
are coded in P-log in the sequent. Firstly, for i(book):

pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(0,1)) :- light_on(f).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(0,1)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(t).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(6,10)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(t), like_watching(t), thirsty(t).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(65,100)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(t), like_watching(t), thirsty(f).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(70,100)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(t), like_watching(f), thirsty(t).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(80,100)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(t), like_watching(f), thirsty(f).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(1,10)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(f), like_watching(t).
pa(ri(book),i(book,t),d_(4,10)) :- light_on(t), tv_on(f),

like_reading(f), like_watching(f).

For i(drink):

pa(ri(drink),i(drink,t),d_(0,1)) :- light_on(f).
pa(ri(drink),i(drink,t),d_(9,10)) :- light_on(t), thirsty(t).
pa(ri(drink),i(drink,t),d_(1,10)) :- light_on(t), thirsty(f).

For i(remote control):

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(0,1)):-light_on(f).
pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(8,10)):-

light_on(t),tv_on(t).
pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(4,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(t),like_reading(t),thirsty(t).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(5,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(t),like_reading(t),thirsty(f).
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pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(6,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(t),like_reading(f),thirsty(t).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(9,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(t),like_reading(f),thirsty(f).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(1,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(f),like_reading(t),thirsty(t).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(2,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(f),like_reading(t),thirsty(f).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(0,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(f),like_reading(f),thirsty(t).

pa(ri(remote_control),i(remote_control,t),d_(3,10)):-
light_on(t),tv_on(f),like_watching(f),like_reading(f),thirsty(f).

For i(light switch):

pa(ri(light_switch),i(light_switch,t),d_(1,1)) :- light_on(f).
pa(ri(light_switch),i(light_switch,t),d_(1,100)) :- light_on(t).

There is only one observation, namely, that is the elder is looking for some-
thing (Looking). The declaration of the corresponding random attribute and
its probability distribution conditional on the possible intentions are given as
follows:

look : bool.
random(rla, look, full).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(99, 100)) :- i(book,t), i(drink,t),

i(remote_control, t).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(70, 100)) :- i(book,t), i(drink,t),

i(remote_control, f).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(90, 100)) :- i(book,t), i(drink,f),

i(remote_control, t).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(60, 100)) :- i(book,t), i(drink,f),

i(remote_control, f).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(60, 100)) :- i(book,f), i(drink,t),

i(remote_control, t).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(30, 100)) :- i(book,f), i(drink,t),

i(remote_control, f).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(40, 100)) :- i(book,f), i(drink,f),

i(remote_control, t).
pa(rla,look(t),d_(10, 100)) :- i(book,f), i(drink,f),

i(remote_control, f), i(light_switch,t).
pa(rla, look(t), d_(1, 100) ):- i(book,f), i(drink,f),

i(remote_control, f), i(light_switch,f).

In this scenario, the CBN may vary depending on some observed factors, for
example, the time of day, the current temperature, etc. We design a logical
component for the CBN to deal with those factors:

pa_rule(pa(rlk,like_reading(t),d_(0,100)),[]):-
time(T), T > 0, T < 5, !.

pa_rule(pa(rlk,like_reading(t),d_(10,100)),[]):-
time(T), T >= 5, T < 8, !.
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pa_rule(pa(rlw,like_watching(t),d_(95,100)),[]) :-
time(T), schedule(T,football), !.

pa_rule(pa(rlw,like_watching(t),d_(10,100)),[]) :-
time(T), (T > 23; T < 5), !.

pa_rule(pa(rth,thirsty(t),d_(70,100)),[]):-
temperature(T), T > 30, !.

pa_rule(pa(rlk,like_reading(t),d_(10,100)),[]):-
temperature(TM), TM > 30, !.

pa_rule(pa(rlw,like_watching(t),d_(30,100)),[]):-
temperature(TM), TM > 30, !.

so that the pa-rules can be parametrized rather than fixed, and used to dy-
namically configure the CBN. Note that in this modelling, to guarantee the
consistency of the P-log program (there must not be two pa-rules for the same
attribute instance with non-exclusive bodies) we consider time with a higher
priority than temperature, employed by using XSB Prolog cut operator, as can
be seen in the rlk and rlw cases.

Recall that the two nodes tv on and light on are observed. The probabilities
that the elder has the intention of looking for book, drink, remote control and
light switch given the observations that he is looking around and of the states of
the light (on or o!) and TV (on or o!) can be found in P-log with the following
queries, respectively:

?% pr(i(book , t)!|!(obs(tv on(S1 ))&light on(S2 )&obs(look(t))),V1 ).
?% pr(i(drink , t)!|!(obs(tv on(S1 ))&light on(S2 )&obs(look(t))),V2 ).
?% pr(i(remote control , t)!|!(obs(tv on(S1 ))&light on(S2 )&obs(look(t))),V3 ).
?% pr(i(light switch, t)!|!(obs(tv on(S1 ))&light on(S2 )&obs(look(t))),V4 ).

where S1, S2 are boolean values (t or f), being instantiated depending on the
states of the light and TV. Let us consider the possible cases for the general
CBN (i.e. none of the pa-rules in the logical component has a true body w.r.t.
the current situation)

• If the light is o! (S2 = f), then V1 = V2 = V3 = 0, V4 = 1.0, regardless of
the state of the TV.

• If the light is on and TV is o! (S1 = t, S2 = f), then V1 = 0.7521, V2 =
0.5465, V3 = 0.5036, V4 = 0.0101.

• If both light and TV are on (S1 = t, S2 = t), then V1 = 0, V2 =
0.6263, V3 = 0.9279, V4 = 0.0102.

Thus, if one observes that the light is o!, definitely the elder is looking for the
light switch, given that he is looking around. Otherwise, if one observes the light
is on, in both cases where the TV is either on or o!, the first three intentions
book, drink, remote control still need to be put under consideration in the next
phase, generating possible plans for each of them. The intention of looking for
the light switch is very unlikely to be the case comparing with other three, thus
being ruled out. When there is light one goes directly to the light switch if the
intention is to turn it o!, without having to look for it.
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Chapter 7

Evolution Prospection and
Intention Recognition

In previous Chapters, we have already addressed two topics: Evolution Prospec-
tion Agent system (EPA) and Intention Recognition (IR). The first designs and
implements an agent that is capable of looking ahead a number of steps into the
future in order to choose the best course of evolution that satisfies its goals and
follow it. The second shows how an agent can recognize intentions of another
agent based on observations, such as its actions and the e!ects its actions have
on the environment.

In this Chapter, we describe two approaches to combining them. First of all,
IR can be a component of EPA, helping with choosing amongst possible courses
of evolution. Acting on the environment, an agent might need to deal with
other agents, either in a friendly or hostile way, therefore becoming aware of their
intentions might help towards making a better choice. Intention recognition can
be appropriated to enhance the performance of EPA, for example by providing a
new kind of trigger for preferences, integrity constraints, expectation or counter-
expectation rules, etc.

The idea of this approach actually have been widely discussed in the lit-
erature of agent research. Some philosophers, e.g. Bratman [61], have been
concerned with the role that intention plays in directing rational decision mak-
ing and guiding future action. Many agent researchers have recognised the
importance of intentions in developing useful agent theories, architectures, and
languages, such as Rao and George! with BDI model [62] that led to the com-
mercialization of several high-level agent languages.

Second of all, EPA can be a consumer of the IR system, after the intention of
the intending agent is finally confirmed. As we have seen from previous Chap-
ters, for an EPA agent a set of active goals must be determined at the beginning
of each cycle of evolution. Here the IR system can come into play, producing
active goals as confirmed intentions. The EPA system can now be used to pre-
dict the future actions of the intending agent, assuming some rationality on his
part. It can also be used as part of an assisting system that provides sugges-
tions about what is the best course of actions to follow, assuming that system
is aware of the environment and of future events related to the intending agent.
One example of this is the Elder Care assisting system we shall describe in this
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Chapter.

7.1 Evolution Prospection with Intention Recog-
nition Capability

There are several ways an EPA agent can benefit from the ability recognizing
the intentions of other agents, both in friendly and hostile settings. Knowing
the intention of an agent is a means to predict what he will do next or might
have done before. The recognizing agent can then plan in advance to take the
best advantage of the prediction, or act to take remedial action. Technically,
in EPA systems, this new kind of knowledge may impinge on the body of sev-
eral EPA constructs, such as active goals, expectation and counter-expectation
rules, preference rules, context-sensitive integrity constraints, etc, providing a
new kind of trigger. In the sequel we draw closer attention to some of those
constructs.

7.1.1 Intention Triggering Active Goals

Recall that an active goal has the form

on observe(AG) ! L1, ..., Lt (t " 0)

where L1,...,Lt are domain literals. At the beginning of each cycle of evolution,
those literals are checked w.r.t. the current evolving knowledge base and trigger
the active goal if they all hold. Now, for intention triggering active goals, the
domain literals in the body can be some predicate, either directly or indirectly,
a!ected by intentions of other agents.

It is easily seen that intention triggering active goals are ubiquitous. New
goals often appear when we recognize some intentions in others. In a friendly
setting, we might want to help others to achieve their intention, which is gen-
erally represented as follows

on_observe(help_achieve_goal(G)) <-
friend(P), have_intention(P,G).

while in a hostile setting, we probably want to prevent the opponents to achieve
their goal

on_observe(prevent_achieve_goal(G)) <-
opponent(P), have_intention(P,G).

or, perhaps we simply want to plan in advance to take advantage of the hypo-
thetical future obtained when the intending agent employs the plan that achieves
his intention

on_observe(take_advantage(F)) <- agent(P),
have_intention(P,G), future(employ(G),F).

Let us look closer at each case, providing some ideas how they can be enacted.
When helping someone to achieve an intention, what we need to do is help
him/her with executing a plan achieving that intention successfully, i.e. all
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the actions involved in that plan can be executed. In contrast, in order to
prevent an intention from being achieved, we need to guarantee that all possible
plans achieving the intention cannot be executed successfully. For that, at least
one action in each plan must be prevented, if the plan is conformant, i.e. a
sequence of actions; in case of a conditional plan, each branch is considered as
a conformant plan and must be prevented.

7.1.2 Intention Triggering Preferences

Having recognized an intention of another agent, the recognizing agent may ei-
ther favor or disfavor an abducible (a priori preferences), an abductive solution
(a posteriori preferences) or and evolution (evolution result a posteriori prefer-
ences) w.r.t. another, respectively, depending on the setting they are in. If they
are in a friendly setting, the one which provides more support to achieve the
intention is more favored; and, in contrast, for hostile settings, the one which
provides less support is less favored. The recognizing agent may also favor the
one which takes better advantage of the recognized intention.

First of all, to illustrate the usage of intention triggering a priori preferences,
we revise the Tea-Co!ee scenario as follows.

Example 7.1.1 (Tea-Co!ee with IR) Being thirsty, I consider making tea
or co!ee. I realize that my roommate, John, also wants to have a drink. To be
friendly, I want to take into account his intention when making my choice.

1. abds([coffee/0, tea/0]).
2. expect(coffee). expect(tea).
3. on_observed(drink) <- thirsty.

drink <- tea. drink <- coffee.
4. expect_not(coffee) <- blood_high_pressure.

<- tea, coffee.
5. coffee ’<|’ tea <- has_intention(john, coffee).

tea ’<|’ coffee <- has_intention(john, tea).

Figure 7.1: Tea-Co!ee Considering Intentions

In line 5, the first preference says that tea is preferable, a priori, to co!ee if
John intends to drink tee; and vice versa, if John intends to drink co!ee, co!ee
is preferable.

Now, for another kind of preferences, consider the following revised version
of the saving city example.

Example 7.1.2 During war time, agent David, a general, needs to decide to
save a city from his enemy’s attack or leave it to keep the military resource,
which might be important for some future purpose. David has recognized that a
third party is intending to make an attack to the enemy on the next day. David
will have a good chance to defeat the enemy if he has enough military resource to
coordinate with the third party. The described scenario is coded with the program
in Figure 7.2.

Similar to the original version (example 3.5), in the case of being a bad general
who just sees the situation at hand, David would choose to save the city since
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1. abds([save/0, leave/0]).
on_going_commitment([save,leave]).

2. expect(save). expect(leave).
3. on_observe(choose) <- be_attacked.

choose <- save.
choose <- leave.
<- save, leave.

4. save_men(5000) <- save.
save_men(0) <- leave.
lose_resource <- save.
save_resource <- leave.

5. Ai << Aj <- holds_given(save_men(Ni), Ai),
holds_given(save_men(Nj), Aj), Ni > Nj.

6. on_observe(decide) <- decide_strategy.
decide <- stay_still.
decide <- counter_attack.

7. good_opportunity <- has_intention(third_party,attack).
expect(counter_attack) <- good_opportunity, save_resource.
expect(stay_still).

8. pr(win, 0.9) <- counter_attack.
pr(win, 0.01) <- stay_still.

9. Ei <<< Ej <- holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pi), Ei),
holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pj), Ej), Pi > Pj.

beginProlog.
10.:- assert(sched_events(2,[decide_strategy,

has_intention(third_party, attack])).
endProlog.

Figure 7.2: Saving or Leaving

it would save more people, i.e. the (local) a posteriori preference in line 5 is
taken into account immediately, to rule out the case of leaving the city since it
would save less people. Then, next day, he would not be able to attack since
the military resource is not saved (line 7), and that leads to the outcome with
very small probability of winning the whole war (line 8).

But, fortunately, being able to look ahead plus to do intention recognition,
David can see that on the next day, if he has enough military resources, he
has a good opportunity to make a counter-attack on his enemy (line 7), by
coordinating with a third party who exhibits the intention to attack the enemy
on that day as well; and a successful counter-attack would lead to a very much
higher probability of winning the conflict as a whole (line 8). The evolution
result a posteriori preference is employed in line 9 to prefer the evolution with
higher probability of winning the whole conflict.

In this example we can see, in line 7, how a detected intention of another
agent can be used to enhance the decision making process. It is achieved by
providing an (indirect) trigger for an abducible expectation which a!ects the
evolution result a posteriori preference in line 9.
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7.2 Evolution Prospection as An Intention Con-
sumer

Having recognized the intention of another agent, EPA system can be used to
imagine the best courses of evolution for that agent to achieve its own intention.
These courses of evolution might be provided to the other agent as suggestions
(in friendly settings) or else used as a guide to prevent that agent from achieving
its intention (in hostile settings).

A good application of this approach is the Elder Care domain where an
assisting system should be able to provide contextually appropriate suggestions
for the elders based on their recognized intentions. The assisting system is
supposed to be better aware of the environment, the elders’ physical states,
mental states as well as their scheduled events, so that it can provide good and
safe suggestions, or simply warnings.

We next continue the Elder Care example from previous Chapter for an
illustration.

Example 7.2.1 (Elder Care (cont’d)) Suppose in the elder-care example
(example 6.4.1), the final confirmed intention is that of looking for a drink.
The possibilities are natural pure water, tea, co!ee and juice. EPA now is used
to help the elder in choosing an appropriate one. The scenario is coded with
the program in Figure 7.3.

The information regarding the environment (current time, current temperature)
and the physical states of the elder is coded in the Prolog part of the program
(lines 9-11). The assisting system is supposed to be aware of this information
in order to provide good suggestions.

Line 1 is the declaration of program abducibles: water, co!ee, tea, and
juice. All of them are always expected (line 2). The counter-expectation rules
in line 3 state that co!ee is not expected if the elder has high blood pressure,
experiences di"culty to sleep or it is late; and juice is not expected if it is late.
The integrity constraints in line 5 say that is is not allowed to have at the same
time the following pairs of drink: tea and co!ee, tea and juice, co!ee and juice,
and tea and water. However, it is the case that the elder can have co!ee or juice
together with water at the same time.

The a priori preferences in line 6 say in the morning co!ee is more preferred
to tea, water and juice. And if it is hot, juice is preferred to all other kinds of
drink and water is preferred to tea and co!ee (line 7). In addition, the a priori
preferences in line 8 state if the weather is cold, tea is the most favorable, i.e.
preferred to all other kinds of drink.

Now let us look at the suggestions provided by the Elder Care assisting
system modelled by this EPA program, considering some cases:

• time(24) (late); temperature(16) (not hot, not cold); no high blood pres-
sure; no sleep di"culty: there are two abductive solutions: [tea], [water].

• time(8) (morning time); temperature(16) (not hot, not cold); no high
blood pressure; no sleep di"culty: there are two abductive solutions:
[co!ee], [co!ee,water].
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1. abds([water/0, coffee/0, tea/0, juice/0]).
2. expect(coffee). expect(tea).

expect(water). expect(juice).
3. on_observe(drink) <- has_intention(elder,drink).

drink <- tea. drink <- coffee.
drink <- water. drink <- juice.

4. expect_not(coffee) <- prolog(blood_high_pressure).
expect_not(coffee) <- prolog(sleep_difficulty).
expect_not(coffee) <- prolog(late).
expect_not(juice) <- prolog(late).

5. <- tea, coffee. <- coffee, juice.
<- tea, juice. <- tea, water.

6. coffee ’<|’ tea <- prolog(morning_time).
coffee ’<|’ water <- prolog(morning_time).
coffee ’<|’ juice <- prolog(morning_time).

7. juice ’<|’ coffee <- prolog(hot).
juice ’<|’ tea <- prolog(hot).
juice ’<|’ water <- prolog(hot).
water ’<|’ coffee <- prolog(hot).
water ’<|’ tea <- prolog(hot).

8. tea ’<|’ coffee <- prolog(cold).
tea ’<|’ juice <- prolog(cold).
tea ’<|’ water <- prolog(cold).

beginProlog.
9. late :- time(T), (T > 23; T < 5).

morning_time :- time(T), T > 7, T < 10.
10.hot :- temperature(TM), TM > 32.

cold :- temperature(TM), TM < 10.
11.blood_high_pressure :- physical_state(blood_high_pressure).

sleep_difficulty :- physical_state(sleep_difficulty).
endProlog.

Figure 7.3: Elder Care: Suggestion for a Drink

• time(18) (not late, not morning time); temperature(16) (not cold, not
hot); no high blood pressure; no sleep di"culty: there are six abductive
solutions: [co!ee], [co!ee,water], [juice], [juice,water], [tea], and [water].

• time(18) (not late, not morning time); temperature(16) (not cold, not
hot); high blood pressure; no sleep di"culty: there are four abductive
solutions: [juice], [juice,water], [tea], and [water].

• time(18) (not late, not morning time); temperature(16) (not cold, not
hot); no high blood pressure; sleep di"culty: there are four abductive
solutions: [juice], [juice,water], [tea], and [water].

• time(18) (not late, not morning time); temperature(8) (cold); no high
blood pressure; no sleep di"culty: there is only one abductive solution:
[tea].

• time(18) (not late, not morning time); temperature(35) (hot); no high
blood pressure; no sleep di"culty: there are two abductive solutions:
[juice], [juice,water].
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As we can gather, the suggestions provided by this assisting system are quite
contextually appropriate. We might elaborate current factors (time, tempera-
ture, physical states) and even consider more factors to provide more appropriate
suggestions if the situation gets more complicated.
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Chapter 8

Implementation

This Chapter is devoted to discuss the implementation issues of the evolution
prospection system, implemented on top of Neg-Abdual [17], briefly recalled
in the next Section. We describe the techniques being employed to enable the
evolving ability of prospective agents as well as how di!erent kinds of preferences
mentioned in previous Chapters are implemented, such as a priori, a posteriori
and evolution result a posteriori. The implementation of these features is based
on the semantics of evolving prospective agents given in Chapter 3. We then
show how Prolog and P-log code can be embedded in a Neg-Abdual program
to enable the ability of calling usual Prolog predicates and using probabilistic
reasoning. In addition, how di!erent decision rules mentioned in Chapter 4 can
be implemented is also touched upon.

8.1 NegAbdual

The evolution prospection system is implemented on top of Neg-Abdual [17],
a XSB Prolog system combining constructive negation and abduction over the
well-founded semantics of Abdual [16]. However, in this work we are not making
use of its constructive negation features, and will ignore them.

Abdual lays the foundations for e"ciently computing queries over ground
three-valued abductive frameworks for extended logic programs with integrity
constraints, on the well-founded semantics and its partial stable models. The
query processing technique in Abdual relies on a mixture of program trans-
formation and tabled evaluation. A transformation removes default negative
literals (by making them positive) from both the program and the integrity
rules. Specifically, a dual transformation is used, that defines for each objective
literal O and its set of rules R, a dual set of rules whose conclusions, of the form
not(O), are true if and only if O is false in R. Tabled evaluation of the resulting
program turns out to be much simpler than for the original program, whenever
abduction over negation is needed. At the same time, termination and complex-
ity properties of tabled evaluation of extended programs are preserved by the
transformation, when abduction is not needed. Regarding tabled evaluation,
Abdual is in line with SLG [28] evaluation, which computes queries to normal
programs according to the well-founded semantics. To it, Abdual tabled evalu-
ation adds mechanisms to handle abduction by means of the the dual programs,
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thus allowing for more expedient production of abductive solutions for default
literals.

Abdual is composed of two modules: the preprocessor which transforms
the original program by adding its dual rules, plus specific abduction-enabling
rules; and a meta-interpreter allowing for top-down abductive query solving.
When solving a query, abducibles are dealt with by means of extra rules the
preprocessor added to that e!ect. These rules just add an encountered abducible
to an ongoing list of current abductions, unless a conflicting negation of the
abducible was added before to the list, in that case failure occurs in order to
ensure abduction consistency.

8.2 Evolving Program with Abdual

To enable an abdual program to evolve, by being able to update itself with new
rules or facts, first of all, the preprocessor needs to be changed to make the
whole code dynamic, including the original program and additional dual and
abduction-enabling rules. Adding a rule or fact to the knowledge base is then
performed by adding and removing a set of rules so as to be compatible with
the transformation of the preprocessor.

As a prospective agent is evolving, the information about committed ab-
ducibles at each cycle is kept by setting time stamps so that later on it can be
used, e.g. by the evolution-level preferences, to model some evolution history
related predicates or even to let the agent hypothetically return to the past.
The time stamped commitments are asserted into the system without being
transformed by the preprocessor. Recall that di!erent kinds of commitment are
treated in di!erent ways based on their influence on the future. The hard and
ongoing commitments keep on a!ecting the future onwards from the state which
the agent committed to them (though ongoing ones can be defeated), while tem-
porary commitments have no permanent direct influence. Thus, the hard and
ongoing commitments, besides being time stamped, are added as facts (after
being preprocessed) to the knowledge base, while temporary commitments are
just time stamped. To make a hard commitment non-defeasible, not even by
committing to its negation, its abducible is removed henceforth from the list of
declared abducibles. The semantics of di!erent kinds of commitments can be
recalled from Chapter 3.

So far we have described several di!erent kinds of preference mechanisms.
The a priori one is implemented by using the transformation provided in the
Section 2.2. The a posteriori one is mainly employed by means of the reserved
predicate holds given(L, A), which checks whether domain literal L is a true
side-e!ect of the abductive solution A, without further abduction. This is im-
plemented by checking whether the abductive solution for query L is included
in A, which implies that if A is was committed to, L would be true in the new
knowledge base. The evolution result a posteriori preference is a generalized
version of the a posteriori one. The holds in evol/2 predicate is implemented
by tentatively following the evolution given in the second argument, until the
next-to-last cycle, then checking if the literal given in the first argument is a true
side-e!ect of the abductive solution in the last cycle, with no further abduction.
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8.3 Embedded Prolog and P-log Code

As we have seen, Prolog and P-log code can be embedded in an EPA program by
putting it between the reserved keyword pairs beginProlog/0 - endProlog/0 and
beginP log/0 - endP log/0, respectively. A new preprocessor is created to handle
the embedded code. It reads the EPA program, which might contain Prolog
and P-log code, and writes them into the reserved files called !prologcode.p!

and !plogcode.p!. The first one is then simply consulted as a usual XSB Prolog
program. The second one is given to the P-log(XSB) system [6], which handles
it as a usual P-log program and provides answers for probability queries.

A Prolog predicate can be called inside an EPA program by using re-
served predicate prolog/1; and since in P-log(XSB), probabilistic and meta-
probabilistic queries are also used as usual Prolog predicates, we can call them
in the same way.

Note that P-log has the so-called regular part which can contain arbitrary
XSB Prolog code. Thus, it is optional to put any part of the Prolog code
together with the P-log one, i.e. between beginP log/0 and endP log/0, causing
no change. The only di!erence is that P-log code is sent to P-log(XSB) system,
which also makes some transformation w.r.t. the code. Separating the Prolog
code from P-log code reduces the unnecessary preprocessing time despite it
being quite small (for small programs).

In EPA systems, we have seen in Chapter 4 that P-log(XSB) is consulted
for computing probabilistic information in two processes: upon computing ab-
ductive solutions and after that. In the first one, probabilistic information is
used in expectation and counter-expectation rules, as well as to model a pri-
ori preferences. In the second one, having obtained the abductive solutions,
the probabilistic information is needed for modelling a posteriori preferences,
namely, specifying probability of relevant consequences of some abductive solu-
tion, which is required by decision rules employed in the preferences. The P-log
program in this process needs to take into account the context represented by
the abductive solution being considered.

8.4 Decision Rules

In Chapter 4, we have shown how di!erent decision rules can be employed in a
posteriori and evolution result a posteriori preferences in order to make choices
amongst abductive solutions and evolutions, respectively, based on utility the-
ory.

In general, for any type of decision rules, the set of relevant consequences
(or consequences of interest) plus a real-valued utility function mapping those
consequences to real numbers must given. Some decision rules, e.g. expected
utility maximization, also require a probability measure characterizing the de-
cision makers uncertainty w.r.t. the consequences of a hypothetical abductive
solution, while the others, e.g. maximin and minimax, do not.

In our system, the list of relevant consequences is declared by the Prolog
reserved predicate consequences/1. The utility value of each consequence in
that list is specified using the Prolog reserved predicate utility/2, first argument
of which is the considered consequence and the second argument specifies its
utility value (real number). If the decision rule being employed requires an
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additional probability measure of the consequences, that probability measure
can be defined using the Prolog reserved predicate prc/2. Its first argument is
a relevant consequence. The second one captures the probability value. This
reserved predicate can be directly given, or defined based on probabilistic or
meta-probabistic predicates of a P-log program, taking into account the context
represented by the abductive solution (or evolution).

Based on the information given above, the implementation of some important
decision rules, such as expected utility maximization and maximin, is described
in the sequel. Other decision rules, based on utility theory, can be implemented
similarly.

8.4.1 Expected Utility Maximization

Recall that expected utility of a set of consequences C, given a probability
measure Prc mapping the consequences to probability values, i.e. Prc : C 4
[0, 1], and a utility function U mapping consequences to real-value utilities, i.e.
U : C 4 R, is the weighted sum of the utility of all consequences of C w.r.t.
Prc, obtained by the formula:

Expected Utility(C, Prc, U) =
"

X"C

Prc(X)U(X) (8.1)

Also recall that a posteriori and evolution result a posteriori preferences using
expected utility maximization decision rule, respectively, have the form

Ai $ Aj ! expected utility(Ai, Ui), expected utility(Aj , Uj), Ui > Uj

and

Ei ! Ej ! expected utility evol(Ei, Ui),
expected utility evol(Ej , Uj), Ui > Uj

where Ai, Aj are abductive solutions and Ei, Ej are evolutions.
All we need to do is to define the predicates expected utility/2 and

expected utility evol/2, based on formula 8.1. They are implemented by, first
of all finding all the relevant consequences of the given abductive solution (a
posteriori preference) and evolution (evolution result a posteriori preference),
respectively, then computing the weighted sum of their (given) utility based on
probability value of each consequence, as follows

expected_utility(A,V) :- getAllRelevantConsequencesAbd(A,C),
weighted_sum(C,V).

expected_utility_evol(E,V) :- getAllRelevantConsequencesEvol(E,C),
weighted_sum(C,V).

Note that in the body of a posteriori and evolution result a posteriori prefer-
ences literals are treated as Prolog code. Thus, predicates expected utility/2
and expected utility evol/2 can be called directly, without using prolog/1.

Predicates getAllRelevantConsequencesAbd(A, C) and getAllRelevantCon-
sequencesEvol(E,C) are to obtain all the literals belonging to the given set of
relevant consequences, defined in consequences/1, which are true side-e!ects of
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the abductive solution A and of following the evolution E, respectively, using
the built-in predicates holds given/2 and holds in evol/2. The first predicate
is defined as follows

getAllRelevantConsequences(A,C):-consequences(GivenList),
findall(X,relevantCon(X,GivenList,A),C).

relevantCon(X,GivenList,A):-member(X,GivenList),holds_given(X,A).

The second one can be defined similarly, by replacing predicate holds given/2
in the second rule with holds in evol/2. Note that findall/3 and member/2 are
XSB Prolog built-in predicates.

8.4.2 Maximin and Minimax

An a posteriori preference using maximin as decision rule has the form

Ai $ Aj ! min utility(Ai, Ui), min utility(Aj , Uj), Ui > Uj

which says that Ai is preferred to Aj a posteriori if the consequence with minimal
utility of Ai has greater utility than the one of the consequence with minimal
utility of Aj ; and an a posteriori preference using minimax as decision rule has
the form

Ai $ Aj ! max utility(Ai, Ui), max utility(Aj , Uj), Ui < Uj

saying that Ai is preferred to Aj a posteriori if the consequence with maximal
utility of Ai has smaller utility than the one of the consequence with maximal
utility of Aj .

Thus, we only need to define the predicates min utility and max utility.
They can be implemented similarly to the predicate expected utility, by simply
replacing predicate weighted sum/2 with predicates, say minU/2 and maxU/2,
of finding the utility of the consequence with minimal (respectively, maximal)
utility, from a list of consequences

min_utility(A,V) :- getAllRelevantConsequencesAbd(A,C), minU(C,V).
max_utility(A,V) :- getAllRelevantConsequencesAbd(A,C), maxU(C,V).
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future
Works

The conclusions and future works of this thesis are divided in three sections,
corresponding to the three parts: Evolution Prospection, Intention Recognition,
and their combinations. The first, Section 9.1, summarizes one main contribu-
tion of the thesis, regarding the design and implementation of evolving prospec-
tive agents, and outlines possible directions that might be envisaged in that
respect in the future.

Section 9.2 recapitulates another primary contribution of the thesis, which
is that of showing a new approach to Intention Recognition, in using CBNs plus
a plan generator. Potential directions for future research are also highlighted.

Lastly, Section 9.3, sums up the possible ways of combining the two previous
systems and proposes application domains for their combinations.

9.1 Evolution Prospection

We have shown how to model evolving prospective logic program agent sys-
tems, including single-step and multiple-step ones. Besides declaratively speci-
fying local preferences such as a priori and a posteriori ones, in order to let a
prospective agent look ahead a number steps into the future and prefer amongst
their hypothetical evolutions, we provide new kinds of preference, at evolution
level, that can evaluate long-term consequences of a choice as well as analyze
di!erent kinds of information about the evolution history, which is being kept
by annotating the information with time stamps for each evolution cycle. In
addition, active goals triggered by external events, context-sensitive integrity
constraints and context-sensitive preferences provide flexible ways for modelling
the changing knowledge base of an evolving prospective agent. We exhibited
several examples to illustrate all pro!ered concepts. By means of them, we
have, to some degree, managed to show that multiple-step prospective agents
are more intelligent than the single-step ones, in the sense that they are able to
render more reasonable decisions for long-term goals. In addition, the decision
making process at each cycle during an evolution of an agent was, in many cases,
enhanced by committing to inevitable abducibles - ones that belong to every
considered abductive solution.
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We have also enabled evolving prospective agents to handle uncertain knowl-
edge, by employing P-log to additionally represent the evolving knowledge base
with probabilistic information. P-log code can now be embedded in di!erent
constructs of an EPA program, such as expectation and counter-expectation
rules, local preferences as well as evolution level preferences, in order to enable
them to make use of available probabilistic information. Based on this admit-
tance of probabilistic representation of knowledge and on utility theory, di!erent
decision rules, whether requiring a probability measure or not, have been em-
ployed to improve a posteriori and evolution result a posteriori preferences to
be able to prefer amongst abductive solutions and evolutions, respectively, on
the basis of the utility of sets of their relevant consequences.

In addition, we have shown how to model morality in our system, providing
declarative ways to represent moral rules using a posteriori preferences, integrity
constraints and the feature of inspection points. Six classical trolley problems
plus variants have been introduced for illustration. We have also shown how
di!erent aspects of uncertainty can be introduced into those trolley problems
and how they are dealt with in our system.

When looking ahead, the prospective agent has to search the evolution tree
for the branches that satisfy its goals and preferences. From this perspective
we can improve our system with heuristic search algorithms such as best-first
search, i.e. the most promising nodes are explored first. We also can improve
the performance of the system by using multi-threading which is very e"cient
in XSB, from version 3.0 [47]. Independent threads can evolve on their own and
they can communicate with each other to decide whether some thread should
be canceled or kept evolving, based on the search algorithm used.

In multiple-step prospective agents, the a posteriori preferences are not taken
into account since they, not being aware of what will happen further, may
possibly cut o! the potentially good courses of evolutions even if they seem to
be bad at the very proximate time step they are considered. Thus, the generated
evolution tree can be extensively large. One possible solution for this problem
is that we can set priorities for a posteriori preferences, and really important
ones can be considered and adopted, to filter out some less important search
branches.

On a more general note, it appears the practical use and implementation of
abduction in knowledge representation and reasoning, by means of declarative
languages and systems, has reached a point of maturity, and of opportunity for
development, worthy the calling of attention of a wider community of potential
practitioners.

9.2 Intention Recognition

We have shown a novel approach to intention recognition, by combining
situation-sensitive CBNs and a plan generator. Based on the situation at hand
and a starting default CBN for the problem domain, its situation-sensitive
version is dynamically reconfigured, using LP techniques, in order to compute
the likelihood of intentions w.r.t. the specific situation given, and then to filter
out those much less likely than others. The computed likelihoods enable the
recognizing agent to focus on the more likely ones, which is especially important
for when having to make a quick decision. Henceforth, the plan generator just
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needs to work on these remaining relevant intentions. In addition, we have
shown how generated plans can guide the recognition process: which actions
(or their e!ects) should be checked for whether or not they were (hiddenly)
executed by the intending agent. We have illustrated all these features with
examples.

There are currently several possible future directions to explore. First of all,
we can employ an interplay between CBNs and the planner. Besides being a
consumer of CBNs as shown, the planner can also be a producer for the CBN
in the following ways. Firstly, its feedback about the plausible final intention of
the intending agent may increase the corresponding probabilistic relations of the
confirmed intention in the CBN; secondly, when new actions (or their e!ects)
of the intending agent, not observed before, become confirmed, the CBN is
updated again, which might rule out more intentions, not yet explored nor able
to be confirmed or denied. Moreover, the planner might do real experiments,
or even thought experiments, where values of nodes may be enforced true. The
thought experiments may involve hypothetical or even counterfactual reasoning
(possibly prospecting the future [5]).

In addition, the advance in LP semantics for evolving program with updates
[2] should be used to give more flexibility in updating CBNs with new informa-
tion. This is essential when more dynamic reasoning processes, e.g. in the above
CBNs-Planner interplay, are employed. To this end, we also plan to parame-
terize P-log, i.e. enable P-log to have variables in di!erent constructs, such as
sort declarations, probabilistic information pa-rules, etc, and those variables be
provided by the program calling it, depending on the context. CBNs updating
would very much benefit from this ability.

Clearly, an agent recognizes the intention of another for a purpose, i.e. In-
tention Recognition should be purposive. The depth of understanding of an in-
tention that is required by an agent depends on why knowledge of the intention
is required. It might be that an agent needs only the broadest understanding
of the intention. In that case, simply knowing the general class of intention is
adequate and details are unimportant. But it also might be that details are im-
portant for a given purpose. For example, in the Elder Care example (example
6.4.1), confirming that the elder has an intention of looking for something is
not enough; the details about what he/she is looking for are necessary for the
purpose of providing appropriate support or suggestions. To this end, we plan
to use an ontology of intentions, and the more general intentions are discovered
earlier. Confirmation of a general intention may trigger the discovery of more
specific ones, if more details of understanding of the intention are required and
available. Actually, richer details of understanding an intention might come
up during the recognition process of a general intention as more observations
can be gathered. An example of this arises in the Fox-Crow example (example
6.2.1). Initially, the system is trying to recognize a general intention: if Fox
intends to get some food; and during the recognition process, the detail that
Fox’s intention is to get a concrete kind of food, Crow’s cheese, is found out.
However, this is not always the case. For instance, in the Elder Care example,
confirming that the elder is looking for something simply triggers a new Inten-
tion Recognition process, including the design of a new CBN for computing the
likelihood of specific intentions (a drink, a book, TV remote control or light
switch) and generating plans for the likely ones, so as to figure out more details
about the intention. We plan to attempt to categorize the possible cases and
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conduct appropriate techniques for each of them.

9.3 Evolution Prospection Combined with
Intention Recognition

We have described two approaches towards combining the Evolution Prospection
Agent (EPA) and Intention Recognition (IR) systems, each beneficial for the
other. In the first, evolving prospective agents are equipped with IR capability
to enhance the choice making process amongst scenarios as well as evolutions.
Some examples have been used to illustrate the enhancement the IR ability
can bring to evolving prospective agents, such as providing them with intention
triggering active goals, expectation as well as several kinds of preferences .

In the second, EPA works as a back-end intentions consumer of IR, taking
the final confirmed intention of IR as its input active goal, in order to predict
future actions of the intending agent or provide it with contextually appropri-
ate suggestions. We have applied this combining approach to the Elder Care
domain.
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Appendix A

System Manuals

A.1 Installation

The Evolution Prospection Agents (EPA) system 1 is developed on top of Ne-
gAbdual, an implemented XSB Prolog system, downloadable at [17]. XSB Pro-
log is available at

http://xsb.sourceforge.net/

The EPA system is launched by simply consulting the main file of the system:

?% [metaAb].

Note that the package XASP of XSB must be installed for P-log to work prop-
erly. To make sure it is already installed in your system, call

?% ensure loaded(xasp).

More details can be found in the XSB manuals [47].

A.2 User Predicates

After the EPA system being launched, the following user predicates are available
for consulting files into the knowledge base and for enabling prospective agents
to evolve. Some additional predicates for tracing the evolution of the agent are
available as well. In addition, in appendix B we will show how these predicates
are used with the examples presented throughout the thesis.

• load(FileName): Load an EPA program with the name FileName. Note
that the file name must be given without extension.

• ab(Q, A): This is a built-in predicate of NegAbdual which is to find
an abductive solution A for query Q. All solutions are obtained through
backtracking.

• allAbds(Q, L): Get the list L of all abductive solutions for query Q.
1The Evolution Prospection system together with all the examples in the thesis can be

downloaded at http://centria.di.fct.unl.pt/!lmp/software.html
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• acordaProspection(Q, L): Get the list L of all abductive solutions for
query Q, having taken into account a priori and a posteriori preferences.

• update(N): This predicate is to make the agent evolve N steps.

• evolution tree(E,T,Ps): Build the evolution tree T, given the end state
E and the list of initial evolution history preferences Ps.

• look ahead and update(Ps,E): Get the final desired evolution and up-
date according to it, having used the user’s interaction mode if necessary,
given the end state E and the list of (a priori) evolution history preferences
Ps.

• event(F): Add a temporal fact F to the knowledge base, i.e. F is added
to the knowledge base at the beginning of the cycle and removed when it
is finished.

• asserts(F): Add a permanent fact F to the knowledge base, i.e. F is
added to the knowledge base at the beginning of the cycle and stays there
forever.

• current state(S): Return the state S of the evolution which the agent is
being at.

• timeStamps/0: Show the evolution, i.e. the sequence of time stamped
abductive solutions the agent committed to at each cycle of the evolution.

• expected utility(A,V): Compute the expected utility of the abductive
solution A. The result is captured in V .

• expected utility evol(E,V): Compute the expected utility of evolution
E. The result is captured in V .
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Appendix B

Running Examples

For convenience, we provide scripts for all the examples mentioned in this report,
showing how to run them on top of XSB Prolog. Following some of these scripts
first is a good way to learn about the system.

B.1 Example 3.1.1

Case 1:

1) consult main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file (name without extension): ?- load(’ticket’).
3) assert temporal event travel: ?- event(travel).
4) update/1 takes integer argument, representing the number of steps
to be updated. It finds at each cycle step the abductive solutions
satisfying the active goals of the cycle (using
acordaProspection/2):

?- update(2). % update 2 steps
5) show evolution so far, defined by abductions made: ?- timeStamps.
1 - [flexible_ticket] 2 - [flexible_ticket]

6) assert temporal event mother_ill: ?- event(mother_ill).
7) update 1 step: ?- update(1).
8) show evolution: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [flexible_ticket]
2 - [flexible_ticket]
3 - [cancel_ticket]

9) update 1 step: ?- update(1).
10) show evolution: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [flexible_ticket]
2 - [flexible_ticket]
3 - [cancel_ticket]
4 - []

Case 2:
%another run with the same initial scenario, but new permanent event buy_new_car
1) reload: ?- load(’ticket’).
2) enter event travel: ?- event(travel).
3) assert permanent event: ?- asserts(buy_new_car).
4) update 2 steps: ?- update(2).
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5) show evolution: ?- timeStamps.
1 - [saver_ticket]
2 - [saver_ticket]

6) enter event mother_ill: ?- event(mother_ill).
7) update 1 step: ?- update(1).
8) show evolution: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [saver_ticket]
2 - [saver_ticket]
3 - [lose_money, saver_ticket]

9) update 1 step: ?- update(1).
10) show evolution: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [saver_ticket]
2 - [saver_ticket]
3 - [lose_money, saver_ticket]
4 - [saver_ticket]

B.2 Example 3.1.2

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load file (note that file name without extension): ?-load(’mother’).
3) show the abductive solutions: ?- ab(decide,L).

L = [ flip_a_coin ] ;
L = [ kill(child_1), not flip_a_coin, not kill(child_2) ] ;
L = [ kill(child_2), not flip_a_coin, not kill(child_1) ] ;
L = [ letting_both_die, not flip_a_coin, not kill(child_1), not kill(child_2) ] ; no

4) show the list of abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(decide,L).
L = [ [flip_a_coin], [letting_both_die], [kill(child_1)], [kill(child_2)] ]; no

5) show the final decision: ?- acordaProspection(decide,L).
L = [ [flip_a_coin] ]; no

B.3 Example 3.1.3

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load file: ?- load(’lunch’).
3) update 8 steps : ?- update(8).
4) see evolution: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [fast_food]
2 - [fast_food]
3 - [fruit]
4 - [fast_food]
5 - [fast_food]
6 - [fruit]
7 - [fast_food]
8 - [fast_food]

B.4 Example 3.1.4

1) consult the main program: ?- [metaAb].
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2) load file: ?- load(’inevit_action’).
3) find all abductive solutions for active goals: return_book and
take_money (query is conjunction): ?- allAbds(query,L).
L = [ [lib, a], [lib, b], [lib,c] ]; no

4) acordaProspection/2 predicate does this: first commits to
inevitable abducibles if any, then take into account a posteriori
preferences to rule out less preferred abductive solutions obtained
by allAbds/2: ?- acordaProspection(query,L).
L = [ [lib, c] ]; no

5) update 1 step: ?- update(1).
6) time stamped commitments at each cycle: ?- timeStamps.
1 - [lib, c]

B.5 Example 7.1.2

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’saving_city’).
3) update/1 is for single-step prospective agent: ?- update(2).
4) single-step prospective agent decision: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [save(b)]
2 - [small_city, save(b)]

5) reload: ?- load(’saving_city’).
6) look_ahead_and_update(Prefs,EndState) for multiple-step
prospection (resulting big city instead of small city): ?-
look_ahead_and_update([], 2).
Final Plan: [ [save(a), not save(b)], [big_city, save(a)] ]
7) reload: ?- load(’saving_city’).
8) whole evolution tree till state 2, future on the left: ?-
evolution_tree(2, T, []).

T = [ [ [save(a), not save(b)], [big_city, save(a)] ],
[ [save(a), not save(b)], [small_city, save(a)] ],
[ [save(b), not save(a)], [small_city, save(b)] ] ].

B.6 Example 3.2.2

1) consult the main file: ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’football’). yes
3) There are no initial preferences and no given number of look
ahead steps.
They are chosen a priori: ?- look_ahead_and_update([],[]).
Possible plans:

1 - [ [go_to_beach], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [work] ]
2 - [ [go_to_movie], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [work] ]
3 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [go_to_beach], [work] ]
4 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [go_to_movie], [work] ]
5 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [go_to_beach] ]
6 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [go_to_movie] ]

Do you want to select a plan? Give the corresponding number if yes,
otherwise enter no: no.
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Do you have any preferences? [max(go_to_beach)].
Remaining plans:

1 - [ [go_to_beach], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [work] ]
2 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [go_to_beach], [work] ]
3 - [ [work], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [go_to_beach] ]

Last chance to select a plan. Give the corresponding number if yes,
otherwise enter no: 1. (consider one-cycle interaction mode)

[ [go_to_beach], [watch_football], [watch_football], [work], [work] ]

B.7 Example 4.4

1) consult the main file: ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’expect_pr_exam’). yes
3) find all abductive solutions for the active goal decide:

?- allAbds(decide,L). L = [[module(ggp)]];
4) show the final solution:

?- acordaProspection(decide,L). L = [[module(ggp)]];
5) Show probability of some queries:

?- pr(available(trs,t),V). V = 0.9900
?- pr(available(ggp,t),V). V = 0.5000;
?- pr(available(krr,t),V). V = 0.0100;
?- pr(fail(trs,t),V). V = 0.8000;
?- pr(fail(krr,t),V). V = 0.5000;
?- pr(fail(ggp,t),V). V = 0.5000;

B.8 Example 4.5

1) consult the main file: ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’wetgrass’). yes
3) find all abductive solutions for the active goal relax:

?- allAbds(relax,L). L = [[beach], [cinema]];
4) show the final solution:

?- acordaProspection(relax,L). L = [[cinema]];

B.9 Example 4.6

1) consult the main file: ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’keepingrifle_evol’). yes
3) find all abductive solutions for the active goal decide:

?- allAbds(decide,L). L = [[keep],[return]];
4) show the final solution:

?- acordaProspection(decide,L). L = [[keep]];
5) show expected utility of each abductive solutions
?- expected_utility([keep], V). V = 6.5000;
?- expected_utility([return], V). V = -6.0000;
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B.10 Example 4.7

1) consult the main file: ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’minimax’). yes
3) find all abductive solutions for the active goal decide:

?- allAbds(choose,L). L = [[w1],[w2]];
4) show the final solution:

?- acordaProspection(choose,L). L = [[w2]];

B.11 Example 4.8

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’keepingrifle_evol’). yes
3) update/1 is for single-step prospective agent: ?- update(2).
4) single-step prospective agent decision: ?- timeStamps.

1 - [keep]
2 - [disagree]

5) reload: ?- load(’keepingrifle_evol’). yes
6) look_ahead_and_update(Prefs,EndState) for multiple-step
prospection (resulting big city instead of small city): ?-
look_ahead_and_update([], 2).
Final Plan: - [[return, not keep], [agree, return, not keep]]
7) reload: ?- load(’keepingrifle_evol’). yes
8) whole evolution tree till state 2, future on the left: ?-
evolution_tree(2, T, []).

T = [ [ [keep, not return], [disagree] ],
[ [return, not keep], [agree] ] ].

B.12 Bystander Case

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/hank_acorda’).
3) show list of abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).
L = [ [throwing_switch], [watching] ]; no

4) show the final decision: ?- acordaProspection(not false, L).
L = [ [throwing_switch] ]; no

B.13 Footbridge Case

Case 1: If standing near Ian is an inanimate object, e.g. rock, add
the fact: stand_near(rock).

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/ian_acorda’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [watching], [shove(rock)] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [shove(rock)] ]; no
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Case 2: If standing near Ian is a person named John, add the fact:
stand_near(john).

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/ian_acorda’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [watching] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [watching] ]; no

B.14 Loop Track Case - Variant 1

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/ned1_acorda’).
3) enumerate abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L),

L = [ [watching], [throwing_switch(right)] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [throwing_switch(right)] ]; no

B.15 Loop Track Case - Variant 2 (inspection
point)

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/ned2_acorda’).
3) enumerate abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(one_choice, L), my_write(L,0).

0 - [ empty_sidetrack, throwing_switch, abduced(empty_sidetrack) ]
1 - [ empty_sidetrack, throwing_switch, abduced(man_stand_sidetrack) ]
2 - [ empty_sidetrack, watching ]
3 - [ man_stand_sidetrack, throwing_switch, abduced(empty_sidetrack) ]
4 - [ man_stand_sidetrack, throwing_switch, abduced(man_stand_sidetrack) ]
5 - [ man_stand_sidetrack ,watching ]

B.16 Man-in-front Case

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/oscar_acorda’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [throwing_switch], [watching] ]; no
4) Show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [throwing_switch] ]; no

B.17 Drop Man Case

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
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2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/victor_acorda’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [watching] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false, L).

L = [ [watching] ]; no

B.18 Collapse Bridge Case

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’trolley/walter_acorda’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [watching], [throwing_switch(bridge)] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [throwing_switch(bridge)] ]; no

B.19 Revised Bystander Case

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’hank_pr’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(not false, L).

L = [ [watching], [throwing_switch] ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(not false,L).

L = [ [throwing_switch] ]; no

B.20 Revised Footbridge Case (Original Case)

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file: ?- load(’ian_pr’).
3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(decide, L).

L = [ [watching], [shove_heavy_man ]; no
4) show final solution: ?- acordaProspection(decide,L).

L = [ [shove_heavy_man] ]; no
5) shove expected utility of each abductive solutions:
?- expected_utility([watching], V). V = -0.8404
?- expected_utility([shove_heavy_man], V). V = -0.7567

B.21 Example 7.3

1) consult the main program : ?- [metaAb].
2) load example file (for the case time(24)); temperature(16);

no high blood pressure; no sleep difficulty)
?- load(’drink_int’).

3) show abductive solutions: ?- allAbds(drink, L).
L = [ [tea], [water] ]; no

4) show final solution (there are no a posteriori preferences):
?- acordaProspection(drink,L).

L = [ [tea], [water] ]; no
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